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SUMMARY.
The major part of this thesis is concerned with the study 
of transport and diffusion processes in ion-exchange membranes.
The ion-exchanger chosen for study v/as the A W  C60 cation- 
exchange membrane. Previous studies had suggested that
this membrane was more homogeneous than most commercially avail­
able exchangers and that it exhibited a high water content and 
high electrical conductivity, all of which made it a suitable 
subject for study. It had also been reported that heat treatment
- ■ j
of this membrane led to an irreversible expansion of the membrane
matrix, producing a membrane with a higher water content and lower
flow resistance. The normal and expanded forms, of the
exchanger were studied in the sodium form in sodium chloride 
solutions, so that a comparison of the results from the two 
exchangers might yield information about the effect of expansion 
on the exchanger properties. In addition to the determination 
of the basic properties of the exchangers, e.g. water content, 
physical dimensions, capacity etc., this study entailed the meas­
urement of the following properties; (l) conductivity, (2 ) elec­
tro-osmotic flow, (3) diffusion of counter- and do-ions, (h) trans­
port numbers of counter- and co-ions. These measurements were 
made for each membrane in 0.1M, 0.5^> 1.0K and 2.0M sodium 
chloride solutions. Three further, experiments were conducted
on/
on "both membranes under* the influence of an electrolyte concentra­
tion gradient: salt flow, osmosis and eir:f measurements were made
with concentration gradients of-0*05/0#15 and 0.5/1*5* .The 
results of these experiments have been discussed in terms of the 
current theories of membrane transport processes. It has been
4
shown that the Nernst-Planck equation, modified to include the 
effects of convection, can adequately describe the variations in 
conductivity of the membranes with, changing external concen­
tration and the tortuosity factor, 0 (= 1+v /l-v ), and absolutew w
rate theory, have been used to explain, satisfactorily, the
dependence of the ionic diffusion coefficients on the concentra­
tion of the external solution.
Combining the results of all the transport experiments, it
proved possible to carry out a complete analysis of the systems
( )using the theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. w  / Examina­
tion of the results of this, treatment reveals a number of import­
ant observations.
(1) Where a linear relationship exists between the counter-ion 
and water transference numbers, as it does for the C60 membranes, 
a complete analysis of the system can be achieved using the data 
mentioned above.
(2) For the counter-ions, isotope-isotope interaction is an 
important term and should not be omitted from the calculations 
as it has been frequently in previous studies.
(3 )/
-o- ...
(3) For the co-ions, the isotope term is not large enough to 
significantly affect the results, even when the electrolyte uptake 
is fairly great, .
(2+) Comparison of the. results for the two membranes' shows that,
particularly at 0.1m, the variations in the fluxes of-the species,
’
through the membranes, can he almost wholly attributed, to the
■
difference in tortuosity of the exchangers.
• ' :i|§ |
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In dilute solutions it has been possible to use some simplify-,
ing assumptions which have enabled accurate predictions of the salx'j
flow through the membranes to be made.
Using the electrolyte.uptake data required for the treatment
described above, a structural analysis of the membranes has been
(6 )obtained by employing the method of Glueckauf. J This analysis 
reveals that, although the membranes exhibit inhomogeneity, the 
degree of heterogeneity is considerably less than that observed in 
most commonly used iop-exchange membranes.' The structural para­
meters have also been used in conjunction with the co-ion diffusion 
data, to show that the most continuous regions of the exchangers 
are those where the fixed charge concentration is very low.
The final chapter deals with a study of the inorganic ion- 
exchanger, hydrous zirconia, both in particle and membrane form.
The main feature of this exchanger is the variation in ion-
(7)exchange capacity with pH of the external.solution. In the
chloride form, the counter-ion diffusion coefficients.have been 
determined as a function of the. capacity. The results reveal that 
the/
the diffusion coefficients increase with decreasing capacity, i.e. 
with increasing distance "between the sites of minimum energy, as 
predicted "by the absolute rate theory. ^  ^ Although the 'agree­
ment is not Quantitative owing, to~~the assumptions made in the 
calculations, these results confirm the observations made' for the 
C60 membranes, that absolute rate theory applied to diffusion pro­
cesses can be used in the treatment of diffusion in ion-exchangers
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
ITntroducid on,
Ion-exchangers are usually considered to be insoluble 
11nuids or solids which c^rry exchangeable ions called 
counter-ions. These ions may be exchanged for a 
stoichiometrically eouivalent amount of other ions of the 
same sign if the exchanger is placed in contact with an 
electrolyte solution. Exchangers which carry positively 
charged counter-ions are called cation-exchangers while
4
'those carrying negatively charged ions are called an:'on- 
exchangers•
An ion-exchanger usuall}?- consists of a macromole- 
cular structure which carries surplus positive or negative 
charges. Since electroneutrality must be preserved at 
all times, there must also be within the structure, an 
equivalent number of exchangeable counter-ions, their 
number depending on the number of fixed sites within the 
exchanger. This ouantity is known as the capacity of 
the exchanger.
When an ion-exchanger is placed.in an electrolyte 
solution, sorption of the electrolyte by the exchanger 
may occur. The sorbed counter-ions present in the 
exchanger in addition to those compensating the frame­
work charge, are accompanied by an equivalent amount of 
so/
z.
so called co-ions. These are the mobile ions with.
charges of the same sign as the framework charge.
There are many different kinds of exchanger, some of
which are the naturally occurring inorganic exchangers such
as the zeolites, the glauconites etc. but the greater
proportion of them are man-made. Among the many
synthetic inorganic exchangers are the hydrous oxide gels,'
including POpO-,, Al^O^, CrpO^, BipO^, TiOp, ZrOp, ThOp,
Sn09 , !:o00 , and These oxides are pseudo-amphoteric
and exhibit cation-exchange properties :n solutions of
pH above their isoelectric points and anion-exchange
characteristics in solutions of pH below these values.
However, only the oxides of zirconium and tin are suffic-
(1)iently stable to warrant much study.
The ’most commonly used exchangers are the synthetic 
organic ion-exchange resins. Most of these materials 
consist of three dimensional networks of hydrocarbon
- - o_
chains which carry ionic groups such as -C0o , -PO^ ,
a w —j~ -j-
—As01 , in cation-exchanaers and -NHl, , TT ,- 33 / 2. 1 / ^  1
in anion-exchangers. The matrix itself is hydrorhobic, 
but the incorporation of these ionogenic groupings 
introduces hydrophilic characteristics. Linear hydrocarbon 
macromolecules (or polyelectrolytes) of this type are 
water soluble, but the ion-exchange resins are rendered 
insoluble by the crosslinkirig introduced between adjacent 
chains./
chains. However the resulting matrix is elastic and 
can'swell in the presence of a solvent.
The chemical and mechanical stability of the resins 
depends mainly on the structure and degree of cross- 
linking of the matrix and the nature of the fixed groups. 
Most studies have been carried out using polystyrene based 
materials, which, by careful selection of the degree of 
cross-linking and the nature of the ionogenic groups, 
can be made to yield exchangers with certain desired proper­
ties.
In recent years, ion-exchange resin membranes have 
become commercially available and have been the subjects of 
a considerable amount of work. Such membranes combine 
the ability to act as a separating wall between two solu­
tions, with the chemical and electrochemical properties 
normally associated with ion-exchangers. They have not 
only facilitated the study of fundamental transport 
properties of ion-exchangers, but many of their properties, 
e.g. their pecnselectivity and high electrical conductivity, 
have made them extremely important in chemical technology^ 
their relatively simple structure and well defined pro­
perties have also rendered them useful as simple model 
systems for the more complex biological membranes, many 
of whose properties remain as yet unexplained.
5-
Ion-exchange membranes may be subdivided into two 
main classes, the so called "heterogeneous” and 
"homogeneous” membranes.^ "Heterogeneous" membranes 
consist of colloidal ion-exchange particles embedded in 
an inert binder such as polystyrene or polyethylene, 
"Homogeneous” membranes, on the other hand, are coherent 
gels in the shape of films or ribbons. Their structure 
is that of the normal ion-exchange resins. Practical 
difficulties in preparing membranes based purely on 
polystyrene has led to the production of graft co-polymer 
membranes of polystyrene and polyethylene, with improved 
properties.
Although many ion-exchange membranes have been 
considered to have an homogeneous structure, there is now 
a considerable amount of evidence which contradicts this 
view. Results of electrolyte uptake experiments and 
electron microscopy have shown that these materials may 
contain inhomogeneities of fairly large dimensions, 
(several thousand angstroms).
The conclusions of a number of investigations indicate 
that the graft co-polymer membranes AMF C 60 and C 100 
exhibit a smaller degree of heterogeneity than is found 
in most of the commercially available ion-exchange 
membranes. (35.- Since all of the properties of
the/
the membranes are affected to a lesser or greater extent, 
by any inhomogeneities in the system, it is important 
that experimental studies be carried out on membranes 
which are as homogeneous as possible. For this reason, 
the above mentioned membranes, AMF C60 and ClOO-5 were 
chosen for this study.
There are a number of variables which directly affect 
the transport properties of ion-exchange materials. These 
include, (a) tlie nature of the matrix, (b) the nature of 
the fixed groups, (c) the number of fixed groups per unit 
volume and (d) the geometrical properties of the aqueous 
channels in the exchanger. While a considerable amount 
of work has been done on exchangers with different types 
of hydrocarbon frameworks and with different kinds of fixed 
groups, there appears to be little information on tie 
effect of variable capacity or variable 1 pore* geometry 
on the transport properties of the exchanger.
The effect of capacity changes is a particularly 
interesting one. Absolute rate theory predicts that, if 
the capacity of an exchanger decreases, with a resultant 
increase in the distance between the exchange sites, then 
the diffusion rate of the counter-ions will increase 
accordingly. The verification of this prediction can 
only be made using an exchanger whose capacity can be 
altered/
6.
altered while its other properties, in particular, its 
geometrical properties and water content, remain unchanged.
(g)
Boyd, Soldano and Bonner w  attempted to produce a series 
of exchangers of different capacity by desulphonating a 
polystyrene sulphonate exchanger. However, during this 
process^ changes were observed to occur in the cross- 
linking and water content of the exchanger and hence, the 
conclusions drawn from the results of the diffusion 
experiments conducted on these exchangers, must remain in 
some doubt. In order to obtain unequivocal information 
on the effect of variation in capacity on the properties 
of an ion-exchanger, it is necessary to obtain an
4
exchanger with variable capacity but otherwise constant 
properties. The organic ion-exchange resins are 
inadequate for this type of study and it is in the group of 
hydrous oxide exchangers mentioned previously, that a 
suitable material is to be found. By measuring the 
transport properties of -the exchanger in a number of 
solutions of different pH, the effect of variable capacity 
on the properties of the exchanger can be isolated and 
studied. Such a study has been carried out using the 
anion exchange properties of hydrous zirconia in 
solutions of sodium chloride and hydrochloric acid, and 
the results are tabulated and discussed in Chapter b of 
this work.
Although/
7.
Although a number experimental studies have been 
conducted on series of exchangers of a similar tyne but 
with different degrees of cross-linking, no complete 
study has been made of the transport properties of 
exchangers with the same basic structure but .with known 
differences in their geometric properties and water 
content. Such a comparison has now been made between 
the untreated and heat treated forms of the AMF C60 and
(ink)
C100 membranes prepared as described by Arnold and Koch.
In the heat treatment described by these authors, the 
membranes undergo an irreversible expansion with con- 
iseouent increase in the fractional pore volume and water 
content of the exchangers. By examining these mem­
branes in a variety of aqueous sodium chloride solutions 
of different concentrations, the effects of the expansion 
of the matrix on the membrane properties were determined 
under a variety of conditions. Such a comparison permits 
an accurate assessment of the effects of the changes 
introduced by the expansion into an otherwise identical 
system.
Since the introduction of ion-exchange membranes, 
a number of authors have determined some of the transport 
properties of a large selection of membrane systems under
8;
a variety of external solution conditions. Many of 
these results have been analysed by use of the Nernst- 
Planck equations which gives the relation between the 
forces on and flow of any mobile species. The Nernst- 
Planck equation does not, however, include the effects 
of activity coefficients, convection or coupling of the 
flows of the mobile species and hence a number of 
extensions to the simple equation have been employed. 
Particularly important is the correction for the effect 
of convection and where appropriate, the results obtained 
using the AMP C60 membrane systems have been analysed 
using this extended form of the Nernst-Planck eauation.
The Nernst-Planck equation does not, even in its 
extended form, include the effect of coupling between the 
flows of the various ionic species, and hence, cannot 
provide a complete picture of the situation in an ion- 
exchanger where coupling of this nature is very important. 
The application of the theory of thermodynamics of 
•irreversible processes to ion-exchange membranes has 
allowed such interactions to be taken into account and 
has enabled a full analysis of the system to be under- •
4
taken. This treatment also has the advantage that it is 
not limited to electrochemical potential gradients only 
as is the case with the Nernst-Planck equation. It 
is/
9%
is possible, therefore, to employ a number of different 
forces such as chemical potential gradient, electrical 
potential gradient, and pressure gradient, either 
individually or in combination, and measure the flows ' 
of the various species in the system. From this informa­
tion it is then possible to calculate the interaction 
coefficients of each species with every other species 
present in the system.
In this present work, the normal and expanded forms 
of the AMF C60 cation-exchange membrane referred to above, 
have been examined in a series of aqueous solutions of 
sodium chloride. Some transport and structural properties 
of these exchangers have been measured and correlations 
of the results have been found to be very good. The main 
aim of this work has been to obtain sufficient transport 
data on the systems studied to permit a full analysis of 
the systems using the theories of non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics, but where possible, parallel calculations 
have been carried out using the extended Nernst-Planck 
equation, and a limited structural analysis of the 
membranes has also been obtained using the electrolyte 
uptake/
uptake data. These membranes provide two very similar
systems which differ in certain well defined respects 
and can, therefore, provide a great deal of valuable in­
formation about the effects of these variables upon the 
properties of the ion-exchange membrane system as a whole.
Using the variable capacity exchanger hydrous zirconia, 
information has been obtained about the effects of capacity 
variation on the properties of the exchanger, and although 
the extent of the data is limited, 'some interesting cor­
relations have been found.
Both of these studies provide information on systems 
which up till now have received little attention, but 
which can be made to yield a great deal of interesting 
information which may be extended to other similar systems.
CHAPTER TWO 
Transport and diffusion through.
ion-exchange membranes.
11a.
?0l t Introduction.
There are three main theoretical approaches to the 
problem of analysing the transport processes occurring in ion- 
exchange membrane systems involving concentration and electri­
cal potential gradients. ' These are:
(1) Simplified kinetic theory, e.g. the absolute rate 
theory of Eyring and co-workers. 1^00  ^ 1^01’) 1^02^
(2) The extension of the classical Nernst-Planck
( 6 ) equation. °
(3) Application of the theory of non-equilibrium thermo­
dynamics.  ^3.9 ) ( 21 )
The absolute rate theory approach has not been widely 
used'and it has been employed in this present study only 
to examine the effects of variation of the inter-site dis­
tances in the membranes on the tracer diffusion coefficients 
of the ions through the exchanger phase.
The extended forms of the Nernst-Planck equation have 
been fairly widely used in the analysis of membrane pro­
cesses.  ^6 ^  ( 7 ) (31) In this work, a simple extension
of the Nernst-Planck equation allowing for the effect of 
convection has been used and is fully described in section 
2.2.1.
In/
lib.
In recent years, considerable attention has been paid 
to the appllcation of non-ecuilibrium thermodynamics to 
membrane processes and it is with this approach that this re­
search program has been chiefly concerned. The aim has 
been to obtain sufficient data on a number of ion-exchange 
membrane/solution systems, to enable a complete analysis 
to be undertaken as described in section 2.2.2.
The accumulation of these data has also permitted a 
number of other studies of the systems to be carried out, 
and these approaches are described In section 2.5 and in 
chapter 3*
VJhere possible, correlations of the different approaches 
to transport processes have been given and comparisons 
drawn between the results of the different types of analysis 
used.
2.2. Theory
1 1 c .
2.2.1. The Nernst-Planck Enuation.
Whenever an electric field is applied to an ion- 
exchange system, transference of ions occurs, and the flow 
of any ion, a, may be written in terms of its conjugate 
force as follows,
(JjL)el = - u ^ . ^  grad 0 (2.1)
where (J.) is the flow of SDecies i under the l el
electric potential gradient, 
u± is the mobility of species i, 
z^ its electrochemical valence, 
c^ its concentration, 
and 0 the electrical potential.
This expression is, however, only true if there is no 
coupling of the flows of the various species in the system 
and, therefore, must represent a considerable simplifica­
tion of the real situation in the exchanger.
The above ^lux is independent of the nature of the 
electric potential, i.e. it is irrelevant whether the 
field is applied from an external source or is a result 
of diffusion within the system itself. Thus, in a system 
with a concentration gradient across an ion-exchange mem­
brane, a diffusional potential is set up and electrical 
transference is superimposed on the purely diffusional 
flow,/
1 2 .
flow, (J^) which is given by Pick’s first law, as
(Ji W f = - Di grad 5i (2-2)
Where Ik is the self-diffusion coefficient of species i.
Thus the resultant net flux of species i is given by
= (Jh Miff + (Jj_)el ="^i grad ®i “ ^izi°i grad ^ 
(2.3)
Using the Nernst-Einstein relation, u^ = D^F/RT, this 
equation may be rewritten as
(grad + z^c^F/RT grad 0 ) (2A)
This relation is known as the Nernst-Planck equation 
and is valid for all mobile species, when an electric field 
exists in the system. It does not, however, include the 
effects of pressure, activity coefficients, or of coupling. 
In ion-exchange systems, coupling between the flows of 
the counter-ions and the solvent is particularly important 
and cannot be neglected. The simple Nernst-Planck 
equation given above, must, therefore, be modified to 
include this term.
The Nernst-Planck equation was originally derived 
for ideal aqueous solutions where the flows of the individ­
ual species were measured relative to the fixed solvent.
In ion-exchange systems, it is, in general, more conven­
ient to consider the matrix as fixed,v and hence the 
flows/
flows are measured relaiive to the exchanger itself. Owing 
to the coupling of the flows of counter-ions -and solvent, 
there is a flow of solvent relative to the exchanger 
matrix. This flow is ca'lled convection. Since the 
solvent flow is usually in the same direction as the 
counter-ion flow, the value of the counter-ion flow 
measured on a matrix fixed frame of reference is greater 
than it would be on the corresponding solvent fixed 
reference frame, and the co-ion flow is similarly smaller. 
Thus, in the Nernst-Planck equation which was derived 
considering the solvent at rest, an additional term must 
be included to'take account of this change of frame of 
reference. This so-called convective flow term is 
given by
where v is the linear convection rate in the direction 
of the current. Thus, under the condition of an electric 
potential gradient only, the overall flux of species i is
(J^)con = c^v (2.5)
i con
or J^ = -ziciuigrad 0 + c^vi l l (2.6)
where v = ( uFX/p0vw ) grad 0 
= u) u^grad 0
where u^ = FX/ pQvw is the mobility of the pore liquid,
1U.
X is the‘concentration of the fixed charges, is the 
sign of the fixed charges, pQ the specific flow resistance 
of the exchanger, and v is the fractional pore volume 
of the exchanger.
15.
2.2.1a. Convective Conductivity.
The electric current density is given by 
I - F < I z±J± (2.7)
Therefore, substituting for from equation (2.6)
gives
M II Ii
2— — (-Z.c.u.i l l
= F Xi
2
(-z.ciui
= p X
i (-z2e.Ui
But, for conservation i
? z. c.1 1 i + cJX = 0
Therefore,
I = F Xi
2
(-z.Cid;
= -F( Xi (?i5isi
(2.9)
rad 0) - Fu>2u 3X grad 0
u3X) grad 0 (2.10)
The specific conductivity k is
K = - ifed 0 = F( i (ziSi V  + V  } (2'U )
Using the Nernst-Einstein relation, this can be rewritten,
g = F2/RT * ( zfc.D.) + Fu,X (2.12)
i 1 i i 3
The second term in equation (2.12) is the contribu­
tion due to convection conductivity. In ion-exchangers 
with/
16.
with high capacity and low flow resistance the convective 
conductivity can be a major part of the total conductivity.
17.
Effect of convection on transport numbers.
The transport number of an ion, i, is given by
(2 .13a)
(2 .13b)
or in terms of the diffusion coefficients
(2.1b-)
Equation (2.1b-) gives the transport number of an ion
i, in terms of its diffusion coefficient and allows for 
the effect of convection.
In calculating the conductivity of an ion-exchange 
membrane from a knowledge of the diffusion coefficients 
in the exchanger, the value of the mobility of the pore
calculating this term have been used.
2± From transport number data.
If the transport numbers and self-diffusion 
coefficients of the ions in the exchanger are known, then 
substitution/
nbility of the core licuid
liquid, u3, must be known. In this study three methods of
18.
substitution in equation (2.1b-) gives the vaLue of u^. 
b). From electro-osmotic transport data.
(7)
This method has been used by Meares to calculate 
the value of u^ from the experimentally determined 
electro-osmotic flow of solvent. The expression is
o, = - u, grad 0 (2.15)
where a3is the rate of electro-osmotic transport through
the membrane divided by the norosity, v . In order to1 w
calculate the potential drop across the membrane, the 
value of -the specific conductivity of the membrane 
must be known and this is the main drawback of this 
method.
cl. From the electro^osmotic transport data using non- 
eaullibrium thermodynamics.
By definition of u^,
(J^)el = - ^  grad 0 (2.16)
Anticipating the results obtained from the applica­
tion of non-equilibrium thermodynamics to the system gives, 
(J3 )ei = ( ^ V - ^ V  * ( " g ^ d  0) (2‘17)
- $  T < - „ . d  »  <2 -l8>
2
§ince t^ may be shown to be (zl131+z2132) ' F 'k . 
Therefore/
19.
Therefore, equating terms in equations (2.16) and
(2.18) gives
F
tJK
(2.19)
Substituting this expression into equation (2.12) and 
rearranging, allows the specific conductivity of the 
exchanger to be calculated from the self diffusion 
coefficients of the ions and the water transference number 
without having to use the value of the specific conductivity 
in the calculation as has to be done in method (b) above. 
Carrying out this substitution and rearrangement gives
(2.20)
2.2.2. Application of Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics.
The state of thermodynamic equilibrium is achieved 
when the internal parameters of the system under study 
are completely determined by the external parameters.
Such a system is fairly.simple and this is the reason why 
classical thermodynamics have been concerned mainly with 
the study of systems at equilibrium, where there are no 
variations of the state parameters either with time or 
distance. Many interesting phenomena occur in systems 
which are not in thermodynamic equilibrium and in which 
the forces on the species are non-zero. Such systems 
cannot fully be dealt with by the theories of classical 
thermodynamics and it is only the extension of thermody­
namics to include irreversible processes which has allowed
4
these systems to be studied and explained. Such a treat­
ment requires the knowledge of the relation between the 
flows and forces which exist in the system and many 
attempts have been made to discover such correlations.
In the early part of the nineteenth century a number of 
these relationships were discovered, notably those of 
Fourier (heat flow linearly related to temperature dif­
ference), Ohm (electric current proportional to 
electromotive/
electromotive force), and Fick (rate of diffusion of 
matter determined by the negative gradient of concentra­
tion). These phenomena were examples of a flow being 
dependent on its conjugate force. During this period, 
however, a number of workers found that application of a 
force could sometimes lead to a non-conjugated flow.
/ON
Rouss observed that application of an e.m.f. led. to 
a flow of volume as well as a flow of charge, while it was 
shown that application of a pressure force could produce 
not only flow of matter, but also flow of electricity, and 
the findings of Liebeck and Peltier established the 
existence of the thermoelectric phenomena. All these 
discoveries suggested that there existed some form of 
coupling between a force of one type and flows of another 
type. In 185^5 Kelvin published the first thermodynamic 
study of coupling phenomena in which he showed that for 
sufficiently slow processes any flow may depend in a 
direct and linear manner not only on the conjugate force 
but also on other non-conjugated forces. Kelvin*s 
approach has since been modified but the study of coupling 
forms the basis of the application of non-equilibrium 
thermodynamics to irreversible processes.
As an example of how coupling between flows and 
forces/
22.
forces may arise, consider the effect of cmcentration on
(o')
the properties of aeneous electrolyte solutions. w  In 
very dilute solutions the ions are sufficiently far apart 
that the coulombic interactions between them may be ignor­
ed, and consequently many of the ionic properties such as 
conductance, are additive. The flow of an ion will then 
be proportional to the gradients of its own properties 
and will not be influenced by the properties of the other 
ions. In more concentrated solutions, however, the ions 
must approach one another much more closely and hence in­
fluence one another’s flows. The properties .of_one ion 
must, therefore, be influenced by those of other ions.
This is manifest in the non-additivity of ionic conduct­
ances at other than infinite dilution, the specificity of 
activity coefficients, etc. It is this type of coupling 
of flows and forces which can be analysed by the applica­
tion of non-equilibrium thermodynamics and with which this 
chapter will be chiefly concerned, but before going on to 
this discussion it is necessary to give a brief outline of 
the subject, to define its assumptions and its limitations.
The theory of non-eciuilibrium thermodynamics is 
based on the adaptation of the equation for the second law 
of/
of thermodynamics derived for equilibrium conditions,
to the description of local processes in regions which
may be considered to be at equilibrium even though
irreversible processes are occurring in the system as a
whole. Using this assumption and with the limiting
condition of independent flows and forces, it is possible
to calculate the entropy produced in the irreversible 
(10)processes as
a = (2.21)
where a is the entropy production (always positive for 
an irreversible process),
is the flow of species i, its conjugate force,, 
and the summation is carried out over all species. . It is 
frequently more convenient to use another term, the dis­
sipation function, <t> , defined as <J) =  To . Thus
» = [  ¥ i  (2.22)
where the new flows and forces J. and X. are usually in
( n ) 1
a more familiar form.
In the thermodynamic analysis of the system, the
(2 22)flows and forces defined by equation * must be used.
Thus, choice of the set of flows fixes the appropriate
forces which have to be used in the thermodynamic
treatment. The criteria used to obtain the flows and
(12 )•forces are that: (a) the product of any flow and its
conjugate/
2k.
coMun-nte f'orne must in ve the sam® d-irnensi ons as the dissipa­
tion function, (b) for a riven system, the sum of the products 
J.Xi must remain the same for any transformation of 
flows and forces and (c) the flows and forces are indepen­
dent, .
The manner in which these flows and forces'may be
used to give a thermodynamic treatment of any system was
(13) (1*0developed by Onsager J using.the principle of
microscopic reversibility, and the resulting set of 
equations, called the phenomenological equations, may 
be written:
Ji = g - i k V  (i=l,2,3,....n) (2-23)
7.T "
%
where 1., are the phenomenological mobility coefficients,IK
so called because they have the dimensions of reduced 
mobility or conductance.
The magnitude and direction of the flows are 
dependent on the reference frame from which the flows are 
measured. In aqueous solutions, it is usual to regard 
the solvent as fixed and calculate the other flows •
accordingly. In membrane systems, however, it is more 
convenient to regard the membrane as being fixed and 
measure the flows of the other species with reference to 
it. The choice of frame of reference is extremely 
important/
25.
important since it directly affects the values of the 
1 - coefficients.
Application of this theory to membrane processes 
also requires the assumption that there is equilibrium 
at the membrane solution-interface and that the chemical 
potential of any species in the solution at the interface 
is equal td the chemical potential of the same species 
in the membrane at the interface between the two phases. ' 
The gradients of chemical potential of the same species 
in the two phases may, however, be quite different.
Provided no coupling occurs, i.e. if the cross­
coefficients 1 ^  (i/k) are zero, then each flow may be 
written as a linear function of its conjugate force in 
accordance with the discoveries of Fourier, Ohm and Fick. 
However, if the cross-coefficients are non-zero, then each 
flow is also linearly related to its non-conjugate forces. 
This linear dependence of flows and forces holds only 
when sufficiently slow processes are occurring in systems 
which are not top far from equilibrium. The applicabil­
ity of linear non-ecuilibrium thermodynamics is, however,
(l6)much wider than these limitations might suggest. '
*
The form of equation (2.23) allows an alternative 
set of equations to be presented which represent the 
forces as linear functions of the flows:
Xi = 2 RikJk (i«l,213,...n) (2.2*0
The/
The net of R-coefficients, which because of their form are 
often celled phenomenological resistance coefficients, 
may be obtained from the corresponding 1- or mobility 
coefficients by simple matrix inversion. Thus, -^7)
hk!
|L| (2.25)
where J Lj is the determinant of the matrix of 1-coeffic­
ients and |l^| is Trn*nor °- ^he determinant corres­
pond ine to the term 1., .IK
Although this formulation adequately describes the 
system, it can be seen that in order to obtain a complete 
analysis and determine the values of all the 1- or 
R-coefficients, a large number of independent experiments 
are required, and this is frequently a difficult task.
It is fortunate, therefore, that the matrices of 1- and 
R-coefficients are symmetrical, thereby reducing consider­
ably, the number of unknown terms. This symmetry was
(la)
first proved by Onsager  ^ and the symmetry properties 
i.e.
1ik = 1^i’ and Rik = Rki (2.26)
are known as the ,Onsager Reciprocal Relations, or, as
frequently abbreviated,. O.R.R. These reciprocal rela­
tions apply only to systems which obey the limitations on the 
flows and forces discussed earlier, and -under conditions 
which/
27.
which are not far removed from equilibrium.
From the fact that the entropy production in an
irreversible process must always be positive, it is
possible to obtain a further inequality relating the
(18)phenomenological coefficients, namely,
h i - R k X W 2 (2*2?a)
and Ri j - R k k X R i k ) 2 (i^k). (2.27b)-
The theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics as 
described above^ is applicable to all irreversible pro­
cesses in which there exists a linear'relation between 
the flows and forces. The first applications of this 
theory to ion-exchange membrane processes were made by 
Staverman ^9) an(j Lorenz. ^ 0) Their calculations are 
very general but require a large number of independent
experimental methods to enable a complete analysis to be
(21)undertaken. Spiegler attempted to simplify the
situation and reduce the number of independent transport 
data required, by making assumptions about the magnitude 
of some of the terms. Meares applied this theory
to the phenol-sulphonic cation-exchange membrane Zeocarb 
315 and obtained the first set of frictional coefficients 
for an ion-exchanger. However, the assumptions used 
by/
28.
by Spiegler have been frequently criticised ^2) (23)^
In particular it has been suggested that the frictional 
interactions between the cation and the anion and the 
isotope-isotope interactions in tracer experiments, are 
not zero as suggested by Spiegler and that these assump­
tions invalidate the results so obtained.
The next section deals with the theoretical 
approach used in this study and its relation to that used 
by other authors.
29.
2.2.2a Theory.
The study of transport processes in ion-exchange
membranes makes great use of isotopic tracers and hence it
is important to establish, at the outset, the effect of
isotope-isotope interactions on the calculation of the
phenomenological coefficients in membranes. For this
(?*+)purpose, the excellent paper by Kedem and Essig has
been used as a basis and the following theory is taken 
mainly from this source.
This approach uses frictional coefficients and is 
concerned mainly with the local values of these coeffic­
ients, r.., which are then integrated through the entire
-L J
thickness of the membrane to give the integral value,
R.i = ( r . . dx. The subscript o refers to the totalij Jo ij
test substance, 1 to the abundant isotope, l 1 and 1" to 
the tracer isotopes of test substance. The forces
acting on the various species are taken as the negative
dxigradients of their electrochemical potential, - Thus,
using the formulation of flows and forces given in section 
(2.2.2), together with the limitations imposed by 
equation (2.22), the forces may be written:
Xi ="(<i?i/dx)= (2.28)
where i represents either an 1 ion or an uncharged molecule, 
*
Rewriting/
:o.
Rewriting equation (2.28) expressing the flows of the test 
species in terms of their driving forces and coupled flows 
gives for the total test substance;
- d£p= r__J_ + I r- .J. (2.29a)
to 00 0 j J
and for the isotopic components,
“ 4 1^ = rllJl + rll/Jl* + rll"Jl" + I r-, .J. (2.29b)
dx lj 3
rflJl + r-jij.Jj/ + + (2.29c)
- gb"= + r1„1„J1,l + i rl"3Jj (2,29d)
where the non-zero r ^ Ts (i/k; i,k = 1,1',ln) allow 
specifically for the effect of isotope interaction.
. Examination of equation (2.29b), and considering 
the assumed kinetic indis.tinguishability of 1,1* and 1M, 
reveals that for a given value of dpj /dx and I ri j 
must depend not on the individual values of and 
but only on their sum, Hence riit=r]_in
and must be independent of the ratios of the isotope 
concentrations c^,/c^„. Similarly, from equations
(2.29c) and (2.29d), ~ rlul,: *= ■c*ini * •
Further, since equations (2.29a) to (2.29c) relate 
conjugate forces and flows of the dissipation function of 
the process, the O.R.R. applies; i.e. r ^  = Therefore,
from/
from these two discussions it may be seen that all the
rik,s are ec?ua^5 d  = l ^ l ' A 11)*
Since JQ = substituting for and
in equations (2.29c) *and (2.29d), gives
dx' = (rl'l' " ri / Jl' + rikJo +2rl'jJ j (2.30a)
- g," = (rlul.. - rik)Jln + r.kJ0_+Ir1,ijJj (2.30b)
Since,
+ (dft0/dx) = RTdlncQ/dx + RTdln^/dx + £QFd<fr/dx
+ vQdp/dx (2.31a)
and 4(d^ Lji/dx) = RTdlncQ/dx + RTdlnY'#/dx + z^Fd^/dx
+ v-jidp/dx (2.31b)
then, since also y^ = Y,i, = z-w and = vni, and 7 ' o 1 7 o 1 o 1 7
C dPo ) - (~dN )  =*RT_dln (•££)
dx dx dx 1 *
-(dpo/dx) + (dp-ji/dxZ) = (r00 -r,* )J0 - (r,,,.
= RT d lnp^/dx
where pti= c^/c^
Dividing by ly^-r^ and introducing p,= r00 -r,v
1 -iVk
(Appendix A.l)
gives s '
T j _ RT dp,i (2.32a)
J’’ _ w Jo  ^  ~ iK
Similarly,
32.
Similarly,
Ji" “ fyJo = “ RT & 4U (2.32b)
roo - r*k dx
Integrating in the steady state, yields, 
ax
.^q. JaCHoQ-L"— — SiZ = ln( - Pi* Jn \
RT j y - pf, J0 '
and similarly for snecies 1".
.qx
Denoting the term i  (r00 -rik ) . dx by the
quantity R , called the exchange resistance, then
i x = ln ( g - :  (2-33a)
and i X = ln ( j';H" (2.33b)
Therefore,
r Pi* Jin = Jf1 ~ Pi"Jn 
J,/ - p",j0 J,» - PtJ0 (2.3b-)
If, for each tracer isotope, the tracer is added
i o
to one side only, then p^= p^ t = 0, and equation
(2.3*0 reduces to
J0 a (J t‘ /P°) + (J,"/pl)* (2.35)
which is identical to the well used relation,
Net flux = influx - outflux.
Thus, this relation remains valid in the presence of 
isotope interaction.
The/
&
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The treatment outlined above, demonstrates that, 
regardless of the interactions in the system, it is 
possible to obtain the net flux under any given force 
from two tracer .fluxes* one with and one against the 
applied electrochemical potential gradient. This result 
is very important in determining the transport number of 
the ions in the membrane using tracer technicues, and in 
measuring the salt flow through the membrane when a salt 
concentration gradient is maintained across it.
It is also possible to show from this approach, the 
effect of isotope-isotope interaction on the tracer diffu­
sion coefficient of the mobile species in the membrane.
In an experiment of this nature, one of the species on one 
side of the membrane is tagged with an isotopic tracer 
and the flow of the tracer is monitored. Since only 
one tracer is used there are only two species of test 
substance'namely 1 and l 1. Thus, since no current flows 
in the system and there are no salt concentration gradients, 
JQ = J-^  + J-p = 0 .  Therefore,
Jx (2.36)
The forces acting on the species are
X. = - (d£,/dx) = -RTdlnoj/dx -RT dlny;/dx - z^ F. 
d<fy/dx - vx dp1/dx ‘(2.87a)
and/
and X-p = -(djip/dx) = -RTdlnCp/dx - RT din Yl'/dx
- Z p F  d'<jy/:dx - v1 ,dp1 ,/dx (2.37b)
Since the solutions on both sides of the membrane are 
identical apart from the 'presence of tracer on one side, 
then
■ 6
Y 1 = 1^. = ^1' and Pi = Pi'*
Also = Z p  and = V p  .
Hence,
X1 = C-R5^Cdc1/dx) (2.38a)
and X1( = ( - R ^ d c ^ / d x )  (2.38b)
Since the flows of the other species 2 to n are zero, 
substitution of J2=^3= •••#^ n= ^ iuto equation (2.29) gives
X1 = (-R^dc^/dx) = r11J1 - (2.39a)
and X p  = (-R$^)(dCp/dx) = ^2.'1^1 - rx 11 f J1 f ^2 *39b)
Now, since = - J p ,
Xx = (-RT^)(dc1/dx) = (rn  - (2.1+0)
therefore,
J, = - RT_______  ,dc. (2.^1)
cl (rll ' rll') dx
By Fick*s first lav/ of diffusion, *
t-n dCn
so that eouating terms in equations (2.^1) and (2.2 ), 
gives
DX1 = RT__________  (2. *4-2 ) <y
ci (rn  _ rn '  >
This relation applies for each local region of the 
exchanger. Diffusion coefficients are usually obtained 
for the membrane as a whole, so that equation (2.^2) 
must be integrated over the entire thickness of the 
membrane to give the integral diffusion coefficient. 
Integration of equation (2.*+2) yields
n =______RT________  = (2.*+3)
11 C1 R^ll R111 ) c1^xl
where R*-| is the exchange resistance and differs from the 
resistance to net flow, R-j_l’ ^y is°t°Pe interaction,
R^ ]_i . This result is of particular importance to the 
study of ion-exchange membranes, since if R^pi Is large, 
the assumption implicit in Spiegler’s relation ^T/c^R-^
is wrong and must lead to erroneous results. This point 
will be dealt with in greater detail in section 2.6.1.
Having shown the effect of isotope-isotope inter­
action on the theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, 
it is now possible to proceed and give the theory which 
may/
may be applied to ion-exchange membranes and which, under 
certain assumptions, can be made to yield a complete 
analysis of the system.
In the membrane system, there are four separate 
species, namely, the counter-ion, 1, the co-ion, 2, the 
water, 3> and the matrix (including the fixed charge), *+, 
Thus, the basic equations relating the flows and forces 
are
where the relation between the flows and forces is as 
given in section 2.2.2. ,
Of the four forces:, X-^  to X^, only three, are 
independent as may be seen from the Gibbs-Duhem equation
x c.X. = 0 (2.>+5)
1 1
i
It is possible to carry out a transformation on the 
flows and forces and still preserve the yalue of the 
dissipation/
X 1 ■ J V j  (1 - 1 '2 '2 ’h ’
and J. = XI. .X. 0 y,\
i j 13 0 Ci = 1,2,3}*+)
(2.M+a)
(2.U*fh)
(2.22)
37
dissipation function, <5. Thus eliminating from
equation ( 2 . and substituting in equation (2.22) gives
3
5 = Ta=i^  (J± -(c./c1+)J1+)Xi
-  3/ -r* y  (2.*+6)
"-ill 1
in which the flows are now considered on a membrane fixed 
frame of reference, which is the most convenient experi­
mentally. Hereafter, the flows so defined will be denoted 
by J , the asterisk being dropped.
The phenomenological equations then become:
Xi = ' (i = 1,2,3) (2A7a)
and = X l ijx j = 1,2,3)
in which the O.R.H. holds i.e.
R., = R,,
J (i / 3)
and li3 = 1J± 
and where the 1- and R-coefficients are related by
r. - 'bi'
(2.V7b)
Il I
as discussed in section (2.2.2^.
There has been considerable discussion as to whether 
a system is best represented by the 1- or R-formalism. 
There/
There ere advent.qrres disadvantages in both renresen-
5
tations. The advantage of the 1-coeffjcient approach is ? 
that these coefficients have the dimensions of mobility or
* i
conductance and tend to zero as the concentration tends '
towards zero. It is also possible to derive eauations, |
from this approach, which will predict various properties D
of the system, e.g. the salt flow with a concentration t
gradient, or the e.m.f. of a concentration cell. The \
R-coefficients have an advantage over the 1-coefficients 1
(p cr)
in that they are frame of reference independent y which :
i.
the 1-coefficients are not. The use of the R-coefficients ;
also allows the calculation of the interactions of all the
other species with the membrane matrix, i.e. with species b: j
This is not possible using the 1-coefficients on a membrane j.
fixed frame of reference. However, the cross-coefficients 1
in the R-coefficient approach are frequently found to be
negative and some authors have found the significance of I.
(9) (26) (2.7)negative friction somewhat difficult to explain. •
Lt •.
It is now fairly generally accepted that the sign of the
\
R-coeff icients depends on the nature of the interaction [;
which they measure. If the interaction is attractive, j.
i. -
then the R-coefficients are negative, while repulsive [
interactions/
39*
( )interactions give rise to positive R-coefficients.
(21)The work of Spiegler has shown that resistance
coefficients may be thought of as representing a frictional
interaction between the various species. On this basis
the term c.R.. represents the friction of one mole of 
1 ij ^
species i with those species j in unit volume around it:
c.R.. represents the frictional interaction of one mole 
l 11 r
of i with all other species except its own in unit volume,
while c.(R.. - R.•.) represents the frictional interaction i 11 li"
of one mole of species i with all other species including 
its own, in unit volume around it.
Since the two approaches, using 1- or R-coefficients, 
can equally well be applied to ion-exchange membrane 
systems, they have both been used where appropriate in the 
present study.
40.
2.2.2.b. Mobility Coefficient Arroroach
(9 )
The methods used are based on those given by Miller
for binary electrolytes, and in some cases the equations
are identical in form to those obtained for aqueous 
(9)solutions.
Electric potential gradient only.
Conductivity.
When an electric potential is applied across the
membrane the current flowing in the system is given by 
I = ( z ^  + z2J2 )F (2.48)
where J-^  and Z ^ are the flows of the two mobile ionic 
species, and 2^ and 2^ are the signed valences of the 
ions. The forces acting on the various species are 
Xi = - (a'jijVdx)
= - (d^/dx) + ziF(-d0/dx) (2.4-9)
Since the concentration on either side of the membrane 
is the same, then
-(dHi/dx) = 0 (2*50)
Therefore, for the ionic species the force is given
by
X± = ZjFC-d^/dx) (i = 1,2) (2.51)
and/
and for the water,
X3 = 0. ' (2.52)
The phenomenological equation becomes,
J1 = 111X1 + 112X2 (2*53a)
J2 = I^X-l + 192X2 (2.53b)
J3 = 131X1 + 132X2 ' (2.53c)
Substituting for the flows and J2 in equation
(2.*+8) gives for the current:
I = F2 (-d$/dx). (z21i;l + + 121)
+ 2, \ ' • (2.54)
2 22
However, by 0hm*s law,
I = E (-d0/dx) (2-55)
where £ is the specific conductivity.
?
Therefore,
£ = F.2 (z^1i:l + z]_z2 ^ i 2  + + z212 ^   ^ ^
= F2a
where a = ( ^ ^ n  + ziz2^112 + ^12^ +* z2^ *22^  (2.57)
Eauation (2.56) is identical to the one obtained by 
Miller for a binary electrolyte, since in both the solution 
and the membrane there are only two mobile charged species.
Transport Numbers./
k2. .
Transport Numbers.
The transport number of an ion is defined by the 
relation:
ziFJV
t, .= 1 1 (2.58)
1 I
and the water transference number is given by,
t3 = FJ3/1 (2.59)
Substituting for I-using equation (2.^8) in the 
*
expression for the counter-ion transport number gives
h  = ziFJi
F C z ^  + z2J2 ) (2.60)
which on substitution for and reduces to
tx = (1/a ). (z2l X1 + Zi z2112^ 2^*6la^
A similar calculation for the co-ion and for the ' 
water yields
t2 = (1/a ). (z2^22 + zlz2121^ (2.6lb)
and t^ = (1/a ). (z^-^ + -z2 1 ^ )  (2.6lc)
Chemical Potential gradient*
When the membrane is placed between two solutions 
of the same electrolyte but of different concentrations, 
a potential difference is developed across the membrane, 
but/
k3.
but no current flows in the system,
i.e. I = (z1J1 + Z2J2^ =0
In this case the forces acting on the species are -
given by the negative gradients of their electrochemical 
potential, i.e.
X^ = (-d^/dx)
= (-dfi^/dx) + z^F(-d$/dx) (1=1,2) (2.62)
and X^ = (-dji^/dx)
Substituting,
J1 = 1llXl + 112x2 + 113X3
and J2 + l21\  + 122X2 + 123X3 '
into equation (2.62) and rearranging, gives
(2.63)
z^l^ll + Z2121^X1 + Z^l112 + z2122^  X2 + 
^z1^13 + Z2123)X3 = 0#
(2.6b)
Comparison of the bracketed terms with equations (2.61a) 
(2.61b) and (2.6lc) shows that equation (2.6V) may be 
rewritten
l}x1 + h x2 + h x , =  0 (2-6 ^
z2
or (t1/z1 ). (-d^/dx) + (t2/z2 ). (-dji^/dx) +
(t^). (-dji^/dx) = 0. (2.66)
Expanding (-dp^/dx) and collecting terms yields 
(ti/zi) (dj^/dx) + (t2/z2 ) (dji2/dx) +
, (dji^/dx) * F(-d /dx) (2.67)
Integration of this expression gives the diffusion 
potential set up across the membrane. If electrodes 
reversible to the anion are used for measuring the cell 
potential, and if a Donnan equilibrium is assumed at the 
membrane/solution interfaces, then for a 1:1 electrolyte, 
the measured e.m.f. is given py
E = -2^  (JE) ln ln (2-68)
£ See appendix A.2.)
Salt flow.
It is possible to obtain a relation which expresses
the salt flow through the membrane under the influence of a
/
concentration gradient, in terms of the 1-coefficients, 
some of the transport properties of the system, and the 
activity gradients of the salt and the water.
The salt flow, in the absence of current,, is given by
Js = = ( " V  v2 ) (2.69)
where, v ^  and are the number of counter- and
co-ions obtained from one molecule of salt and 
where v12= + v2*
Expanding in terms of (d f^/dx) and (d ji^/dx), 
and substituting for the term (F(-d$/dx)) using 
equation/
equation (2.67), yields for a 1:1 electrolyte, after 
rearranging, (see appendix A.3.)
Jg = (I/qMI-q 122~2ZL112X " d ^ dx)
+ (11 3 - ^  (_d /(Jx) (2 .70)
Z1 J
This is equivalent to treating the system as 
comprising only two mobile species, namely the salt(s) 
or (12) and the water (3). The term (1/a) (1-^122 ■ -4
/ a4"kp)
represents an laa coefficient while the term ( 1 --  — 1
1
is an ls^ coefficient. Since the forces (-dp^/dx) 
(-dji^/dx) act in opposite directions, the coupling of the 
salt and water Hows as represented by the term lg  ^
tends to reduce the ^alt flow through the membrane, 
unless 1-^ is less - than ( at^t^/z^).
Osmotic flow.
Using a method similar to that used for obtaining 
the salt flow, the osmotic flow under a salt concen­
tration gradient may be shown to be, (see appendix Ajf)
J3 = .(113 " ° ~ i) (-dp12/dx) + (133 - t^a )
(-djJi^/dx) (2.71)
where/
4- «|»
where again (1^ “ Qbl 3) be taken as l^s and
zlO
(1^^ - a ) as for the salt flow, the effect
of coupling is to reduce the water flow produced by the
direct coefficient 1 ^  unless 1-^ is less than 
( at^t^/z^). Comparison of equations (2.70) and (2.71)
shows that ls  ^= l^s and thus the transformation has 
preserved the O.R.R.
The five independent equations (2.5-60 (2.6lb) (2.61c) 
(2.70) and (2.71) contain six unknown 1-coeffi'cients and 
so a complete analysis of the system using only this 
information is impossible, although section 2.6.2. shows that 
by making some assumption^ about the system, a reasonably 
precise analysis can be achieved, for dilute solutions.
There are of course other ways of representing the 
system using the 1-coefficient formulation. Writing 
the phenomenological equations for applj ed electric 
potential and concentration gradients, six equations 
relating the flows and forces of the mobile species are 
obtained:
h7.
2
^ 1 vel 
21 1 + 1 y®^- 22 1 + 1 yel 23 3 (2 .72b)
Tel
3 - 13!^!
=fc 1 yel x32 2 +
1 yel
33 3
(2.72c)
t c
J1 = h A + 112X2 + 1 yc 13 3
(2.72d)
TC
2
_ -1 irC
~ 21a1
+ *1 yc 22 2 +
(2.72e)
TC
3
_ -1 yC
“ 31 1
+ 1 yc x 32 2 + 133X3
(2.72f)
where the superscripts el and c refer'to the electric 
potential and electrochemical potential gradients res­
pectively.
However, only two of the last three equations 
(2.72 (d - f))are independent, since the forces are 
related by the equation (2.65) proved in the preceding 
section. Therefore, the situation is again one of five 
independent equations and six unknowns. It is only 
possible to solve for the 1-coefficients if the value of 
one of the coefficients is estimated. This approach 
is discussed further in section 2.6.2,
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2.2 .2 .c. Frictional Coefficient Representation,
As discussed in section 2,2,2, the flows and 
forces may also be related by use of the.resistance or 
frictional coefficients, Given applied electric
potential and concentration gradients, six equations 
analogous to equations (2,72) may be used to represent
(2.73a) 
(2.73b)
(2.73c)
. (2.73d)
(2.73c)
(2.730
As for the mobility coefficients, however, only 
five of the six forces are independent, and so there 
remains one more unknown than there are independent' 
equations. A number of authors have used tracer diffusion 
experiments to supply further relations involving the 
R-coefficients, but it has been shown in section 2.6.1. that 
this introduces further unknown frictional interactions 
between/
system ••
ii
i—
i
CD 
H
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+ ■p T e ^
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+ ■p
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*1 = Rl l 4  + R12J2
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R13J3
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R23J3
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3 = R 31J1 + R32J2
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between the isotopes and hence, this method cannot 
be used to produce a complete analysis of the system 
unless proof can be obtained that the values of R-q i  and 
R^pt. are so small that they may be ignored. There are, 
however, a number of other reasonable assumptions which 
may be made in order to reduce the number of unknown 
R-coefficients to the same as the number of independent 
equations.
Fixed charge interactions.
As mentioned in section 22.2, one of the advantages 
of using the R-coefficient approach is that the interac­
tions between the mobile species and the matrix can also 
be obtained.. The coefficients are obtained from a
relation which is one of the requirements of this
(29)representation, namely, • 
n
X .  c^R.. = 0  (i = 1,2,3,^) (2.7^)
i = i
This equation provides four further relations from which 
the values of Rllf, R2i+, R ^ ,  and R)[)[ may be obtained.
Second frictional coefficient representation.
Another representation of the phenomenological
. (pi)
equations which was used by Spiegler v ' involves the
use/ ' -
use of the friction coefficient defined as
Fij = “xij (ui “ V  (2-75)
where is the frictional force between species i
and j moving with respective velocities u. and u..-L J
X jj is, therefore, the frictional coefficient between one 
mole of i and the existing concentration of j around it in 
the membrane phase. Spiegler’s assumption is that, under 
steady state conditions, the directly applied thermo­
dynamic force, X^, is balanced by the frictional inter­
action of species i with all the other species.
Thus,
X1 = "F12 _F13 -FlH (2.76a)
X2 = "F21 -P23 ~F2b (2.76b)
X3 = "F31 -F32 “F3'+ (2.760)
Expanding in terms of equation (2.75) and re­
arranging ,
X1 = X^12 + *13 +X11+^ U1 “ % 2 U2 ” ^ 13 U3 2^*77a^
X2 = “X21U1 + X^21 + X23 + ^2*2U2 -^ 23u3 2^*77b)
> X 3 = “X31ul ■ *32 ^2 + (X31 + *32 + X3 ^ u3 (2,77°^
Since u. = J^/c., equation (2.77) becomes
/V a. V a. V V  —  (2.78a)
This equation is identical in form wdJLh equations 
(2.lf7a) so that equating the corresponding coefficients 
gives,
Rii
-  X * •H  • (2.79)
i ci
and
R, , = R,, = - _*i1 = -£*L (2.80)
10 01 CO c±
Substiution for in equation (2.79) gives
ciRii = °jRij 
i
which is the requirement referred to above, equation
(2.7V).
The matrix of X . . coefficients is not symmetrical
-i- J
and does not lend itself to such simple manipulation as 
does the R-coefficient formulation. Therefore, the 
R-coefficient approach has been preferred in this work.
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2.2.2. Correlation of Simple flux equations with 
the Non-equilibrium thermodynamic 
treatment.
Since the transport .properties of ion-exchangers 
can be treated either by the use of the extended Nernst- 
Planck equation or by non-equilibrium thermodynamics, 
correlations must exist between the two approaches.
In this section, some of these correlations are discussed, 
and the validity of the Nernst-Planck approach evaluated 
by comparing it with the rigorous treatment of•irreversible 
thermodynamics.
For an electrical force only, the extended Nernst-' 
Planck equation may be written, for species 1, as
J1 = - u1z1c1(grad 0) + c^u^Cgrad 0) (2.6)
For a cation exchanger, u =  -1 : therefore,
(grad 0 ) - c - ^  (grad0 )
= z1c1 (u1 + u^/z-^) (-grad0 ) (2.81)
Considering the non-equilibrium thermodynamic 
approach, the proportionality constant between the flow
of a species i and its conjugate force is given by l^ j_*
Therefore, equation (2.81) may be written as
(-grad 0 ) (2 .82)
where,/
where,
i n  = V F (* i + V zi } (2'83)
Using the Nernst-Einstein relation, this becomes,
111 = Cl/F (.Cn^/RT + ^/zj) 
or 1-q = c-^D-q/RT + 5ia3/zlF (2.8V)
Therefore,
c1D11 = RKI-q - CjU^/ZjF) (2 .85a)
Likewise, it may be shown that,
^2^22 = RTd 2p + ^ 2^3^Z2F  ^ (2 .85b)
For a cation-exchanger and a 1:1 electrolyte,
= +1 and z2 = -1.
Therefore,
^1^11 = RT^ 1 1  " C1U3/F) (2 .86a)
c2E22 = RT(122 + c2u3/F) (2 .86b) .
From equation (2.12),
E = F2/RT(ciDu + o2D22) + Fu,X
Substituting for ciPii and $2^22 from equations (2 .86a) 
and (2 .86b) gives,
£ = RT.F2/RT(1i;i - c ^ / F  + 122 + c2u3/F ) + Fu3X
£ = F2 (ll:L + 122 - u3/F(c1 “ c2 ) + Fu3X
£ = R2(!]_]_ + 122 ^ “ F^3X + F^3X
£ = F2 (1i;l + 122) ^
Comparison/
Comparison with the rigorous non-equilibrium 
thermodynamic equation for the specific conductivity of 
the exchanger, shows that the Nernst-Planck treatment 
neglects the term in lp2#' eiocov so introduced is
negligible in dilute solutions where l-^ is very small, 
and even in concentrated solutions, the contribution of 
l^P is saall as may be seen by use of the equations 
derived by Miller for ternary mixtures Even in
binary mixtures at high concentrations, 1-^ p is °nly some 
10fo of (I-q + an(^  s0 s "term ^oes n°t significantly
affect the results.
Thus, in highly permselective exchangers where the 
concentration of the co-ion is small, the term l^p will 
also usually be small and the Nernst-Planck equation may 
be used to obtain a good estimate of the specific conduc­
tivity and ionic transport numbers in the exchanger.
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2.2.b . Tortuosity.
In considering the diffusion of mobile species in
ion-exchangers, Meares has calculated an expression which
corrects the diffusion coefficients of the species for the
effect of obstruction of the diffusion paths by the
(11)exchanger matrix. This calculation gives ©, the
ratio of the true diffusion path length in the exchanger
to the geometric thickness of the resin, as
0 = (2-v ) / V r (2.87)w w
where vw is the fractional pore volume in the exchanger. 
Meares then suggests that this correction should also be 
applied to the force producing the diffusion of the species
and hence arrives at the expression,
D = D .©2 (2.88)
corr meas
where D and D are the corrected and measured corr meas
diffusion coefficients respectively.
When applied to the diffusion of counter- and co-ions
and water in Zeocarb 3 1 PSA membranes, this relation
gives values of D which agree fairly well with thec corr .(
corresponding values of the diffusipn coefficients of. 
these ions in aqueous solutions of the same concentra­
tion. However, many other authors have found that,
in/
56.
in a number of other membranes, the agreement is far from
(7?)
satisfactory. J y VJ ' It would appear, therefore,
that the nature of the membrane contributes to the effect
of tortuosity on the diffusion coefficients in a manner
which is not wholly accounted for by the relation (2.88).
The values of 0 for the Zeocarb 315 membranes are very low
(approx. 1 .5-2 .0 ) whereas in many of the other systems
studied the values of 0 have been much larger, and the
use of equation (2.88) for these systems has produced
values of D which are much larger than the corres- corr °
ponding solution values. This suggests that the expres­
sion (2 .88) is overcorrecting the experimental data.
\ ?
Consider a membrane as shown in figure 2.1 • Then
(11)making the same assumptions as Meares regarding the
structure, i.e. assuming the exchange sites lie at the
corners of a cubic lattice, then the ratio of the true path
length to the geometric thickness is as before,
q = (2-v ) /v 
v w' ' w
If the true diffusion path is represented by the route 
abcde...z, then, when an ion situated at f, say, moves to 
position/ 1
57.
position g, the condition of' electroneutrality requires 
that another ion must move to fill the vacant position f. 
Because of this coupling of the movement of the ions, the 
flow along the section ef- must, on average, equal that along 
the section fg, and the force experienced by an ion is 
the same no matter the direction of the next step. There 
is, therefore, no need to resolve the.force along the 
direction of motion as has been done in Meares1 approach.
The correction to the diffusion coefficient becomes simply 
0 , and the relation between the corrected and measured 
diffusion coefficients is
D = D .0 (2.89)corr meas
It is this expression which has been used to give 
the corrected ionic tracer diffusion coefficients in the 
C60N and C60E membranes used in this study.
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2.3# Experimental
2. 3.1. Preparation of Solutions.
With the exception of those used for the conductivity
measurements, all the solutions used throughout this work
were prepared from AnalaR sodium chloride which had been
dried at 120°C for several days and stored in a desiccator
over phosphorus pentoxide. The solutions were made up
in Grade A volumetric flasks at 25°C using distilled water.
For the conductivity measurements, the solutions were
prepared from AnalaR sodium chloride which had been twice
(35)recrystallised from a water/ethanol mixture .
pp
Radioactive isotopes, Na ' and Cl”3 , were obtained 
from the Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, as aqueous 
solutions of sodium chloride. These solutions were made 
up to the appropriate concentrations in graduated flasks 
using AnalaR sodium chloride and distilled water.
2.3.2. Counting Methods.
All radioactivity measurements were made using a 
Packard Tricarb Liquid Scintillation Spectrometer, model 
3003,/
3003, fitted with an automatic sample changer and print 
out device, model 527* The phosphor used was dioxan 
based and was suitable for aqueous samples ^36) # Small 
samples, usually 0.08 ml.* but occasionally .O.^ J ml., of 
the aqueous sodium chloride solutions were added to 10 ml. 
of the phosphor solution contained in special low-pot- 
assium content glass vials. When solutions of concentra­
tion higher than 0 .5M were used, precipitation of the 
sodium .chloride occurred. Samples counted with a pre­
cipitate showed that, owing to variations in the distribu­
tion of the precipitate on the bottom of the vial, the 
error in the cdunt was increased by a factor of 2-3« In 
all cases in which precipitation occurred, therefore, 
a small volume of water, usually 1 ml., was added to each 
vial to dissolve the precipitate and restore hiTcounting ' 
geometry. It was found that this volume of water did 
not have any significant quenching effect.
The background count of each vial was determined 
before the samples were^ added and any vials with high 
counts due to adsorption of radioactive isotopes from 
previous samples, were rejected. The average background 
count was approx. 25 cpm.
The conditions of the experiments were so arranged 
that/ <
60
that no activities of less than 100 cpm above background 
were measured. Samples were counted for at least 20 
minutes, during which time sufficient counts were recorded 
to give a statistical error of 2% on the lower counts and 
1% on the higher ones. The efficiency of counting, as, 
measured by counting a standard radioactive solution, was 
greater than 90%.
9
)
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2.3•3• Ion-Exchange Membranes.
The membranes used in this work were the AMF C60
and C100 polyifchylene/polystyrene sulphonic acid cation
exchangers, manufactured by the American Machine and
Foundry Company. The C60 membranes were made from low
density polythylene containing 35% of styrene and up to
2\% divinyl benzene. b-0% of the styrene was grafted using
free radical initiators, the rest polymerised in the bulk
of the polyethylene. Oleum was used as the sulnhonating
agent. The C100 membranes were manufactured from high
density polythylene containing 23% of styrene and no
6 0divinyl benzene, the cross-linking being done by Co 
radiation. Chlorosulphonic acid was used as the sulphonat- 
ing agent.
- r ( 1 0 ^ 0  /Arnold and A-och ' have reported that C60 membranes 
undergo an irreversible expansion on heating. Therefore, 
it was decided to study, not only the C60 and C100 mem­
branes as obtained from the manufacturers, but to include 
samples of the heat treated membranes to determine the 
effect of expansion on the properties of the exchanger.
A sheet of each t.ypte of membrane was immersed in 
water at 9?°C for about half an hour. During this treat­
ment the ChO mem'brane became slightly opaque and 
expanded/
6 2 .
expanded both in thickness and length. Close examination 
with a microscope failed to reveal any visible damage to 
the membrane. The C100 membrane, on the other hand 
showed considerable damage. Large regions of damage were 
visible on the surface. These regions can best be describ­
ed as blisters. They were fairly wide-spread, and were 
considered to be unsuitable for further investigation.
There were however, some areas where expansion had occur­
red without the attendant blistering. These areas were 
selected for further study.
If-;,
fO;.
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2.3«*+, Conditioning Process.
The sheets of ion-exchange membranes were cut into 
circular discs approx, 3*6 centimeters in diameter using 
a machined brass dye. These discs were treated in turn 
with methanol, 1M hydrochloric acid, distilled water,
1M sodium hydroxide and distilled water again, each treat- . 
ment lasting several hours. This cycle of treatments 
was repeated a number of times. Any monomer or other 
organic solvent soluble materials remaining in•the mem­
branes were dissolved out by the methanol, while the 
hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide removed any acid 
or base soluble impurities, e.g. iron or other heavy metal 
ions, accummulated in the course of preparation.
After each cycle the weight of the leached sodium 
form membrane was determined as described below. The 
cycling process was continued until no further changes 
occurred in this weight after several treatments.
The discs were then eouilibrated in approx. 1M 
sodium chloride solution for several days to ensure that 
they were completely in the sodium form, i.e. that all the 
counter-ions ‘associated* with the fixed sites were sodium 
ions. The membranes were then placed in distilled water 
for/
6 l±m
for several days to leach out any sorbed electrolyte.
During the succeeding experiments, the membranes were 
required in equilibrium with a number of sodium chloride 
solutions of different concentration. It was found that 
several days were required for the completion of the 
equilibration process. In all cases the equilibration 
time was at least three days, and frenuently one week.
During this time the equilibrating solutions were frequently 
.changed.
!
2.1.5. 'Dry Weights.
Each leached membrane, in the sodium form, was: placed 
in a petri dish in a desiccator over phosphorus pentoxide and 
the desiccator evacuated using a water pump. The desic­
cator was then sealed and placed in an oven at bO°G for 
several days. The membranes were then removed and 
weighed to determine their dry weights. This process was 
repeated several times until constant weight was obtained.
i
At no time in the course of subsequent experiments was any * 
of the membranes allowed to dry out again*
2.^ .6./
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2.1.6. Wet Weights.
The following method, referred to as a kinetic method 
of weighing, was used to determine the wet weights of each 
membrane after equilibration with water or sodium chloride 
solutions.
The membrane was removed from the solution with which 
it had been equilibrated and its surface quickly blotted; 
dry between two hardened filter papers. At the instant 
when all the moisture had been removed from the surface, 
a stop-clock was started. The membrane^ was then carefully 
examined to see if any traces of solution remained on its 
surface. If any moisture was observed on the surface, the 
membrane was replaced in the equilibrating solution and the 
process restarted. If there was no moisture on the sur­
face the membrane was placed on a small wire rack suspended 
from a balance pan. The weight of the rack was already 
known. The rack plus membrane were then weighed, ., the 
weight being noted every fifteen seconds for the next 
minute and a half. The total time taken for this procedure 
was about two minutes. The weights were plotted against 
time and extrapolated back to zero time to determine the 
true wet weight of the membrane. The weight loss was 
about 0.001 gm. every 1? seconds.
This/
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This procedure was carried out about ten times per 
membrane per equilibrating solution. The average of these 
determinations was taken as the wet weight of the membrane 
in that solution. The weights were reproducible to 
*0.0003 gni.
This process was carried out for each membrane at 
each of the required sodium chloride concentrations. The 
complete process was then repeated to determine if any 
weight changes had occurred during this cycle* No such 
changes were observed.
Each membrane disc was then examined under a light 
microscope to ensure that the membranes chosen for further 
sttfdy had no visible inhomogeneities or surface damage 
which might invalidate the results of succeedingi experi­
ments* >
• i
]
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2.3*7* Physical dimensions.
Diameter
The membrane was removed from its equilibrating 
solution and placed, still wet, between two thin glass 
plates. The membrane was positioned over a fixed sheet 
of graph paper in such a way that its diameter could be 
determined by use of a travelling microscope. The average 
of eight such determinations was taken as the diameter.
The error on the measurement was ± 0.03 cm.
Thickness.
The apparatus used was a Mitronic guage and is 
shown in figure 2.2. A. small volume of solution was 
placed in the membrane container and the membrane placed 
in position so that it was completely immersed in the 
solution. The membrane was slipped below the tip of the 
measuring device which .had previously been adjusted to read 
a predetermined value.• The new reading was taken and 
the membrane thickness obtained by difference. The 
predetermined value was set so that the reading with the 
membrane in position was almost zero, since the instrument 
was most accurate in this region. Readings were taken 
over the entire surface of the membrane. • No deviation,, 
from/
from the average thickness, of greater than the 
experimental, er^or was observed. The error on the 
measurements was ± 0.0003 cm.
An atterrmt was also -made to determine the membrane 
thickness using a micrometer screw gauge. Here, the
membrane was clamped between two thin flat glass plates
and the thickness measured. The membrane was removed 
and the new thickness measured. The membrane thickness 
was then easily calculated. This method was, however, 
less accurate than the first owing to slight deviations in
the thickness of the plates.
2.3-.8. Ion-Exchange Capacity Determinations.
The scientific capacity of each membrane was
determined by an isotopic dilution method. The membrane
in the leached sodium form was surface dried and placed
in a known volume of 0.005M sodium chloride solution 
22containing Na , the specific activity of this solution 
also being known. The membrane was allowed to equili­
brate overnight in order that an equilibrium distribution 
22of the Na should occur. Samples were then removed 
from the solution and their specific activities determined. 
From/
6 9 .
From these results it was possible to calculate the 
capacity of the membrane as shown in Appendix A.5* Three 
such determinations were carried out for each membrane, 
the reproducibility being about - 1.5$.
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2.3.9. Electrolyte Untake.
Two methods of determining the electrolyte uptake
4
were tried. (i) Leeching out the sorbed salt and 
measuring the conductivity of the resultant solution.
(ii) Leaching out the sorbed electrolyte and titrating 
with silver nitrate.
(i) Conductivity method.
The principle of this method was similar to that of
(38)
the method described by Glueckauf and Watts, the rate 
of desorption being measured by the increase in conduc­
tivity instead of the increase in radioactivity in the 
solution. The cell used for this purpose is shown in 
figure 2.3* The cell was weighed dry and then containing 
approx. 80 ml. of distilled water, so that the volume 
of the water could be obtained. The cell was then placed 
in an oil bath maintained at 25- 0.005°C, and nitrogen, 
presaturated with water vapour, allowed to flow in through 
inlet tube A. The flow of nitrogen served two purposes; 
it degassed the solution and mixed it thoroughly. The 
nitrogen flow forced the solution round the circuit 
through the electrode chamber where the conductivity was 
measured using two platinised platinum electrodes connected 
to/
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to a Wayne Kerr B331 conductivity bridge. The nitrogen 
flow was continued until the conductivity of the water had 
reached a steady value. The membrane was then removed 
from the equilibrating solution, its surface carefully 
dried with filter paper, and placed on the glass rack 
above the water level in the cell. Since the execution 
of this step required the cap of the cell to be removed, 
with a resultant inflow of air, the conductivity of the 
water increased. The cap was replaced and the membrane 
allowed to remain suspended above the water level while 
degassing of the water continued. The nitrogen atmosphere 
of the upper cell was saturated with water vapour so that 
the membrane did not loose water by evaporation. When the 
conductivity of the water reached its previous steady value 
the membrane was quickly lowered into the water and a 
stop-clock started. Conductivity measurements were 
taken at half minute or minute intervals for ten to fifteen 
minutes and at longer intervals for several hours.
A conductivity - sodium chloride concentration curve 
had previously been determined by making additions of 
a standard sodium chloride solution to the cell from a 
weight burette, and measuring the conductivity. It was, 
therefore, possible to relate the conductivity measured 
in the electrolyte deso;rption experiment to the concentra­
tion/
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concentration of sodium chloride in the solution.
Unfortunately, this method proved unsatisfactory. 
Instead of reaching a steady value after a few hours, the 
conductivity of the desorption solution continued to 
increase indefinitely. Various attempts were made to 
explain this phenomenon and these are discussed in the 
discussion sections.
*
(ii) Titration method.
This method was based on the fact that even very
JLl
dilute solutions of sodium chloride, i.e. 10 M,'can be 
titrated accurately by a potentiometric method.
The method of carrying out these titrations is as 
follows. The solution to be titrated was placed in a 
small beaker containing a small magnetic stirrer and a 
silver electrode.
The beaker was covered with parafilm, to prevent 
evaporation, and placed in a small water .bath on top of 
a magnetic stirring block. ' All the experiments were 
carried out with the water bath at 25- 0.1°C. The silver 
nitrate used for the titration was placed in a 10 ml. 
calibrated burette which could be read accurately to 
0.02 ml. Into the nozzle of the burette was sealed a 
silver/
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silver electrode and the tin of the nozzle was drawn out
to a fine point. The tip of the burette was'immersed
in the solution which was to be titrated so that the
solution in the nozzle acted as a liquid junction. The
finely drawn out tip served to minimise diffusion of the
silver nitrate solution into the beaker while e.m.f.
measurements were being taken. The two electrodes were
connected through a Solartron digital voltmeter, model
LM 1867? capable of measuring to 0.01 mV. The ionic
strength of the titrant and the electrolyte desorption
solution was approx. 0.1, sodium nitrate being used as the 
*
supporting electrolyte. This helped to minimise the
liquid junction potential.
Titrations were carried out with standard sodium
— kchloride solutions and even at 10 M the error was only 
2-3%• The electrolyte desorption solutions usually had
sodium chloride concentrations much greater than 10 M.
The membrane was removed from the equilibrating solu­
tion, its surface thoroughly dried with filter paper, and 
placed in a small beaker to which were added 5 ml. of 
0.1M sodium nitrate solution. The top of the beaker was 
covered with parafilm and the membrane allowed to 
equilibrate/
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equilibrate for several hours. The membrane was then 
removed from this solution, its surface washed with 2ml. 
of sodium nitrate solution, the washings being collected . 
in the beaker in which the equilibration had been carried 
out, and the membrane placed in a second beaker with 2 ml. 
of sodium nitrate solution and again left to equilibrate 
for several hours. The membrane was.then removed from 
this solution and equilibrated with the next .sodium chlor­
ide solution. The 7 ml. and 2 ml. portions of solution 
now containing the leached sodium chloride were titrated 
potentiometrically as described above.
Besides reducing the liquid junction potential in the 
titration, the sodium nitrate served a purpose in the 
leaching process. After leaching, the membrane was in 
equilibrium with a solution in which the nitrate concen­
tration was many times greater than the chloride concen­
tration. Electrolyte uptake from this solution was, 
therefore, mainly sodium nitrate. This was reflected in 
the fact that greater than 95$ and frequently as high as 
99$ of the sodium chloride leached out of the membrane 
was to be found in the first beaker. At no time were 
more than two equilibrations required to remove all the 
sodium chloride- from the membrane.
The/
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The concentration of the solution was calculated 
from the e.m.f. data using a linear titration plot
(39)
method. The error on the determination was about
1% for the membranes equilibrated in 0.5M,1.QM, and 
2.0M sodium chloride solutions. Forthe equilibration 
with 0.1M sodium chloride solution, the error was approx.
3*.
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2.3.10. Membrane conductivity.
Membrane conductivities were measured using a high 
precision conductivity cell described in the U.S. Manual 
for Testing Permselective Membranes ^0)^ an^ Sh0wn j_n 
figure 2 • • The cell was filled with the appropriate 
solution, placed in a polythene bag, and positioned in an 
oil bath whose temperature was maintained at 25-0.005°C. 
Solution stored in a reservoir which was also in the oil 
bath, was then foroed through the cell under a pressure 
of compressed air. It- was found that this process accele­
rated the rate of attainment of thermal equilibrium. The 
flow of solution was stopped before conductivity measure­
ments were made using a Wayne Kerr B331 conductivity bridge
„ (?8)capable of an accuracy of *0.01/6. When a steady
reading was obtained the system was considered to be at 
thermal equilibrium and this value of the conductivity 
recorded. The cell was then removed from the bath, dis­
mantled and the membrane whose surface had been thoroughly 
dried, placed in position. The cell was returned to the 
oil bath and the thermal equilibration process repeated 
until a steady conductivity reading was again obtained.
The cell was so constructed that the same volume of solution 
was used whether the membrane was present or not. Thus 
from the two values of the conductivity recorded as above, 
it/
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it was possible to calculate the resistance of the solution
and of the solution plus membrane. The resistance, and
hence the conductivity, of the membrane was then easily
calculated. The measured value of the membrane resistance
was corrected for edge effects using the equation derived 
(b-l)by Barrer . This equation is given in Appendix A.6.
In the measurements described above the radius of the 
membrane was many times that of the area exposed in the 
conductivity cell. The edge effect correction was there-' 
fore, fairly large, being about. b% of the measured value. 
The membrane conductivities recorded in the results section 
were the averages of 8-10 values obtained for each membrane 
in e ach solut ion. The reproducibility of the values was
In this method the resistance of the membrane was
obtained indirectly, but it has several advantages over the
(^2) (^ -1)other direct methods described in the literature. J
()))[ )
These d irect methods involve clamping an electrode 
to the surface of the membrane and hence include the 
difficulty of circumventing the effect of interfacial 
resistances. Although! this problem has been alleviated 
by measuring the resistance at various points along the 
membrane length and calculating the true resistance by 
difference/
i
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difference, the indirect method described here requires 
no such modifications. The direct methods also measure 
the resistance of the membrane strip along its length 
whereas most other transport measurements are made in the 
direction normal to the membrane surface. . If the 
membrane is anisotropic then the results obtained by the 
direct method may be in error if they are used in conjunc­
tion with other properties which have been measured along 
different directions.
In many of the cells used to determine membrane 
resistances, there is the problem of the membrane drying 
out during the measurement, or of conduction along-a liquid 
film on the membrane surface if the membrane is immersed 
in a shallow bed of solution. The indirect method used 
here does not suffer from any of these problems. However, 
there is one limitation on the use of this method. In 
dilute solutions, the conductivity of the membrane is much 
greater than that of the solution, and hence the difference 
in resistance between the two measurements is. small. To 
overcome this problem a Very small area of the membrane 
was used so that its resistance was of the same order as 
that of the solution. ; In the cell used here, the area 
of/
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p
of exposed membrane was approx, 0.1 cm ., and even using 
this area, the lower limit of accurate resistance measure­
ment was 0.1M. The disadvantage of using such a small 
area is one of reproducibility. Gregor, Kramer, Lalik, 
Holmstom and Saber ^ 5 ’) have found differences of 300$ 
in the resistances of pieces of membrane cut from the 
same sheet. Therefore, a number of samples of membrane ■ 
were examined and one disc of C60N and one of C60E were 
cut up into smaller areas and their resistances determined. 
The results of these measurements were all within 1$ of 
the mean. The small area of membrane was therefore taken 
as representative of the entire disc.
8 0 .
2. 3 • 11 • Calibration of diffusion cell.
The cell was set up as shown in figure 2.5> except 
that the membrane was replaced by a sheet of silver foil 
and the solution was 0.0005M silver nitrate in 1.0M sodium 
nitrate. In the experiment the silver foil acted as the 
cathode in the circuit and a piece of silver wire placed 
in one of the sample portals was the anode. Current 
was supplied from a variable voltage supply, the rate of 
voltage change being kept constant. The current flowing 
in the system was monitored by measuring the potential 
difference across a standard 20 ohm resistor in the circuit, 
using a Servoscribe (Goerz electro potentiometer screiber 
RES11) chart recorder. Curves similar to the one shown 
in figure 2.6, were obtained. The experiment was repeated 
several times for each of a number of stirring speeds in 
the range 250 to 550 rpm., and from the values of the 
limiting currents obtained, the mass transfer coefficient 
for the system was obtained as shown in appendix A. 7*
The reproducibility of; the limiting current was ± 2-3%•
8 1 .
The most accurate method of determining individual 
ionic diffusion coefficients in ion exchange membranes is 
to use stead}' state radio-isotope diffusion across the 
membrane between two solutions of identical chemical 
composition, but to one of which has been added a Quantity 
of isotonic tracer of the ion under study. There is an 
initial time lap while a steady state or ouasi-steady 
state, is set un in the membrane. Thereafter, the flux 
of tracer through the membrane is constant so long as 
the difference between the tracer concentrations in the 
two bathing solutions is not allowed to diminish signifi­
cantly. In the steady state, the tracer concentration in 
the initially inactive solution increases linearly with
time and from this increase, the tracer diffusion coef-
(b7)ficient may be calculated as follows '
The steady state isotopic flux is given by
J = (2.90)
-2 -1where J is the isotopic flux in moles cm“sec ,
c; is the concentration of tracer in the membrane, on the
high activity side,
D is/
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D is the tracer diffusion coefficient in the membrane and 
d is the membrane thickness.
The indices 1 and " *' refer to the high and low activity 
sides resp.
For mass balance in the system,
qj = V".dCVdt. (2.91)
where q is the area of the membrane through which diffusion 
occurs and V" is the volume of- solution on the initially 
inactive side.
Since a steady state has been attained, each side of 
the membrane is in equilibrium with the adjacent solution, 
provided that there is no interfacial resistance.
Therefore,
c 1 = cj_ and cM = cn (2.92)
5 c C c
Substituting for J from equation (2.90) and cl from 
equation (2.92) into equation (2.91) gives, on rearranging,
D = dc,,/dt.VM.c.d.
c1.c.q (2.93)
This equation is valid provided c1, the tracer con­
centration in the active solution, remains virtually 
unchanged throughout the duration of the experiment. This 
is the situation in most diffusion experiments where the 
concentration of tracer in the initially inactive side 
is/ ‘
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is monitored until only some 1-2% of the total activity 
has massed through the membrane. If*, however, c1 is 
allowed to change significantly during the experiment, 
then enuation (2.93) modified and the tracer
diffusion coefficient given by
D = d(cM/cr)/dt. VM.c.d (2.93a)
c.a
The above derivation implies steady state conditions 
and ideal membrane diffusion control. However^ at the
membrane-solution interfaces, there will be a region of 
liquid which will remain unstirred no matter how efficient 
is the stirring in the bulk solution. This liquid film 
has a very important influence on-the nature of the 
diffusion characteristics of the system. If the diffusion 
rate in the film is lower than that in the membrane then 
the diffusion through this film will very ouickly become . 
the rate determining step of the complete diffusion pro­
cess. If, however, the rate of diffusion in. the membrane 
is the slow step then this process becomes rate determining. 
The exact nature of the dependence of the diffusion 
characteristics on the other properties of the system can 
be determined as shown below.
In the tracer diffusion experiment, the system is in 
overall/
overall equilibrium and there are, therefore no bulk 
gradients of activity coefficients, of electric potential 
and of pressure and no convection occurs. Therefore, 
applying Fick’s First law for the species i, the flux 
becomes ' :
Ji = -^dCj^/dx (2.9*0
This relation holds both in the membrane and in
the unstirred liquid films adjacent to the membrane
surface. Furthermore, the flux of species i in the
membrane and in the films must be equal. Therefore,
examination of figure 2.7 shows that the flux of species
i is given by:
J, = D, ci-ci ' = D, ^i* - ci" = D, ciM ^2*95)
i i c i j i ~6 d 6
where is the diffusion coefficient of the species i ,
is its concentration, d and 6 are the membrane and film
thicknesses resp. The barred species refer to the
membrane phase and the indices 1 and 11 refer to the high
and low activity sides resp.
Also, under the equilibrium conditions existing at. 
both solution-membrane interfaces,
fi' = fi’ and 2ln
c c 0 S (2.96)
where/-
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where.c is the total bulk concentration of the species of 
which i represents the tracer isotope.
From equations (2.9*+) (2.95) and (2.96), the tracer 
flux is given by,
J = - Dici (2.97) .
d(l + 2Dici6 )
D.c.d
l i
The criterion for determining whether the diffusion 
processes will be membrane or film diffusion controlled 
can be readily obtained from equation (2.97).
If D.c.d v , then J. = D.c. and the process
i i , ^ ^  l i i  1
D.S. 6 9  2 1 --- .1 1
is membrane diffusion controlled. Similarly, for film
diffusion control the relation D.c.d , must hold.
'r^ar  ^  2 
i i
The nature of the diffusion process is therefore 
governed by the dimensionless factor D.c.d / D.c.8. Byi i i i .
substitution of typical vaLues into this quotient it is 
possible to show ^50) f0r co-ions, film diffusion
control can only operate under extremely unfavourable 
conditions, whereas for counter-ions, film diffusion 
control may be quite common. For a given system, the 
only variable in the quotient B^c^d / D^c^6 is the film 
thickness, 6 . It is, therefore, important to keep 
the/
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the film thickness as small as possible in order to
obtain membrane diffusion control. This is done by-
efficient stirring as close to the membrane surface as
possible. In practice, counter-ion diffusion usually has
some measure of film diffusion control and corrections
must be applied to the observed values in order to obtain
the true membrane diffusion coefficients. A number of
(crn )
attempts have been made to calculate this correction. J 
(52) (51) There have also been a number of attempts to 
calculate the film thickness, 6 , all of which give values 
of the order of 10 - 100 microns depending on the stirring 
speed or efficiency of mixing. (51) (5*+) (55) (56) jn
present study the correction used is that given by Scatter-
(57)good and Lightfoot, and the theoretical basis of this
treatment is to be found in Appendix A.7*
/
Tracer diffusion whs measured in a cell similar to
( 7 )one described by Meares: , and is shown in figure 2.5* ;
Small magnets were sealed into the rear paddles of the 
teflon stirrers and these were driven by master magnets 
connected to a train of gear wheels powered by an electric 
motor./
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motor. The motor was connected to the power supply 
through a voltage stabiliser to ensure that the speed of 
rotation of the stirrers would not be affected by voltage 
fluctuations, and would remain constant throughout the 
experiment. The stirrer speed was measured directly
«y
using a stroboscope, (Dawe 120013)• The volume of each 
half of the cell was approx. 60 ml.
The membrane was removed from the solution, its 
surface dried, and placed between two perspex discs.
These discs could be so positioned that exactly the same 
area of membrane was exposed on either side. The disc 
and membrane were then mounted in the cell, which was 
then filled with the appropriate solution from two 
burettes in such a way that both sides were filled 
simultaneously, so preventing bulging of the membrane.
The complete assembly process was carried out as rapidly 
as possible to prevent the membrane drying out. This 
would have contributed to buckling when it reswelled. A 
thin layer of paraffin wax was then put round the outside 
of the seal to prevent any leak of water from the water 
tank into the cell. The cell was immersed in a water 
bath at 25“0.1°C so that only the sample portals remained 
above/
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above the surface, and left to equilibrate for at least 
half an hour. A known volume of solution was then re­
moved from one side of the cell and replaced by an equal 
volume of solution of the' same concentration containing
pp
radioactive tracer ions, Na or C1J as required by the 
nature of the experiment. The stirrers were switched on, 
a few seconds allowed for mixing then.a stop-clock was 
starter?, and samples were withdrawn from the initially 
inactive side at noted times. This procedure was con­
tinued until approx. 2% of the added radioactive isotope 
had passed through the membrane. The time required for a
i
counter-ion diffusion experiment was 1-2 hours, whereas 
a co-ion experiment required up to 12 hours. Samples 
were also taken from the active side near the start and 
end of the experiment. The samples were withdrawn using 
Hamilton microlitre syringes which were fitted with 
Chaney adapters to ensure that the same volume of 
solution was removed in each sample. The volume of the 
samples was approx. 0.08 ml. and was reproducible to 0.1$. 
The radioactive samples: were counted as described in section 
2.3.2. The activity on the receiving side was corrected 
for the volume of the samples removed, (see Appendix A.8).
A/ -
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A plot of activity against time gave a straight line whose 
gradient was used in calculating the diffusion coefficient. 
The error in the gradient was never greater than 1.5$.
In calculating the diffusion coefficient, a correction 
was applied for film diffusion effects as described in 
Appendix A.7.
90.
2.3.13. Diffusion with a Concentration Gradient -
-S°lt Diffusion.
The method was similar to that used for tracer
diffusion. The membrane was equilibrated for three days
between two solutions of the same concentration as those
to be used in the salt diffusion experiment, during which
time the solutions were frequently renewed. A diffusion
experiment was then carried out, the co-ion, chloride,
36being labelled with Cl-3 . The membrane was then re-equil­
ibrated to remove any sorbed C l ^  and the process repeated, 
the diffusion of C l ^  being allowed to occur in the direc­
tion opposite to that used in the first experiment.
a A
Therefore, the flow of Cl-3 with and against the concen­
tration gradient could be obtained and the net flow of 
chloride calculated- Since electroneutrality must be 
maintained, this represented the flow of sodium chloride 
with the concentration gradient.
2. 3.1^ 4-. Transport Numbers.
There are three chief methods which have been 
employed to obtain transport numbers of ions in ion- 
exchange membranes: (a) Hittorf*s method, (b) modified■ 
Hittorf!s method and (c) membrane potential method* In 
the/
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the following sections the advantages and disadvantages 
of each method will be discussed,
(a} Most transport number measurements have been 
made using the Hittorf method. ^9) (60) (6l) (62) (63)
(6W (65) (66) (67) (68), Jn t M s  type of ,IperlIn„ t _
the same electrolyte solution is placed on either side 
of the membrane and an electric current passed through the 
system for a given time, using either reversible Ag/AgCl 
electrodes or irreversible platinum electrodes. During 
the experiment, concentration changes of 10-15^ in the cell • 
solutions, are common. While these changes do not appear to 
affect the transport number significantly in dilute 
solutions, ^9) ^ e r e  the co-ion uptake is small, Kressman 
and T y e ^ ^  and. Lewis and. Tye ^1) showed that at higher 
concentrations the transport number could be dependent 
on the concentration of either the donating or the receiv- 
sides, both of which were changing during the experi­
ment. A further disadvantage of this method is the 
dependence of the transport numbers on the current density
used. ^72) (73) (7lO  \^th dilute solutions, the effect
(7^)is one of polarisation wy/ while in concentrated solutions 
the dependence on current density has been attributed 
to/
to the effect of back diffusion caused by the concentra-
( 7 ? )  (7*0  (7U0tion gradient produced during the experiment. ' W J  '
C 76)' , Although a number of experimental methods have
been devised to overcome these problems, the availability 
of radio-isotopic tracers has led to improved- methods of 
transport number-, determination.
(b) The use of radioactive tracers means that the 
transport number may be obtained from the net flow of tracer 
ion added to one side of the transport number cell. Since 
small concentrations of tracer can easily be detected 
radiochemically, this removes the need to produce large 
changes in the concentrations of the bathing solutions dur­
ing the experiment. There is, however, a need*to deter­
mine the tracer flow with and against the electric potential
gradient, in order to obtain the net flow of isotope due
( 7 7 )solely to the electric current. Recently Meares ( has 
shown how the transport number may be obtained from flow 
with or against the electric potential gradient and the 
self diffusion flow.
Using the net flow of isotope, the net flow of the 
traced ion can be obtained and the transport number cal­
culated from the equation,
ti = ziFJj/r (2£L3a)
where/
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where z. is the electrochemical valence of species i, J. 
its net flow and I is the-current density. F is Faraday's 
constant.
The transport number may also be calculated from.the 
ratio of the fluxes with and against the current using 
the following equation, (2*+) (78)
lnCJ.A,-, = tiI d  (2.98)
' zi i ii
where <31 and J1 , are the fluxes with and against the 
current,c^ is the concentration of species i in the 
membrane, is its membrane self diffusion coefficient 
and d is the membrane thickness.
(c) Membrane potentials in concentration cells 
containing an ion-exchange membrane, have been used as 
another method of calculting the average transport number 
of the exchanger. If electrodes reversible to the 
anion are used then the e.m.f. of the cell is given by 
the expression (6?> (?9> (76)
E = 2l% 21 In (2.99)
where t^ is the apparent transport number which has been 
derived ignoring the effect of water transference. In 
dilute solutions this equation gives a good estimate of 
the true transport number. The true value for any 
concentration/
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concentration may be calculated from the membrane potential 
if the water transference at that concentration number is 
known, by use of the equation, given in section
(2.2.2b)
The value derived from this equation is an average value 
since the concentration of the solution is not the same on 
both sides of the membrane. If the concentration differ­
ence is small, then the transport number calculated in 
this way should be a good estimate of the value corres­
ponding to the mean of the two concentrations. However, ' 
the lower the concentration difference, the'smaller the 
e.m.f. and hence the greater the error in measuring it.
Also, the accuracy of the values of activities a+! and 
a+" becomes extremely important. Therefore, the best 
values of € are obtained by a compromise between the 
accuracy of the e.m.f. measurement and the magnitude of 
the concentration difference between the two solutions.
Transport numbers were determined by a co-ion flux- 
ratio method. The cell used was similar to the one used 
for diffusion, but fitted with circular electrodes situated 
approx. three centimeters from the membrane, on either side 
of it, and parallel to it. The electrodes were made of 
coarse platinum mesh plated"with silver and silver chloride. 
A/
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A fine coating of silver was plated on to the platinum 
using potassium argentocyanide a thicker coating
was added by electrolysing in 0.1M silver nitrate solution 
using a silver anode. CJne of the electrodes was given 
a fine coating of silver chloride while most of the silver 
on the other electrode was converted to silver chloride by 
anodising in G.1M hydrochloric acid solution using a 
platinum cathode. During the transport number determina-
i
tion, this last mentioned electrode was made the cathode 
and released chloride ions into the solution while the 
other electrode removed chloride from the other side of 
the cell.
The procedure used to determine the transport 
number of the ions through the membrane was similar to that 
used for determining diffusion coefficients. The radio­
active solution was added to the anode compar tment and 
the experiment allowed to run until sufficient activity 
had passed through the membrane to allow an accurate 
determination of its value. In practice, the time 
required was usually about one hour, although longer 
periods were necessary when low current densities were 
used. 0.^+5 ml. samples were removed with Hamilton 
syringes as before. The larger samples were used in 
order/ x
order to reduce the duration of the experiment. In order 
to prevent entraining of air bubbles in the paddles, the 
samples removed for counting had to be replaced by an 
equal volume of inactive solution of the same concentra­
tion. In calculating the flow of the isotope, a correc­
tion was applied for this procedure, and is described in 
Appendix A.8.
After the prescribed time the direction of the current 
was reversed and the flow of radioactive isotope again 
similarly determined. During this period C l ^  ions were 
being removed from the receiving side by the electrode 
reaction. A correction for this dilution of the tracer 
concentration was applied as described in Appendix A.9.
The current was supplied from a constant current 
supply source - Solartron P.S.U. AS.lb-13. The current
flowing was monitored throughout the experiment by 
measuring the potential drop across a standard resistor, 
us'ing a digital voltmeter.
After use the cell was thoroughly cleaned and the 
silver chloride electrodes reconverted to silver electrodes, 
so that all traces of C l ^  were removed. The electrodes 
were then replated before re-use.
The/
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The current density was never allowed to exceed 
2
*+ mamps per cm . in order to avoid polarisation. The 
membrane properties were such that at this current density 
the flux ratio was of the order of 1.1-1.2. Therefore, 
the co-ion transport numbers were obtainable to an 
accuracy of only + 10$.
2 . ^ 15. Electro-osmosis and Water
Transference Numbers.
These measurements were made in the cell used for
transport number measurements. A. horizontal calibrated
capillary was attached to each side of the cell so that
the changes in volume of the solution on either side of the
("7.)membrane could be determined. A The stoppers and cones 
of the capillaries were lightly greased with apieson to 
prevent leaks from the cell. The solution used was de­
gassed before use by placing it in a flask under reduced 
pressure and shaking vigorously for a few minutes. In 
this way most of the dissolved gasses were removed. Care 
was taken when filling4 the cell, to ensure that no 
bubbles collected on the teflon stirrers. The level of 
the solution in the capillaries was read using a clip-on 
magnifying glass, and the current was supplied and 
measured/
measured as in the transport number experiments.
Corrections for the electrode reactions were applied
C7 )to the volume changes in the usual way w  The average
of six or more such experiments was used in calculating 
the electro-osmotic transport, and the water transference 
number for each external solution concentration. The 
reproducibility of the measurements was + 2%.
2.3.16. Water Flow with a Salt Concentration
Gradient - Osmosis.
The method used was similar to the determination of 
electro-osmotic transport, except that instead of applying 
a potential between solutions of the same concentration, 
the concentrations on either side of the membrane were 
different and no electric potential was applied. As in 
the case of the salt diffusion experiments, the membrane 
was equilibrated between the appropriate solutions for 
three days before the osmotic flows were determined.
The reproducibility was + 3$*
99.
2.?.17« E.M.17. of a. concentration cell.
The cell was set up in a manner similar to that for 
the determination of osmotic flow except that the two 
capillaries were replaced by a matched pair of Ag/AgCl 
electrodes, one,being placed on each side of the membrane,. 
After allowing a period of time for thermal equilibration 
to be completed, the e.m.f, of the cell was determined using 
the digital voltmeter described previously. The e.m.f. 
was monitored over a period of several hours to determine 
how rapidly it decreased from the true equilibrium value. 
This rate of decrease was never so large that significant 
error was introduced by failure to record the value during 
the period of thermal equilibration. The error on each 
e.m.f. measurement was approximately + 1%.
2 A .  Results.
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Table 2.5.
* 101+•
Ratio of water contents of normal and
expanded membranes.
c3(N)/c3(E)
% i-
rt
h¥
i
concen­
tration. C60N C60E C100N C100E
iVr
i;
0.1 0.76 0.88
y
r
0.5 0.77 0.89
t
i
1.0 0.77 0.89
f-?•
t-
2.0
•
0.75 0.93.
L
&
i.
Table 2.6.
External 
solution con 
cento* at ion 
(molar-)
Dm cra^sec^ x 10^ Na
_ Q
Dpi cm sec” x 10
+r
I
I:I
i
£
C60N C60E C60N C60E i
r
0.1 1.76 2.26 3-38 >+.62
t't
i:
fc*
0.5 1.1+9 2.11 2.53 3.9>+ fc
1.0 1.36 2.03 2.09 3.56 i
2.0 1.03 1.68 1.1+6 2.59 r:
b
r
£t;.
r
I
r
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Table 2.7.
Tortuosity Factor 0.
Ext. solution
concentration C60N C60E
(molar)
0.1 ’‘f. 81 3.if 5
0.5 if. 99 3.61
1.0 5.60 if. 07
2.0 6.if6 . if.58
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation'of 
tortuosity, -
O o o.
Figure 2.2. Apparatus for determining membrane, 
thickness.
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Figure 2»7. Concentration profile in diffusion •
through ion exchange membranes (schematic).
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2.5. Discussion.
The results shown in Tables 2.1 - 2.k show the 
general properties of the ion-exchange membranes studied 
in this work, and demonstrate the effect of the external 
solution concentration on these properties. Comparisons 
can be made of the various membrane systems studied, the 
effect of the thermal expansion of the exchanger being 
particularly interesting.
2.5.1. Water Content.
The water content of an ion-exchanger depends on the 
’tightness* of the resin structure and on its ability to 
swell and hence accommodate the solvent. This, in turn, 
depends on the degree of cross-linking of the hydrocarbon 
matrix. The water content also depends on the concen­
tration and nature of the fixed and mobile ions, but where 
these are similar, as they are in the membranes studied 
here, the main factor influencing the water content is the 
structure of the membrahe itself. Bearing this fact in 
mind, examination of figure 2.8 yields information about 
the structures of the membranes relative to one another. 
The C100 membranes have a fairly low water content suggest 
ing/
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suggesting that the structure of these membranes is fairly 
tight whereas the C60 series exhibit a high water content 
corresponding to their more open structure. In'both cases, 
the effect of the thermal treatment is to expand the 
structure of the membranes and enable them to absorb more 
water from the external solution.
The effect of membrane expansion on the water content 
of the membranes is constant over the entire range of con­
centration studied, as is demonstrated by the constancy of 
the ratio, c^(N)/c^(E), shown in table 2.?.
When an exchanger is in equilibrium with the external 
solution, the chemical potential of the water, in the exchang­
er is equal to that of the water in the external solution,
' i.e. P  3 = I 3 (2.100)
Expanding this ecmation and choosing the standard states
so that (^3° = t^3° 5 this equation may be rewritten,
(178)
RTln a3 - RTln a3 + (F - P) v^ (2.101)
where P and F are the aressures in the external solution 
and. in the exchanger* resp., a^ and a^ are the water activities 
in the external solution and in the membrane resp., and 
is the p.m.v. of water.
As the concentration of the external electrolyte 
solution/
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solution increases, so the activity of the water in the 
solution decreases. Since the concentration changes in 
the exchanger are small compared to those in the external 
solution, the water activity in the exchanger changes by a 
smaller amount than does the external water activity. 
Reference to equation (2.101), therefore, shows that a 
drop in the water activity in the external solution is 
reflected by a drop in the swelling pressure term 
(P - P) v3. Thus as the external concentration increases, 
the swelling pressure decreases and consequently, the ex­
changer swells less and absorbs less water from the solu­
tion. Since .the-water content and degree of swelling of 
the exchangers are.so closely related, the similarity of 
the shapes of the curves in figures 2.8 and 2.9 is not un­
expected.
2.5.2. Electrolyte Untake.
In principle, the most accurate method of determining 
electrolyte uptake, especially at low external solution con­
centrations, should be by measuring the conductivity of the 
solution containing the salt leached out of the membrane 
which had been previously equilibrated with an electrolyte
/O-j \
solution. This method has been used by Meares ' to 
determine/
determine the sodium chloride uptake by ZeocarB ’315 
membranes. In this present study further modifications 
to the technique were attempted as described in section 
2.3.9? in an effort to obtain, not only the absolute value 
of the co-ion uptake, but also the rate of effusion of the 
electrolyte from the membrane. These efforts were, how­
ever, frustrated by failure of the conductivity of the 
leaching solution to reach a steady value. It was. con­
cluded that in the leaching process, not only was sorbed 
electrolyte being released into the external solution but 
some other process was occurring which also contributed to 
the rise in conductivity of the solution. This hypothesis 
was supported by the fact that a membrane previously 
leached for several weeks in distilled water, showed similar 
behaviour.
When a membrane which had been equilibrated with a 
concentrated electrolyte solution (1.0M) was used, the con­
ductivity due to the large amount of salt released was 
sufficient to swamp this anomolous increase and the pre­
liminary results obtained from such experiments agreed very 
well with those obtained from the potentiometric titration 
method. When the equilibrating solution was dilute, 
however,/ «
however, the conductivity of the leaching solution was low 
and the constant increase in conductivity due to the secon­
dary process was sufficient to render this method unusable.
Therefore, the values, of the’ electrolyte uptake recorded 
in this study were obtained using the potentiometric titration 
method described in section 2.3.9.
The uptake of electrolyte by the resin is governed by
the magnitude of the Donnan potential which tends to exclude
the co-ions. The efficiency of this exclusion is greatest
at low solution concentrations and reference to-Tables 2.1 -
2.h shows that even at 0.1M, the co-ion concentration in the'
exchanger, c^, is less than 1% of that of the counter-ions,
c-^ . Expansion of the membrane matrix leads to a reduction
in the value of the Donnan potential and hence to an increase
in the electrolyte uptake. The results show that the co-ion
concentration in the expanded membranes is considerably
greater than in their normal counterparts. As the external
concentration increasesj the electrolyte uptake increases *
ever more rapidly until at 2M the electrolyte uptake for the 
C60E membrane represents some 30% of the total exchangeable 
ion concentration.
The electrolyte uptake data will be fully treated in 
Chapter 3, but where this increase in concentration of the 
mobile ions in the pores of the exchanger has considerable 
effect on the properties of the resin this effect will be 
noted.
As described in section 2.3.12 and Appendix A.7. a 
correction for film diffusion effects has been applied to 
all the tracer diffusion coefficients. The magnitude of 
this correction is fairly large, 10-15% tor the counter­
ion in the membranes in equilibrium with 0.1M solution, the 
correction for the other concentrations’being considerably 
smaller, approx. 2-3% or less. -The correction to the 
co-ion diffusion coefficient is also small never exceeding 
1%. The magnitude of the correction is dependent on the 
stirring speed employed in the experiment. One test of 
the validity of the correction is, therefore, to examine, the 
corrected values for a given membrane and given solution 
concentration but at different stirring speeds. A valid cor 
rection should, under these circumstances, produce identical 
results for all the stirring speeds. The results of such a 
series of experiments are shown in figure 2.13, where it m^y 
be seen that the correction for film diffusion effects has 
produced the same values for the diffusion coefficient over 
a wide range of stirring speeds, although the uncorrected 
values differ widely. All the diffusion coefficients 
in the succeeding tables have been determined at a 
stirring/ 1
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stirring speed of 550 rpm. and have been corrected as above. ;
From the film diffusion correction, the value of the .
film thickness can also be obtained. The values are in
the range 15-25 microns for stirring speeds cf 550 to j'
250 rpm. These values,:which are of course dependent on
the efficiency of the particular stirrer, are of the same
order as other values of the film thickness calculated by
other authors, often using different techniques. (55)(56),
(57)
The variations of the tracer diffusion coefficients :
1
of the ions in an ion-exchanger with changing external con­
centration have been the subject of much work and discus- 
sion. (82> (83> <«*•> (32) (33) (38) (85) From the results ;
of these investigations no clear general pattern emerges, 
the nature of the variations depending greatly on the type \
of exchanger used. Because of the differences in counter- i
i
and co-ion diffusion behaviour which have been observed by
i.
most workers, it is best to treat the two types of diffu- I
sion separately before drawing any general conclusions about 
the behaviour of the ions in the exchanger phase. j
(a) Counter-ion diffusion. Ij
In comparison with most other cation-exchangers (83)'.)
(86) (87) (88) (89) -j-kg sodium tracer diffusion coefficient:, 
in/ j
1
in the C60N and C60E membranes is fairly large, as shown 
in table 2.6 and figure 2.12. This is due to the 
relatively high water contents and open structures of 
these exchangers. The values for the expanded membrane 
are considerably greater than those for the normal one, 
again demonstrating the effect of increased water content 
and openness of structure. It is, however, the variation 
of these diffusion coefficients with the concentration of 
the external solution which demands considerable attention. 
In contrast to the increasing resin diffusion coefficients 
which have been observed by many workers, the trend of the 
sodium ion diffusion coefficients in the C60H and C60E 
membranes, with increasing, solution concentration, is 
downwards.
This difference in the trend of the diffusion coef­
ficients is not simply due to the corrections which have 
been applied for film*.-.diffusion. Even the uncorrected 
values show a general downward trend, although the differ­
ence between the successive values are smaller than foh 
.the corrected results. Also Meares has applied a correc­
tion for film diffusion to his results and yet has
found that the counter-ion diffusion coefficients increase 
with increasing concentration.
There/
There still remains a considerable number, of counter­
ion diffusion phenomena which are not quantitatively ex­
plained. The difficulties of determining the potential 
energy, prof iles, the effect of electrolyte uptake and of 
tortuosity on the diffusion process are extremely large: 
nevertheless, it is possible to present an argument which 
can fit the observed facts, qualitatively at least.
The tracer diffusion coefficients of sodium ions in 
aqueous sodium chloride solutions exhibit a decrease with 
increasing solution concentration (90) (91) an(^  this 
tendency is displayed by all cations in aqueous solutions. 
Although the concentration changes occurring in the ion- 
exchanger are not so large as those in the external aqueous 
solution, it seems not unlikely that a similar decrease in 
diffusion coefficients would be observed in the exchanger 
phase. In addition to the normal factors tending to 
reduce solution diffusion coefficients (e.g. increased 
numbers of collisions and increased electro-static drag), 
there is the increased totuosity in the exchanger which 
also produces a decrease in the observed mobility of the 
ions in the resin, (Sect. 2.2.^-).
In the treatment of aqueous solutions, another cause 
of decreasing diffusion:coefficients with increasing con­
centration/
126.
concentration is ion-as-6ciation. It is, therefore, 
important to consider thfe probability of such an inter­
action in the exchanger/ P.M.R. and Raman studies ^ 2^
(93) (9*+) (95) (96) (97)have shown the' complete absence
of covalent bonding but this does not exclude the possib­
ility of other forms of association which would not be 
detected by these methods. Strauss and Leung have
shown that site binding of alkali and alkaline earth ions 
occurs with many polyelectrolytes, but the effect observed
with sulphonate groups is small, and in a recent study
(8b-)using sodium counter-ions and a PSA membrane, Meares v . * 
has shown that there is no evidence of specific association.
. In the absence of further information, therefore, it 
may be assumed that although ion association cannot be ruled 
out completely, it is improbable that the degree of 
association is large enough to significantly affect the 
counter-ion diffusion coefficients.
(99)It has been suggested by Spiegler, that the
exchanger diffusion coefficients should in fact decrease 
with increasing concentration, and that the increasing 
trend observed in so many exchangers is due to the inhomo- 
gendty of the resin structure. At low external concen­
tration when there is little or no electrolyte uptake 
•the/ ;
i
i
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the counter-ions will be concentrated in the regions of 
high fixed charge density, where the cross-linking is 
probably greatest, and hence, the diffusion is slowest.
As the external concentration increases, so the electrolyte 
uptake will increase. The counter-ions present in the 
exchanger due to salt uptake will tend to be in regions of . 
lower charge density and lower cross-linking i.e. in the 
regions known as voids. The diffusion coefficients of 
these ions will be greater than those of the original 
counter-ions, and hence the average counter-ion diffusion 
coefficient will be increased. As the salt uptake increases 
and accounts for a significant proportion of the total 
counter-ion concentration, so this effect will be enhanced 
and may be sufficient to offset the general decrease in 
diffusion coefficient resulting from the increased concen­
tration and tortuosity. If this explanation is valid, then 
the C60N and C60E membranes must be considered to have more 
homogeneous structures than most other membranes previously 
examined. This proposal is borne out by the results of the 
structural analysis, based on electrolyte uptake, which is 
given in Chapter 3.
Jakubovic, Hills and Kitchener ^ 2 ) ^3) have suggested 
that if the counter-iong are held fairly tightly in the 
electrical/ '
electrical double layer associated with the charged 
polymer, then the pounter-ion mobility would'depend on the 
distance between the potential energy minima corresnonding 
to the fixed sites, the diffusion rate being lower if the 
site to site distances were large enough to prevent the ions 
from jumping easily from one polymer chain to another or 
indeed from one segment to another segment of the same chain. 
This type of "chain diffusion" would be facilitated by the 
reduction of the distances between the sites and between 
adjacent chains which would occur in solutions of higher 
concentration. Therefore on this model the diffusion 
coefficient would be expected to increase with increasing
/O c? \
exterhal solution concentration. Schlogl has sug­
gested that if the counter-ions are pictured as moving from 
one fixed charge to another across a potential energy 
barrier, then the invading co-ions present at higher con­
centrations would provide troughs of high mobility and thus 
facilitate the migration of the counter-ions. In the 
absence of other effects, both these theories would#pre­
dict an increasing counter-ion diffusion coefficient 
with increasing external concentration, the opposite of' 
what is observed in the C60N and C60E membranes. It 
seems, therefore, that this type of ’chain diffusion* is 
unlikely/
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unlikely to occur in these systems.
On the other hand, absolute rate theory applied to 
diffusion processes 1^00  ^ 1^01  ^ 1^02) predicts that the 
diffusion coefficient of a species is proportional to the 
square of the distance between potential energy minima,
(see Section b-.6). For the counter-ions the positions 
of energy minima in an ion-exchanger, '-are the fixed sites 
and the mobile co-ions. As the concentration of both 
these species increases with increased electrolyte'uptake • 
and reduced swelling experienced by the exchanger in more 
concentrated solutions, so the distance between adjacent 
energy minima decreases. It is to be expected, therefore, 
that the diffusion coefficient of the counter-ions will 
also decrease.
Assuming that the fixed charges and the co-ions occupy 
only the volume fraction of the exchanger which contains 
aqueous solution, the average concentration of the positions 
of potential energy minima can be obtained by dividing the 
total concentration of these sites expressed on the basis 
of the whole membrane, by the volume fraction of water 
in the exchanger. From this value, and assuming that the 
sites are distributed at the corners of a cubic lattice, 
the value of A , the inter-site distance, can be calculat­
ed/ ■ .
calculated• If the diffusion process is to be explained 
by absolute rate theory then D/A2 must be a constant. The 
results of this calculation for both membranes are shown 
in table 2.9. For both membranes the quotient, D/A2 , 
is reasonably constant, particularly so for the C60N 
membrane. Considering the nature of the assumptions made 
in this calculation it appears that the absolute rate theory 
approach satisfactorily explains the trend in the diffusion 
coefficients observed in these membranes.
(b) rCo-jon diffusion.
As with the counter-ions, there appears to be no 
general pattern for co-ion diffusion coefficients, some 
exchangers exhibiting a decrease with increasing concen­
tration, (38) (85) others an increase As shown in
table 2.6 and figure 2.Iff, the chloride co-ion diffusion 
coefficients in the C60N and C60E membranes decrease with 
increasing concentration of the external solution. Owing 
to the high water contents of the exchangers, the co-ion 
diffusion coefficients are large, the expanded membrane 
having values greater than the normal one, as expected.'
The variation of the diffusion coefficients with concen-
♦
tration can be explained by arguments similar to those 
employed/
for the counter-ions• Whether or not the exchanger has 
inhomogeneities, the effect of increased co-ion uptake
4
would be expected to produce a decrease in the co-ion
diffusion coefficients in -a manner analagous to that observ-
(91}
ed in aqueous solutions w  and the effect of the tortuo­
sity increase .is to further reduce the observed mobility 
of the ions.
Comparison of the values of the counter-ion and co-ion 
diffusion coefficients given in table 2.6, reveals that * 
the co-ion mobility is the greater. In aqueous solutions, 
chloride ions have an intrinsically higher mobility than 
sodium ions and the values of the diffusion coefficients in 
the exchanger phase may be simply a reflection of this 
fact; or it may be that in the membrane there is a further 
factor which tends to enhance the co-ion diffusion coeffic­
ients with respect to those of the sodium ions. Wyllie ^^3) 
has proposed that the difference between counter-ion and 
co-ion mobilities in the resin can be partly attributed to 
the influence of the matrix and the fixed sites. The 
species which has the greater affinity for the fixed ionic 
groups will experience a greater retardation from the 
presence/
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presence of the matrix than that species which can move 
through the resin unhindered by interaction with the 
exchange sites. Thus the co-ions would be expected to 
have a higher mobility than the counter-ions. Section
2.8 will deal with the relationship between the interac­
tion of species and the effect on their mobilities, using 
the theories of non-equilibrium thermodynamics.
(c) The effect of tortuosity.
If the analogy between aqueous solutions and ion- 
exchangers is to holdf then a correction to the exchanger 
diffusion coefficients which allows for the increase in 
tortuosity of the aqueous paths along which the ions are 
constrained to move, should give the values of the diffu­
sion coefficients of the ions in the corresponding aqueous 
solution of the same concentration, provided that the other 
factors which can affect the ionic diffusion, and which 
have been mentioned above, are not dominant. The calcula­
tion of this tortuosity;factor has already been discussed 
in section 2.2.V, and the values of 0 are given in table 
2.7. As expected, the tortuosity factor is lower for the 
expanded membrane, and for both membranes, it increases 
with increasing solution concentration. Since the 
tortuosity/
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tortuosity factor corrects for the effect of the polymer 
chains on the diffusion paths of the ions, the corrected 
exchanger diffusion coefficients must be compared with 
those of the same ions in aqueous solutions of the same 
molal concentration as that in the exchanger pores. Since 
the diffusion coefficients of sodium and chloride ions in 
solutioris of sodium polystyrenesulphonate or even sodium 
toluene sulphonate, at high polyelectrolyte concentrations, 
are not recorded in the literature, comparisons have been 
made with their values in aqueous solutions of sodium
chloride (90) (91)
* The exchanger diffusion coefficients
corrected for tortuosity, DO, are shown in table 2.8, 
together with the literature values for the diffusion 
coefficients in sodium chloride solutions of the same con­
centration. In view of the assumptions made in calculating 
the tortuosity factor and the neglect of other factors such 
as the interaction of the ions with the matrix, the agree­
ment between the observed and predicted values is fairly 
good. The fact that even after correction, the counter-ion 
values are somewhat lower in the exchanger than in the 
aqueous solution, whereas, the co-ions values are in very 
good agreement, is interesting. Two possible explanations 
of this behaviour can be! suggested. First, there may be 
retardation/
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retardation of the counter ions by the matrix and the fixed
charges, and second, the tortuosity factor may be greater
for the regions of high counter-ion concentration than for
the exchanger as a whole. ' This latter suggestion would
imply that the counter-ion regions were more highly cross-
linked and less continuous than the regions of lower fixed
charge density. This proposal gains support from the
results of the structural analysis, the results of which are
given in Chapter 3* In the comparison given in table 2.8,
it must be remembered that the solution results are for
sodium chloride solutions where the ionic interactions may
be quite considerably different from those in the membrane.
The results in table 2.8 also show that the correction
2factor is- much closer to- © than to the © proposed by 
(11)Meares, ' and found by a number- of workers to give good 
(82) (84)
agreement. This is in accordance with the theory
proposed in section 2.2.^.
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2.5.1*. Transport Numbers.
The transport number of an ion in an exchanger 
represents the fraction of^  the current carried by that 
species of ion when a potential difference is applied across 
the exchanger and a current allowed to pass! Like the 
conductivity of the exchanger, the transport numbers of the 
ions depend on their concentrations and mobilities in the 
resin phase and on the influence of the solvent motion on 
the mobilities of the ions. Neglecting this last factor 
for the present, then the transport number of an ion may be 
written as
the summation in the denominator being carried out over all 
ionic species. The co-ion values calculated from this 
expression are shown in Table 2.10, and are, in all cases, 
greater than the experindental values shown in Table 2.11, 
and figure 2.11. There are two main causes of this differ­
ence: the interactions of the counter- and co-ions with
one another, and the effect of the solvent motion on the 
mobilities of the ions.
(2.102)
The/
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The diffusion coefficients of each ionic species in 
the exchanger are measured while the other species' of ions 
are statistically at rest. In determining the transport 
numbers of the ions by pas'sing a current through the exchan­
ger, the counter- and co-ions are forced to move in opposite 
directions. There will, therefore, be an extra drag 
exerted by the counter-ions on the co-ions and vice versa. 
Owing to the difference in concentration of the ionic 
species, this .effect will be much larger on the co-ions 
and so will tend to reduce their mobility by an amount 
greater than the corresponding reduction of the counter-* 
ion mobility.
When a current is passed through two solutions 
separated by an ion-exchange membrane flow of solvent also 
occurs. This flow is usually in the same direction as the 
counter-ion flow and, therefore, enhances the.mobility of 
these ions, while it tends to reduce the mobility and 
hence the transport number of the co-ions. The difference 
between the measured transport number and that calculated 
from equation (2.102) becomes greater as the external con­
centration increases. Since the mobility of the solvent 
decreases with increasing external concentration (see 
Table 2.13), the increased reduction of the transport 
number/
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number must indicate that the co-ions are in regions in 
the exchanger where the effect of solvent transport is 
small in dilute solutions but becomes increasingly more 
important in more concentrated solutions. From this it 
may be deduced that initially the co-ions are in regions 
of low counter-ion concentration where any electro-osmotic 
transport due to the movement of sorbed counter-ions is 
small in comparison to the total water transport. As the 
electrolyte uptake increases the solvent transport assoc­
iated with the sorbed counter-ions will become an ever 
increasing fraction of the total s olvent flow, and hence 
the effect on the co-ion mobility will be increased. This 
hypothesis is in agreement with that proposed in section 
2.55 on conductivity and in Chapter 3 on the structural 
analysis.of the membranes.
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2.3.3. Conductivity.
The specific conductivity of an aqueous, solution of 
an electrolyte is governed, by the concentrations and 
mobilities of the ions. The mobilities of the ions are 
themselves, influenced by the concentration, decreasing as 
n the concentration of the solution increases. However, 
this decease is fairly small, and is far outweighed by the 
effect of the increased number of current carrying ions, on 
the conductivity of the solution. For this reason, the 
specific conductivity of an aoueous electrolyte solution 
increases with increasing solution.concentration. In ion- 
exchange resins the factors affecting the conductivity are 
similar in nature but the magnitudes of the changes in 
concentration and mobility of the ions in the exchanger 
phase, are somewhat different from those .observed in free 
aqueous solutions. As shown in Tables 2.1 - 2.*+, the 
total ionic concentration in the exchanger increases with 
increasing external solution concentration, the rate of 
increase, however, being much smaller in the exchanger.
The mobilities of the ions in the resin are also functions 
of the external solution concentration but in this case 
their dependence on this factor is much more marked than 
in free solution. Due to the reduced swelling of exchangers 
in/
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in concentrated solutions, the mobilities of the ions are 
greatly reduced as a result of the increased tortuosity 
of the paths along which the ions are forced to travel. As 
a result of the reduced water content of the exchanger in 
the more concentrated solutions!, the convective contribution 
to the total conductivity is also reduced and this, along 
with the aforementioned factors, plays an important part 
in determining the variation of the conductivity, of ion- 
exchangers with external solution concentration.
Several workers (105) (106) have observed
that the conductivity of ion-exchangers increases with 
increasing solution concentration although the increase is 
by no means as great as for aqueous solutions. This 
means.that, as the solution concentration increases, the 
effect of increasing ionic concentration in ihe exchanger 
is sufficient to overcome the decrease in conductivity 
due to increased tortuosity and the reduction of the con­
vective contribution. JBoth sets of membranes studied in 
this work show interesting deviations from this pattern 
of behaviour.
C60N and C60E-membranes.
As shown in table 2.12 the electric conductivities 
of both these membranes are quite large, a consequence of 
their/
11*0 .
their open structure and low ‘tortuosity. The effect of 
expansion is to produce conductivity-concentration 
characteristics which are quite different from the normal 
form of the exchanger. Figure 2.10a shows that after an 
initial drop in conductivity, which is displayed by both 
membranes in the 0.1 to 0.3 molar range, the C60N membrane 
thereafter exhibits an almost constant conductivity, where 
as the conductivity of the C60E membrane rises rapidly.
Between 0.1M and 0.5M, the effect of increased tortuosity
and reduced convective conductivity is dominant and leads 
to a decease in the membrane conductance. Thereafter, 
for the C60N membrane, the effect of increased ionic con-
tration is large enough to cancel this effect, leaving the
conductivity virtually unaffected by the increase'-.in solu­
tion concentration. For the expanded membrane, the 
tortuosity increase is less and the increase in ionic con­
centration within the membrane is greater and hence an in­
crease in the conductance of the membrane is observed.
As discussed in section (2.2.1a) the conductivity of 
an ion-exchanger is related to the concentrations and dif- 
fussion coefficients of the ions in the resin phase and to 
the magnitude of the convective conductivity. It is, 
therefore, possible to calculate the conductivity of the 
exchanger, if the values of these terms are known. The 
concentrations/
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concentrations and diffusion coefficients of the ions are
given in tables 2.1, 2.'2., and 2.6 resp. The contribution
of the convective conductivity can only be calculated if
the mobility of the solvent is known. This term may be
calculated in a number of ways, as described in section
(2.2.1c), and the values of the water mobility calculated
by a number of methods are given in Table 2.13. It is
interesting to note that the value calculated -using the
transport number data is smaller than that calculated ftom
the electro-osmotic flow data. This would suggest that
the co-ions suffer less retardation from the flow of solvent
than might be expected, a fact which in turn suggests that
*
the co-ions are moving in regions where the solvent flow is 
smaller i.e. in regions of low counter-ion concentration. 
This deduction is in agreement with those obtained from 
the structural analysis of the membranes which is given 
in Chapter 3* The values of u^ calculated from equation . 
(2.16) are, in fevery case, almost identical to those 
obtained from equation (2.13). This proves that the 
electro-osmotic flow of water must be directly proportional, 
to the total water content of the membrane a point which 
will be discussed in more detail in section 2.3.7*
The values of the conductivity calculated using the above 
mentioned terms are shown in Table 2.12. Given that the 
membrane/
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membrane is not as homogeneous as is assumed in the calcul­
ation of these results, the agreement between predicted and 
observed values of the conductivity is fairly good, the 
results obtained using the' value of the water mobility 
calculated from the electro-osmotic data being in closer, 
agreement with the observed values than those obtained using 
the transport number data. It is particularly satisfying 
to see that the calculated values show the same trends as 
the observed results, the conductivity of the C60N mem­
brane falling while that of the C60E membrane falls initially 
then rises steeply, ’
The conductivity-concentrati'on curves obtained in this 
work are quite different5 from those obtained by other 
workers using the same membranes but in the hydrogen form, 
Arnold and Koch and Zapior, Leszko and Klinowski, ^ 9 ^
‘found that,the conductivity of these membranes in sulphuric 
and hydrochloric acids resp., showed an increase in the 
concentration range studied at this present work. This 
may be due to a type of Grotthius chain conductance 
mechanism normally associated with hydrogen ion transport 
in aqueous solutions and* to the much higher water content 
and hence lower tortuosity, of the hydrogen form of the 
membranes 1
The/ !
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' The agreement of the predicted and observed specific 
conductivities of the membranes found in this study, is 
confirmation of the fact that the modified Nernst-Planck 
equation is a good approximation for these systems .
C100 and C100E membranes.
As shown in table 2.1*+ and figure 2.10b, the con­
ductivities of the C100N and C100E membranes decrease with 
increasing external solution concentration over the whole 
range studied. This suggests that the increase in the 
ionic concentrations in these membranes is insufficient 
to compensate for the reduction in the mobilities of the 
ions produced by increased tortuosity. The conductivities 
of the C100 membranes are much lower than those of the 
C60 membranes, probably'due to the tighter structure and 
greater tortuosity of the former. The effect of expan­
sion is also quite different for the C100 membrane.
Figure 2.10b shows that'.for the C100 membrane .expansion 
produces a vertical displacement of the conductivity- 
concentration curve, a result which differs greatly from 
the effect of expansion of the C60 membrane, (figure 2.10a).
Since/
mb.
Since the diffusion coefficients of the ions in the 
C100 membranes have not been determined in this study, it 
is not possible to predict the conductivity of these mem­
branes as it was for the C60N and C60E membranes.
11+5.
2. 5*61. Membrane potentials.
The e.m.f. developed across a cation-exchange mem­
brane separating ; two solutions of the same electrolyte 
of different concentration, and determined using electrodes 
reversible to the anion of the system, gives a measure of 
the ease with which the salt can diffuse through the mem­
brane and, as such, is a measure of the counter-ion trans­
port number of the membrane. As described in section *
2.2.2b,the e.m.f. of such a concentration cell is also 
affected by the water transference and can be calculated 
from equation (2.68) if the ionic and water transference 
numbers of the system are known. Since both these factors 
are dependent on the concentration of the external solution 
and since this is different on each side of the membrane, 
these properties must vary across the thickness of the 
membrane. The values used in equation (2.68) must, there­
fore, represent some average of these terms for the mem­
brane as a whole. In calculating the results shown in 
table 2 .15, the values used were those for the membrane 
in equilibrium with a solution whose concentration was the 
mean of those used in the concentration cell. Table 2.15 
shows that the values of the e.m.f. so calculated are in 
good/
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good agreement with the observed values, thereby, not only 
confirming equation (2.68) but proving that the values used 
in this equation represent a very good estimate of the mean 
properties of the membrane. This is particularly interest­
ing in the 0.5/1.5 molal cells, since at these two concen­
trations the membrane properties are quite markedly dif­
ferent.
Molal concentration units were used in the concen-!
tration cell experiments since the water and salt activities 
are given in the literature at integer', molalities. The 
error resulting from use of the values of the membrane 
properties associated with the corresponding molar concen-' 
trations is negligible.' Even at 1 molal the difference 
between the molal and molar concentrations is only approx.
2% which would give an error of less than 1% on any of 
the membrane properties, i.e. an error less than the un­
certainty associated with each e.m.f. measurement.
s
11+7
2.5.7. Electro-osmosis and Water
Transference numbers.
The concentration dependence of the electro-osmotic 
transport of both membranes is quite normal, showing behav­
iour similar to that observed with a number of other mem­
branes. (8*+) (107) (108) water transference number
for both membranes is fairly high at a solution concentra­
tion of 0.1M.j and falls, with increasing concentration, as 
shown in table 2.11 and figure 2.15. At low concentrations, 
the value for. the expanded membrane is some 50% greater 
than that for the normal one, but at 2.0M, the difference 
is only approximately 10%, This demonstrates the effects 
of the two main factors affecting water transport - water 
content and ionic concentration in the membrane. . The 
increased water content of the expanded exchanger allows 
a higher electro-osmotic transport, thus at low external 
concentration the water transference number of the expanded 
membrane is much greater than that for the normal one. A.s 
the external concentration increases, so the water content 
of both membranes decreases, reducing the electro-osmotic 
flow. As shown in section 2.5*1? the ratio of the water 
contents of the two exchangers at any given concentration is 
constant over the whole range studied; the lowering of the 
C60E water transference number relative to that of the C.60N 
membrane,/
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membrane, must therefore, be a result of the increased salt
uptake of the expanded exchanger. The electrolyte uptake
of the C60E membrane is greater than that for the C60N
membrane (tables 2.1 and 2£). Thus, while at 0.1M there
are approx. the same number of mobile ions in both membranes,
as the external concentration increases, the C60E membrane
has an ever i ncreasing excess of mobile counter- and co-ions
relative to the C60N exchanger. The number of moles of
water associated with each ion will therefore fall more
rapidly for the expanded membrane, and hence the electro-
osmotic transport will also be reduced by a greater amount.
A number of authors'have found that the electro-
osmotic transport of water in ion-exchange membranes is
dependent on the current density employed in the measure- 
ments. (?3> U07) (108) (109) (110) (111) (112) Lakshmin_
aray-an.aiah ^^7) rep0rps that at concentrations of 0.1M
and below the water transference number increase with de-
(7) Q.05) 108) (179) 
creasing current density. Others have found
no evidence of this phenomenon. The effect of the current 
density on the t^ value in the C60N and C60E membranes was 
examined in this study in particular at' the lowest concen­
tration studied, 0.1M, and the results are shown for this 
concentration in table 2.18. There is no dependence of t^
f -
on/
1U9.
on current density for either membrane and this observationt
was confirmed at the higher concentrations. v- •
The electro-osmotic transport in ion-exchangers is a 
very important property, having many far reaching ramifica­
tions. The effect of the water flow on the membrane trans­
port number and conductivity has already been discussed in 
terms of electro-convectivity and it was seen that this 
phenomenon contributed largely to the excellent permselect- 
ivity and to the high conductivity exhibited by both mem­
branes. There remain two further interesting features of 
the water transference number - its linear relationships to 
the counter-ion transference number and to the ratio.
Winger Ferguson and Kunin (68) and Stewart and 
C-raydon ' J noted that in their studies, there .was a 
linear relationship between the counter-ion and the water 
transference numbers. This linearity is also found in the 
C60N and C60E membranes used in this present study, as 
shown in figure 2.16. The error in t^ required to fit 
the straight line is approx. 2% i.e. within the experimental 
error. This linear relationship between t-^  and t^ has 
been/ . >
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been used to great advantage in calculating the frictional 
coefficients of all the species in the membrane, and hence 
will be dealt with more fully in’section 2.6.*+.
Kressman, working on the cation-exchange mem­
brane TNO 60 which is almost identical to the C60 membrane 
used here, found that with the lithium form of the exchanger 
in lithium hydroxide solution, the relationship between t^ 
and t^ was linear until t-^  fell below 0.8 when the curve 
deviated markedly from linearity. The counter-ion trans­
port numbers for this sytem fell rapidly as the external 
concentration'increased, probably as a result of the'high 
mobility of the hydroxide co-ion. It may be that investi­
gation of the t^ - t^ relationship in the C60 membranes 
in sodium chloride solution of much higher concentration 
would also reveal a similar deviation from linearity, but 
over the range studied, the linear relationship was main­
tained.
(PI )Spiegler v has proposed that for very porous mem­
branes studied in the leached condition, a large part of 
the water molecules can remain at a distance from the mat­
rix. This reduces the frictional interaction between the 
water and the solid matrix. With this assumption.he then 
proposes/ i
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proposes that his equation (1+3) would reduce to,
t^ - H = c*/^ . (2.103)
where H represents the hydration number of the counter-ion 
and c^ is the concentration of free water in the membrane. 
For a membrane which contains sorbed electrolyte, the 
above equation has to be somewhat modified, as shown in 
Appendix A.10.
If no assumptions are made concerning the state of 
hydration of the ions, then the expression (A.10.7) becomes 
t^ = P. c3(t1 - t2 )/(c1 + c2) (A.10.8)
A plot of t^ against c^ (t-^  - t2)/(c-^  + c^) should then be a 
straight line. The plots for the C60N and C60E mem­
branes are shown in figure 2.17- The relationship is 
linear for both membranes and the value of P is 0.*+5 for 
the normal membrane and 0.5*+ Tor the expanded form. The 
two plots intersect on the t^-axis where t^ is 2.0. The 
concurrence of the two plots at this point suggests that 
the finite intercept on the t^-axis is due to the hydration 
of the ions and is not a function of the membranes.
If the effects of hydration are specifically included 
in the calculation using equation (A.10.2), then the plots 
obtained are shown in figure 2.18. The relationship 
between/ •
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between t* and c ^ t ^ V C c ^ )  is also linear for both 
membranes the values of P* being 0.50 and 0.58 for the 
normal and expanded membranes re§?., and the two plots again 
intersect on the t^-axis. The point of intersection with 
the axis is dependent on the values of the hydration num­
bers used for the ions, although the slopes of the lines 
are unaffected.
There are two ways in which the term 7^(t^-t2)/(cjc’2) 
may take a zero value:
(a) If = 0, then the free water concentration in the
membrane is zero and the only flow of water is that of
hydration water. Since neglects hydration water flow,
* '
then t^ must-also take the value zero.
.(b) If t-^  = tp, then the transport numbers of the counter- 
and co-ions are equal and the free water transported in 
each direction must be equal. Therefore, no net. flux of
free water occurs, and again t% must be zero.
a
These considerations imply that the t^ against
cl(tl-t2 ) / ( W  Plots should Pass 'through the origin of
(18)
the co-ordinate system. Using = 0.9> the value
of which fits this requirement is 3.6 as shown in figure
2.19./
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2.19. This value for the hydration number of sodium, 
although larger than that obtained by , Glueckauf ^8) is 
not at all unreasonable when compared with some of the 
values obtained in aqueous- solutions. This value of H-^  
depends on the values taken for H2 and , particularly 
that for . The greater the value of H^, the smaller 
the value of required to fit the above conditions'.
A plot of t^ against c^ /c-^ is also linear, the points 
for both membranes falling on one line, as shown in figure
2.20. By neglecting the effect of the co-ion in trans­
porting water, this relationship attributes to the counter­
ion a degree of hydration which is far in excess of its 
true value, and hence, the intercept on the t^-axis is 
negative. The interest in this equation is the co-incid­
ence of the plots for the two membranes. The explanation 
of this phenomenon may be seen by considering the form of 
the expression for t^. The water transference number may 
be written
t3 = J3F/I = J3F/(z1J1 + z2J2)f (2.60)
= + Z2J2^
If/
15k.
If J2 is small compared .to as it is in the exchangers
studied here, then,
t3 = J3/zlJl (2.10*0
= J^/J^ (since = +1 for a cation-exchanger)
= ^ 3Y3 ^ 1 V1 (2.105)
Thus if v^/vp is a constant, then t^ is proportional to
^ 3//cl*’ Calculations for both membranes show that within 
experimental error the value of v^/v]_ is indeed constant 
and equal to 0.59* This means that in the electrical 
potential gradient experiments, the linear velocity of the 
counter-ions is 1.7 times that of the water, and explains 
why the plot of t^ against c^ /c-^  is linear and coincident 
for both membranes.
The t^ against c^ /c-^  plot does not pass through the 
origin as might be expected from the above calculation. 
However, the values of c'^ used to obtain the plot are the 
total water concentrations in the membrane. Since some 
of the water is present as water of hydration of the ionic . 
species, the value:: of c:^ which should be used is less 
than the total water concentration.
A number of workers: have observed that the water 
( 68) (177) (1?8) ^ransf erence number is approximately half
the ratio (c^/c^). The value of 0.59 found in this study 
falls/
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falls within the range of values exhibited by the other 
membranes studied in this way. The explanation of this 
recurring factor may be found by considering the frame of 
reference used in membrane studies, namely the membrane 
itself. Under an applied electric potential’gradient and 
on a solvent fixed frame of reference, the counter-ions 
and fixed charges would move in opposite directions with 
velocities of vj^  and v^ respectively. Changing to a 
membrane fixed frame of reference, the counter ions now 
have a velocity of v-^=v^ + v^ and the solvent a velocity 
of v^=v^_. Therefore, the ratio is equal to
+ v^). Since 1 and A  are both ionic species, their 
velocities might be expected to be similar, so that the 
ratio v^/v^ takes a value of approximately 0.5 as observed.
SpieglerTs equation (h-3) may be written in terms
of the frictional coefficients, R-^ and Rj^ which will be 
used in chapter *f, and the relation then becomes
J3/Jl = c3Acl + °3^CifR31f/°3R13)) (2.106)
Anticipating the values of R^and Recalculated in chapter 
b using a completely different method, the values of t^ 
for both membranes in 0.1M sodium chloride solution may be 
obtained. In table 2.19. these values and the measured 
values are shown, and the agreement is fairly good showing 
that/
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that Spiegler's pore model is useful for predicting 
electro-osmotic transport in dilute solutions.
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2.5.8. Osmosis.
VJhen two aqueous solutions of the same electrolyte, 
but of different concentrations, are separated by an ion- 
exchange membrane, a chemical potential gradient is set up, 
not only for the electrolyte but also for the water. This 
water activity gradient is, of course, in the opposite 
sense to that for the salt, and hence it might be expected 
that salt and water flow would occur in opnosite directions, 
the water flow being from the more dilute to the more con­
centrated solution. This phenomenon is known as normal 
osmosis. Normal osmosis is found to occur .in the case of 
both the C60N and the C60E membranes, the water flow rate 
being shown in table 2.16. For both concentration gradients 
studied, the flow rate for the expanded membrane was found 
to be 2-3 times that for: the normal one, an observation 
which- is consistent with; the higher water 'content and more 
open structure of the C60E membrane.
A comparison of the forces acting on the water shows 
that in the 0.5/1*5 molal concentration cell, the force 
is some ten times greater than that in the 0.05/0.15 cell 
(table 2 .17), while the water flow rate is only increased 
by a factor of approximately 2.5* The two main factors 
producing this effect are the much reduced water contents 
of/
of the membranes at the higher external solution concen­
trations and the increased salt flow occurring in the 
opposite direction to the wafer flow, and producing a coupled 
flow of water counter to the main osmotic flow. This latter 
effect is shown explicitly in the non-equilibrium thermo­
dynamic treatment give'n in section (2.2.2b).
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P.5.9* Salt flow.
Table 2.16 shows that, as with the osmotic flow, the 
salt flow for the C60E membrane is greater than that for 
the C60N membrane, the factor in this case being approxim­
ately three. The effect of using solutions of higher 
concentration is much more marked, however, in the case 
of the electrolyte flow than it is for the osmotic flow.
The forces acting on the salt in both cells are very similar 
(table 2.17) yet the salt flow is some thirty times greater 
in the more concentrated solutions, a direct result of the 
increased electrolyte uptake of the membranes. The salt 
flow is governed mainly by the concentration and mobility 
of the co-ions in the membrane. (116) (117) ^  ^qw
external solution concentrations, where the electrolyte 
uptake is small, the co-ion content of the exchanger is low 
and hence the salt flow rate is also small. At higher 
concentrations, however, the co-ion concentration increases 
rapidly and the membrane becomes a less efficient barrier 
to salt flow. The effect of this enhanced salt diffusion 
is to be seen in the membrane potential measurements where 
the e.m.f. of the cell falls off from its initial value 
much more rapidly when external solutions of high concen­
tration are used.
2.5.10> Conclusions.
The results and discussion above show quite clearly 
the effect of the matrix expansion on some of the transport 
and equilibrium properties of the cation exchange mem­
brane AMF C60. As shown by the Water content results, 
the effect of expansion is constant throughout the range 
of concentration studied. The increased water content of 
the expanded form results in a lower tortuosity for this 
membrane with a consequent increase in the flow rate of the 
mobile species through the membrane. The tortuosity factor, 
6, gives a very good fit over the entire range, the agree­
ment being better for the co-ion than for the counter-ion, 
probably for the reasons already discussed. Other work 
on the same two membranes by Paterson and Ferguson kas ■
shown that for water diffusion, this tortuosity factor gives 
an excellent correspondence with.the results from aqueous 
solutions of the same concentration, supplying further 
evidence for this choice of correction.
The extended form of the Nernst-Planck equation, which 
includes the effects of convection but not of ionic inter­
actions, has been shown to work very well in predicting the 
nature of the variation in conductivity of the ion-exchange 
membranes./ . •
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membranes. The explanation of this good agreement is to 
be found by considering the comparison of the Nernst-Planck 
equation with the more rigorous non-equilibrium thermodynamic 
treatment as shown in section (2.2.3). The difference 
between the two approaches is due to the term l^p which has 
been shown to be very small, even when the exchanger is in 
equilibrium with concentrated electrolyte solutions.
The effects of convection are. very important in both 
exchangers, especially in the more concentrated solutions.
At 0.1M, the convective conductivity contribution is more 
than ^0% of the total conductivity, while, the relatively 
high counter-ion transport numbers obtained for both mem­
branes even at the higher concentrations, is due largely 
to the effect of convection.
The C60N membrane displays properties which are very 
desirable in an ion-exchange membrane, namely, high electric 
conductivity and low co-ion transport number. The expand­
ed form has a higher conductivity but at the expense of a 
slightly reduced counter<-ion transport number. Even so, 
the transport properties of this exchanger, in concentrated , 
solutions, are extremely good for many of the practical 
applications of don-exchange membranes.
The conclusions to be drawn from the transport data
on/
on the two membranes studied, support the hypothesis that, 
in many respects, ion-exchangers can be regarded as concen­
trated electrolyte solutions and that many of the relations 
used for these solutions can be suitably modified by consid­
ering tortuosity and convection, to apply to ion-exchange 
systems.
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2.6. Non-Bonilibrium Thermodynamic A.p'oroach-
Methods of Calculation of Results.
A number of methods of o calculation have been employed 
in determining the frictional and mobility coefficients from 
the transport and diffusion data given in section 2.b.
Using only the data given in section 2. *+, there is, unfor­
tunately, one more unknown than there are independent pheno­
menological equations and hence some assumptions about the 
system have to be made in order to obtain an estimate of 
all the phenomenological coefficients. 1 number of assump­
tions have been proposed by other authorS, and each of these, 
together with any new relations suggested by this present 
study will be treated in the following sections.
In all of the succeeding calculations it has been 
assumed that the average frictional and mobility coeffic­
ients Rif . and It., used to describe the svstems with salt 
10 13 ’ *
concentration gradients, are identical to those which apply 
to the membrane in equilibrium with an electrolyte solution 
whose concentration is the mean of those used in the concen­
tration cell. There are no a priori reasons for accepting 
this assumption but the reasonable agreement between the 
observed and predicted e.m.f’s of the concentration cells 
(see/
(see section 2.5.6. and table 2.15) suggests that this 
assumption is acceptable.
2*6.1. Neglecting isotone - isotore interactions.
This assumption was implicit in the theory presented 
(21)
by Spiegler, and first tested experimentally by
(1+6) . .
Meares, in which it was suggested that only five trans­
port and diffusional experiments were sufficient to give the 
values of the major frictional interactions in the membrane. 
'Spiegler’s equation ( 2*+ ) is equivalent to equation
(2. *+3 ) of this treatment, except that R-^, and R12 i have
been omitted from Spiegler’s considerations. Similarly 
in Spiegler’s calculation based on the co-ion diffusion 
coefficient, ^22* was iSnoreh* While'neglecting the 
isotope-isotope interactions, whether by accident or
design, Spiegler chose also to set R-^ equal to zero. This
(21)assumption has been challenged by Spiegler himself and
(22) (21)by a number of other authors. ■ It seems likely
that this assumption is not a good one and has not been
used in this present work. A number of qiestions have also
been raised concerning the validity of assuming that isotope-
(ph) (R7Visotope interaction is zero, * \ an(j j_s one Qf the 
aims of -this study to ascertain whether or not this assumf)- 
tion applies to the membrane systems studied here.
Since only one assumption is required to enable a 
complete/
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complete calculation of phenomenological coefficients to 
be undertaken, each of the assumptions, R-j-jj = 0 and 
^221 = have been made in turn and the values of the 
resulting coefficients compared, not only with one another, 
but with the results calculated from other, perhaps better 
estimates*
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2.6.2. Using; Mobility coefficients and assuming llp = 0.
This is equivalent to using the five equations
(2,72a - e) and assuming llp = 0 in order to calculate
the remaining five unknown -1-coefficients. These five
1-coefficients may then be obtained and from them, by matrix
inversion, the frictional coefficients may be calculated.
(9)As shown by Miller ' for aqueous electrolyte solutions,
■*"12 '*'S concenira‘*:'ion dependent, tending to zero as c tends 
to zero. It seems probable then, that 1^p in the exchanger 
will tend to zero when the co-ion uptake is small, as is 
the case for both the C60N and C60E membranes in equilibrium 
with 0.1M sodium chloride solutions; the ratio cp/c-^  is 
2.*+8 x 10“3 for the normal membrane and 5.b2 x 10 3 for the 
expanded one.
A method very similar to the one just described is 
to use equations (2.56-0? (2.6lb) (2.61c), (2.70), and 
(2.71), which were developed for the completely general case, 
and then, in the light of the above discussion, to assume 
that 1^2 and lp^ are both zero.
Both of these methods are applicable only to systems 
where the co-ion concentration is low, i.e. in this case to 
the/
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the membranes equilibrated with 0.1M sodium chloride solu­
tions.
2.6.1. Assuming concentration dependence of 1 ^  and
In the preceding section it was assumed that l^p was 
concentration dependent. If this assumption is extended 
to include all the interactions of the ions with the water, 
then this provides yet another method of obtaining a com­
plete analysis of the membrane system. The interactions 
of counter- and co-ions with the,water molecules are ion- 
dipole interactions and must therefore, be of the same order 
of magnitude. • Therefore, assuming the concentration de­
pendence of the 1-coefficients, the following relation may 
be written:
1^^ 2' (2.107)
This relation can, at best, be regarded as an estimate of 
I22? but where c^) c^, the value of will be small and 
will not affect the values of the other coefficients signifi­
cantly. In thes-e circumstances, any reasonable estimate 
of will be sufficient to allow a complete analysis of 
the system. This assumption will work best where c2 is 
small compared to but it may also be used at higher c2 
values to provide estimates of the phenomenological coef­
ficients.
Some/
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Some direct support for this type of relation comes 
from Miller’s treatment of ternary systems where
he used the mole fractions of the various species and the 
values of the 1-coefficients in binary systems to predict, 
fairly accurately, the values of the 1-coefficients in the 
ternary systems.
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Using the linearity of the versus t^ plot.
The fact that t^ is linearly related to t-^  (figure 2*16) 
may be used to give a further relation between the frictional 
coefficients of'the system. Using equation (2.73c) for 
the case of an applied electric- potential, where = 0, it 
may be shown, on substituting = 1 - t^ and rearranging, 
that
= - K R12 + R23). tn + RP1 (2.108)
33 33
Thus, if as in the present case, a linear relationship
between t^ and t^ is observed, the gradient and/or intercept
of the ^^“^1 P-^-0^ maX he used to give a further equation
involving the frictional coefficients. Using this relation,
it is, therefore, possible to give a complete analysis of
the system without making any assumptions concerning the
values of the frictional coefficients involved. This method
may be used equally well over the .entire concentration
range for which the linear t^ - t^ relation is valid.
This method of calculation is superior to the others 
listed above since ho specific assumptions concerning the 7 
system are required and all the relationships are experi­
mentally determined. It is, nevertheless, interesting to 
compare' the results so calculated with those obtained from 
the above/ •
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above assumptions and hence determine which assumptions 
best' fit the experimental data.
2.7. Results.
Estimated error in major I- and R-coefficients is i|5% . 
Units R-coefficients : mole. joule, cjm. sec.
1-coefficients : molc^ joa-le. cm, sec .
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T^ble 2.2>+a 
External solutions 0.1M sodium chloride at 25°c.
ci % i  • x 10 C60N c6oe l.OM NaCl
ciRn 9.9 8.2 2 A
c2R22 8.5 5.3 1.5
c3R33 5.3X10
*' 3.h-*icr' !
Table 2.2^ t
!1
1
I
1
External solution: 0.1M sodium chloride at 25 c. 1
s
I
If
(membrane) %
1
e-R.. (soln) C60N. C60E rI-1 11
i = 1 >+.1 3.^
[
1*
i = 2 5.6 3.5 i$\
i = 3 8.6 5-S
!
* 1
average 6,2.) h.B 3.5-
'
M
C60N. C60E. ' [ I
NOTE: 0 = *k 8 Q = 3.5 . 1■ - ■■' f, |
r
i-.
f
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The discussion consists of comments on,. and comparisons 
of, the values of the frictional and mobility coefficients 
calculated for both'membranes as described above, consider­
ing the 0.1M and '1.QM cases separately, followed by general 
discussion of the trends exhibited by the results.
2.8.1. C60N and C60E. 0.1M sodium chloride solutions.
Tables 2.20 and 2.21 show the values of all the fric­
tional Coefficients R . ., calculated by a number of different
_L J
methods, while tables 2.22 and 2.23 show the mobility coef-•
ficients, 1. from which some of the R-coefficients have 
13
been obtained. The most interesting observation to be 
made from tables 2.20 and 2.21 is the remarkable agreement 
between the R-coefficients calculated using assumptions 
2, 3, b and 5. As already discussed, in section 2.6.*+, 
the values calculated using the tjt^ relationship are con­
sidered to represent the best analysis of the system. The 
fact that three other assumptions give almost identical 
results is indeed surprising and lends credence to the valid 
ity of these assumptions for this system.
It may be seen that the results obtained using 
assumption/
assumption 1 , = 0 )j differ considerably from those
obtained from the other assumptions. This suggests that 
the isotope-isotope interaction of the counter-ions is.not 
zero. The ratios R^/R^'are l.b2 and I.36 for the normal
and expanded membranes respectively, values which, allowing
'• . . . !
for the errors involved, must be considered to be very j
similar, if not identical. The values of R-q , are 
-1+.3xl0^^ and -3.oxl0^ for the C60N and C60E membranes 
respectively. Since R-q * represents a frictional inter­
action between two species of the same sign it might be- 
expected that the sign of R-q * would be positive. (H3)
There seems little doubt?from the above calculations that 
R-q i  is negative but no explanation of this anomaly is sug­
gested at this time. The magnitude of R^., is fairly large,
- almost of the same order as R-q ? and, therefore, it has a 
considerable influence oh the calculation of the other 
R-coefficient values. This does not appear to be the ease 
with ^22'5 since the analysis carried out neglecting this 
term -assumption 2- gives results very similar to those 
obtained using the other: assumptions 3? *+? and 5.
The explanation of this can be seen by examining 
the two following equations,
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®2R22 = C1R21 + °3R23 + (2.109)
^2R22 ' = °2 R^22 “ R22’  ^ . ■
= c R - *c R . (2• 110)
c2 22 2 221.
In (2.110), c2^22! rePresents the frictional inter­
action of one mole of species 2 1 • with those species 2 in 
unit volume in the vicinity. Since R ^ 1 measures an. 
ion-ion interaction its value should be of the same order 
of magnitude as the other ion-ion interactions particularly 
R^ -^  and R21+' Therefore, since species 2 is a minor com­
ponent of the system, c^ is very small and 02^ 2 * ts small 
compared to c^R2^ and i.e. the terms of <^22 •
Therefore, the difference between and CpR^:^ is
ig
neg]£i.ble and the assumption that these terms are equal is 
fairly satisfactory. A:similar argument for- species 1 and 
l 1 shows why c-^ R-Qt is. a) fairly major term of c -^R-q " and 
explains why the assumption that c R^-q , = 0 does not yield 
good results.
The difference between R*2 and R22 is only.approx.
1 b%, and since the error on the R-coefficients is considered 
to be of this order of magnitude,.no good estimate of R22* 
is possible. ?
No great reliance can be placed on the values of ®^2’
R23/ r ;
H23 anc^  2^^ + s -^nce their magnitudes' and indeed, their 
signs are dependent on the input data. Fairly large 
variations in the values of these coefficients can be 
achieved by using different t2 values which fall'.within the 
experimental error on this measurement. Much greater 
accuracy in the determination of transport numbers would 
be required in order to obtain precise.val ues of the co-ion 
frictional coefficients. One exception to the above is the 
value of which is calculated using the t^-t^ relation­
ship. Here, R2^ is obtained directly from the value of 
Rj^’ one °f the more precisely defined terms.
Since R-^ 2 like R ^  measures the interaction of positiv­
ely and negatively charged species it would be expected
(28)that the sign of these terms would be negative, ■ whereas 
the calculated value of R-^ 2 is positive. No explanation 
can be offered for this apparent anomaly except to suggest 
that since the value of R12 is one of the least accurate 
results, no conclusions should be drawn from this discrep­
ancy. The sign of R^' is subject to some variation de­
pending on the assumptions made in the calculation. Accord-
' . 1
ing to convention, R2lf should be positive since it measures 
the interaction of two hegatively charged species, but like
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^12 value of must be in some doubt and therefore, 
no great importance can be attached to the variations ob­
served. The other ion-ion interaction, measured by 
is precisely defined and in all cases is of the expected 
sign.
The frictional interactions of all the ionic species 
with water, £^35 ^23 anc^  are aH  °f same order of
magnitude, suggesting that the type of interaction is 
similar in all three cases. Since species 1 and must 
occupy similar regions of the exchanger, it is interesting 
to compare their values.5 In all cases, the value of 
is lower than R-^, the ratio: R ^ / R ^  having a value of 0.?8 
for the C601T membrane and 0.61 for the C60E membrane.
For sodium chloride at 3*0 molal, the ratio- of R^^/R^^ has 
a value of O.J?. These; results are not strictly compar­
able since in the solution case, the ratio is a measure of 
the relative interactions of chloride and sodium ions with 
water, whereas,'in* the membrane it is a measure of the 
interactions of sulphonaite ions and polymer matrix relative 
to the interaction of sodium ions with water. The above 
result, nevertheless, indicates that the sulphonate and 
sodium ions in the membrane interact with the water mole­
cules in a manner which is analogous to the type of inter­
action/ , ■
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interaction encountered in aqueous solutions. This 
analogy is not maintained when the. ratio R^/R.^ is con­
sidered. The' value of this term is largely dependent on 
the assumptions made but in all cases it is greater than 
unity, (values in the range. ^ -.5-1.0). This is not simply a 
consequence of the inaccuracy of R ^  since the t^-t^ re­
lationship gives ^ 3^13 as ^  for the normal membrane 
and M-.7 for the expanded one. All normal cation-solvent
interactions are greater than the corresponding anion-.
(9)solvent interactions,w  hence it is difficult to account for 
this anomalous behaviour observed in the membrane systems.
The explanation may lie in the fact that the. counter- and 
co-ions occupy different regions of the membrane, the 
counter-ions being concentrated in regions of high charge 
density and probably low water content, whereas the co-ions 
will tend to be found in regions of low cross-linking and 
high water content. The results in chapter 3 show 
that most of the counter-ions are in regions where the 
ratio 33/51 is considerably less than the average value for 
the membrane as a whole. The co-ions, on the other hand, 
are to be found in the regions where the c^/t^ ratio is - 
probably far in excess of the average value. It may be, 
therefore, that when the values of R13 and R23 are calculated 
using/ '
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using the average value c^/c-p R ^  is diminished, and R2, 
enhanced.
It can easily be shown that c^R^ which is the sum of. 
the frictional coefficients between one mole of water and 
all other species per litre in the surrounding membrane 
system, is.less than either c R^-q  or c2R22, thereby 
explaining the relative, ease with which the water is trans- 
terred through the membrane under an applied water chemical 
potential gradient.
Comparison of the values of the frictional coefficients 
for the two membrane systems reveals that without exception 
the interactions in the' expanded membrane are less than 
in the unexpanded form.-' This result is in agreement 
with the theory that the heat treatment expands the mem­
brane, reduces the drag1 exerted by the membrane on the var­
ious species, and hence increases the permeability of all 
the mobile components of the system. . The ratios of the 
corresponding R. .*s for the two membranes are in the range 
1.5 to 3 and most of the flows in the expanded membrane are 
larger by factors of the same order.
\
Table 2.2ka shows the values of the terms 
(i = 1, 2 or 3), for both membranes and for an aqueous 
sodium chloride solution of the same molar concentration. 
The/ . •
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The ratio ^or ea°h membrane is shown in table
2.2tyb. The average value of this ratio for the normal mem­
brane is b.Q while the value for the expanded exchanger 
is 3*3* In both cases these values are very close to the 
values of the tortuosity factor. It would appear, there­
fore, that the total frictional interaction of one mole of 
any species in the membrane with those other species in one 
litre of the surrounding system can be calculated from the 
corresponding value in aqueous'solution provided the tortuos­
ity of the membrane is known. This suggests that the 
increased interaction experienced by any species in the mem­
brane phase is produced only by the increased contact of the 
species due to the longer diffusion paths within the poly­
mer matrix, and that the type of interaction in' the exchanger 
pores is very similar to that which occurs between these 
species in aqueous solutions.
The ratio R]_^ /R23 Plained from the t^-t^ relation­
ship is very similar for both membranes indicating that the 
counter- and co-ion water interactions have decreased by 
relatively similar amounts, upon expansion of the polymer 
matrix. This is in sharp contrast to the difference in 
the ratio R^/R-^ for the two membranes already discussed 
in/
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in this section. must decrease more rapidly on
expansion than does R ^ *  This is not really-unexpected, 
since as the matrix expands and allows entry to more water, 
a greater proportion of the water will be at some distance 
from the polymer chains and so the interaction R ^  will be 
decreased. The interaction of the counter-ions with the 
water molecules can occur at any point -within the pores and 
so the effect of expansion on R ^  will be less than on
r 31+*
1-coefficients.
The 1-coefficients calculated by the assumptions 
1 and ;-3c (see tables £.22 and 2 .23) are almost identical, 
as would be expected from the similarity of the assumptions. 
The mobility coefficients calculated, assuming .l^/lg3 
= c1/c2 , are, for the most part, very similar to those cal­
culated using the above assumptions. Significant deviations 
occur only in the values of 1-^ and 12^, and these coef­
ficients are so small in comparison with the others that it 
is difficult to determine them accurately.
The terms 1^/c^ represent an intrinsic mobility of 
the species i and hence-it is interesting to compare these 
values for the different mobile components in the membrane,' 
as shown in table 2.2?/ 'The intrinsic mobility of the 
water is much greater than that of either of the two ionic 
species, which explains the much greater flow of-water per 
unit applied force, (see table 2.16). The effect 
of expansion of the membrane matrix, is to increase 
the intrinsic mobilities of all the mobile species, the 
effect being greater with the water than with the ions.
Using the 1 ^ / 1 ^  assumption the value of 112 is 
found/ -
found to be very small and negative for both membrane 
■systems. Since it is difficult to obtain the exact value 
of this term, its value in succeeding calculations was taken 
as zero. The negative value is obtained as a consequence 
of obtaining the small term 1 ^  by subtraction of two 
large terms. Any small errors in these terms lead to 
large errors in 1^ .  Fortunately the values of 1 ^  and 
±22 are relatively unimportant in the matrix inversion pro­
cess to give the corresponding R-coefficients. .
Two equations relating the value of 1-^ to the values
(pi }
of other 1-coefficients have been given by Spiegler ■
(2.2^ )and by .Staverman, . and these relations have been used
to estimate the magnitude of this term. The Spiegler 
equation, which arises as a consequence of the model of the 
system which he uses, is = ^13^?3* The values so
calculated are given in table 2.26 together with those cal­
culated from the Staverman equation, 1^2^13 = ^23^11* ^ ese 
values can be little more than order of magnitude estimates 
of 1^2 ? "but they show that this term is small and of the 
same order as ’ ^ u s  confirming that it may be taken as 
zero without significantly, affecting the other 1- and R-coeff 
icients.
Using/
Using the 1-coefficients calculated by use of assump­
tion 3, (tables #2.22 and 2.23), it is possible to predict 
the salt flow across the,membrane for a given chemical 
potential gradient. This may be done using eouation (2.70) 
which has not been used in determining the mobility coef­
ficients. The predicted and observed values of the salt 
flow are shown in table 2.27. In both cases, the predict­
ed values are somewhat higher (by •approximately 10$ for the 
C60N membrane and 20$ for the C60E membrane) than the observ­
ed values, - a consequence of ignoring 1-^. The agreement 
is considered very good indeed iin the light of the error on 
t^» and hence an(i this constitutes a valid method for
predicting salt flows from electrical transference data alone 
(t^ j t2?>t^, K) for membranes with low electrolyte uptake 
where 1-^ and ±2  ^are negligible.
All the 1-coefficients are larger in the cane of the 
expanded membrane, indicating not only increased permeabil­
ity of the mobile species under the applied forces, but also 
the increases in the coupling between the flows of the 
species, as measured by the cross-coefficients. A quan­
titative measure of the degree of coupling is given by 
defined by, ^^l)
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In this sytem where c2 is small, the most interesting 
coupling is between the counter-ions and the water. The 
degree of coupling for this interaction q ^ ,  is 0.59 
for the normal membrane and 0.61 for the expanded form.
These values must be considered identical within the ex­
perimental er^or. The much larger water transference num­
ber of the expanded membrane therefore is not a result of 
the greater ^coupling between counter-ions and water but is 
a consequence of the greater value of 1 ^  for this membrane, 
as can be seen from equation (2.71)..
r
3.9 9 .
2.8.2. C60N and C60B. 1»0M sodium chloride
solutions.
The frictional coefficients for these systems are 
given in tables 2.28 and 2.29. Owing to the much larger 
value of C£ observed at this higher external concentration, 
it is no longer possible to pssume that is zero. Exam­
ination of the results reveals that there is not the great 
meaHure of agreement between the different assumptions as 
was observed at#0.1M. ■ For the reasons.discussed in 
section 2.8 .1 , the values calculated assuming R^l* 
zero must be considered unreliable and they will be exclude 
ed from the succeeding discussion. The assumption 
that 1*22' zer0 fails i° produce such good agreement . 
with the \ ^ 2 3  assumption, a fact which suggests that 
R221 now represents a significant fraction of R22 s0 that 
the R22 begins to differ^ from R22* ^13^23 assumption
produces results which are closer to those from the 
R ^ t  - 0 assumption, and so they must be in some doubt.
1 is now fairly large, and hence a more accurate assess- 
23 1
ment of its value is required than is given by the .relation
• 123 =(o2/cl i) X13‘
Since the value:; of' has been obtained from
experimental data, the ffrictional coefficients calculated
from/ ? 1
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this relation should represent the best estimates which can
be achieved from the existing data. •nevertheless, these
values, like those Obtained from other assumptions, must
suffer from inaccuracies resulting from the assumption 
*
that the Rjj's used in the concentration gradient experi­
ments are identical to the which apply to the systems-
without concentration gradients. This assumption is prob­
ably Jess accurate than for the 0.1M situation.
Assuming the R-^/R,^ treatment gives the true value of
; 11 
Rll then the values of R^i are found to be -2.6x10 and
-2.3x10^  for the normal; and expanded membranes respectively,
values which are slightly lower than those obtained at
0.1M but probably not significantly different. Similar
calculation for R2?! gives values of -8.0x10^ for the C60N
11membrane and -6 .^ -xlO for the expanded form. The accuracy 
of these estimates.is probably not very high since they are 
obtained from the difference of two large numbers, whose 
magnitudes are considerably greater than ^2219
The values of c ^ j j  (i = 1 , 2 and 3) shown, for both 
membranes, in table 2 .30, do not exhibit such good agreement 
with the tortuosity scaled solution values, as was observed 
for the more dilute solutions/ For both membranes, the 
value/
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value of calculated from assumption 3 of tables
2.28 and 2.29 are lower than the average values which in­
clude the other assumptions. Although the agreement with 
the solution values is poor, these results show that the 
frictional interactions within the membrane are greatly- 
increased over those in free aqueous solution, by a factor 
of the same order as the tortuosity factor.
Since the co-ion is no longer a minor component of
\
the system, the values of. the frictional coefficients in­
volving this species, become more accurately defined and 
are, therefore, more worthy of comment. The values of R g 
for both membranes are again positive as was found for the 
0.1M solutions. In this case there seems little doubt 
that this is a real effect and not simply a consequence of 
the method of calculation. The phenomenon of a net repul­
sion between two ions of opposite sign is difficult to. 
understand. The explanation may lie in the heterogeneity 
of the membrane and the fact, that the co-ion inhabits regions 
of the exchanger where the mean counter-ion concentration 
is low. Treatment of such a system as homogeneous may lead 
to cross-coefficients of the “wrong"sign. Certainly, in 
truly homogeneous aqueous solutions, the cross-cqefficients 
between/
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between ions of opposite sign are negative.^
In most cases the value of Rp^ is positive, indicating 
a repulsive interaction between the co-ion and the matrix 
as might be expected, while all the values of R ^  are. nega­
tive, in accordance with the attractive interaction which :: 
this coefficient measures. '
The ratio- R^p/Rpp obtained from each set of R-coef- 
ficients is of interest. From the relationship this
ratio has the value of approximately 0.21 for both membranes. 
Assuming Rpp, equals zero, gives the values 0.3 and 0.5, 
while assuming that l ^ A ^  = ^/Cg, r^tio becomes 1.0 
and 1.3 tor the normal and expanded membranes respectively. 
This last result indicates the similarity of frictional, 
interaction between the counter- and co-ions and the water, 
which is implicit in the = ®1 ^ 2  relati°n. The -*
values obtained from the1 two other assumptions give ratios 
which show the interaction of the co-ion with water to be 
greater than that of the counter-ion with water,a surprising . 
result which has already been discussed at some length in 
the section sealing with the 0.1M solutions.
The values of R ^  are somewhat unusual, (tables 2.28 
and 2 .29), taking positive and negative values, depending 
on the assumption used in the calculation. Positive 
values of R ^  would indicate that the polymer matrix was 
exerting/ 1 "
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exerting a greater hydrophobic influence than the hydrophilic 
effect of the fixed charges,thereby producing a net repul- 
sion between the matrix and the water. It is possible 
that such a situation could arise, although much more infor- 
mation about the mechanism of the shrinking process would 
be required in order to discuss this phenomenon even in 
qualitative terms. However, it is possible that the sign 
variation in this term is simply due to the method of cal- •
culation. R ^  is obtained using equation (2.7*+) and, 
therefore, must contain the errors accummulated in the 
calculation of the other 'friciqional coefficients. These 
errors may be large enough to produce the observed effects.
As for the 0.1M case, the effect of membrane expansion 
is to reduce the frictional interactions of all the species. 
The ratios of the corresponding -frictional coefficients for 
the two membranes are mostly in the range 1.5 to 3*0 > showing 
similar values to those obtained in the more dilute solutions 
and comparing favourablytwith the ratio of the permeabilities 
of the various species through the system.
1-coefficients.
The increased uptake of co-ions at the higher external 
concentration allows calculation of values of 112* These 
values cannot be compared with those predicted from the 
equation of Spiegler (section 2.8.1), since, of course,
this relation was derived assuming c0 as zero. Staverman;
- (12 
however, has applied his relation at higher concentrations,
and a comparison of those values predicted by this relation 
and the observed results are given in table 2.31. For 
both membranes, the agreement is poor, although it is 
slightly better for the expanded form. It appears that 
this relation can be used to give only an order of magni­
tude for 1-^2 , although it must be remembered that the 
value of required by the equation is also in some doubt.
Comparison of the values of the 1-coefficients for the 
normal and expanded membranes, - table 2 . 33? - shows that 
they are all increased as a result of the expansion. This 
fact not only explains the greater permeabilities associated 
with the C60E membrane, but also why the water transference 
numbers of the two membranes have smaller and more similar 
values at high external concentrations. Examination of 
equation (2 .61c) reveals ] that as the value of the ratio 
I23/I13 increases, so the value-of t^ will decrease. Also 
since/
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since the value of increases faster f or the expanded,
membrane as the concentration increases, so the water trans­
ference number will decrease more rapidly than for the 
• normal ..form.
The intrinsic mobilities of the species in the mem­
brane as defined by the relation are s^own table
2.3W As for the dilute solutions, the value for the water 
is much greater than for either of the mobile ionic species. 
The counter-ion mobility is greater than thVfc of the co-ion,
- a result of the choice of*reference frame, - and, of 
course? the values for the C60E membrane.are greater than 
for the normal form.
The degree of coupling between the counter-ion and 
water ? is O.63 for the normal membrane and 0.6*+ for the 
expanded form, these values being identical within the 
experimental error. . . *
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2.8.3* Concentration dependence of frictional. 
end mobility coefflc~tents~.
(«Q Frictional coefficients.
The normalised frictional coefficients c.H.. show
i i.i
considerable variation as a result of varying the ecternal 
solution concentration. In all cases except one, the fric- |
i
tional interactions are greater when the membrane is in j
equilibrium with a solution of higher concentration. This 1 
is reasonable, space, on increasing the solution concentra- ; j 
tlon, the membrane shrinks thus bringing the various species 
into closer proximity within the* pores and hence increasing 
their interactions with one another, whether this interaction 
be electrostatic in nature or a result of collisions be­
tween the molecules or ions. The increased tortuosity of 
the paths along which the mobile species are forced to dif­
fuse also tends to increase the total interaction of each 
species. In view of these changes the value of C3R33 for 
the C60E membrane in 1.0M solution^ as calculated by 
assumption 3 , (tables 2.29 and 2.30), seems anomalously low g
? b
and there must be some doubt about the validity of this result| 
especially as the other assumptions give results which fit 
better into the trends observed far the other coefficients 
and/ ’
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and for the other membrane.
Since the diffusion coefficients of the mobile species, 
in the membrane.can be predicted fairly.accurately by 
applying a tortuosity factor to the corresponding solution 
values, and since
Dii | n F ~  (2.^3 )
i ii' ,
it would be expected that c^R^., suitably scaled for tor­
tuosity, would also agree with the solution values of this
term. If c.vH. ./ is not.the dominant term in.c,Rt..~ then,' i 11 i 11 7
the values of c^R^ might also be expected to show a similar 
relation to the solutionlvalues. Although the agreement
is not completely q u a n t i t a t i v e  the results in tables 2.2k 
and 2.30 show that this type of relation does in fact exist.
It is difficult to assess accurately the effect of 
concentration change on the cross coefficients R-^ and R ^ *  
The general trend appears to be an increase in the frictional 
interaction with increasing concentration, although in.many 
cases the increases are insignificant and in one or two 
cases, decreases are observed. As shown in tables 2.32 and 
2.35, the values of c^R-j^ > which measures the total inter­
action of one mole of counter-ion -with those water molecules 
in unit volume of the surrounding membrane, show, .in 
general,/ .
general, only slight increases with concentration, whereas
cLj.^ 2.U- increases by a factor of approximately two, going
from 0.1M to l'.OM. This suggests that, whereas the total
interaction of one mole of counter-ions with water increases
only slightly, the interaction of the counter-ions with the
fixed charges is doubled, a fact which may account for the
reduced diffusion, coefficients of the; counter-ions at the
higher concentrations. There is no evidence that there
is covalent bond formation between the fixed charges and *
the sodium counter-ions in a polystyrene sulphonate e xchang- 
(92 ) (93)
er, but there remains the possibility of some
i
form of ion-association which would remain undetected by 
the methods used so far, for studies of this nature. It 
is possible, therefore, that at higher concentrations, there 
is some form of association between the counter-ions and 
the exchanger sites which would explain the fairly large 
increase in c^R-j^ observed for bothnembranes. Indeed in 
solutions of higher concentration the contraction of the . . 
diffuse double layers towards the 'pore1 walls may be 
sufficient to produce this effect. v
As the concentration increases, R-j^  becomes less 
positive i.e. it tends towards a negative value as might 
be expected for an attractive interaction. . At the higher 
concentration/
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concentration, a greater proportion of the counter- and 
co-ions must occupy the same regions of the exchanger and 
hence interact with one another, whereas, at low concen­
tration the co-ions probabiy only.encounter a small frac- 
tion of the total number of counter-ions. Calculations 
of the total interactions on the basis of a completely 
homogeneous mixture of counter- and co-ions may be the 
explanation of the unusual behaviour of
R ^  is the least well defined of the frictional 
coefficients at all concentrations and this is diown by 
the variations in magnitude and sign of this term under 
different assumptions, and it, therefore, merits no further 
discussion.
The results show that the effect of increasing con­
centration on the interaction between the matrix and the 
solvent, i's to reduce the attraction between them
and even, under some assumptions, to produce a net repul­
sion. This effect has already been discussed in section 
2.8.2. -
(b) Mobility coefficients.
t. . . .
Increasing the concentration of the external solution
reduces the values of 1 ^  and 1^^ for both membranes, the
effect being greater for 1 ^ ,  but the effect on l2p is to
produce a very large increase in this term owing to the
vastly increased concentration of co-ion in the exchanger
phase, and. consequent higher permeability of this species.
It is easier to examine the effect of concentration on these
terms if the intrinsic mobilities, l.-./c. , are used. Com-
, 7 n  i 7
parison of the results for the C60N and C60E membranes 
(table 2.25 and 2.3*0 shows that the mobilities of all the 
species are reduced at the higher concentration as expected. 
The ratios of the intrinsic mobilities at 0.1M to those 
at l.OM are given in table 2.36. The effect of increasing 
concentration is very similar for the counter- and co-ions 
in both membranes, the effect being slightly greater in 
the C60N membrane. The water mobility is, however, 
affected to a considerably greater extent in both cases.
None of these increases is wholly attributable to the in­
creased tortuosity since.the value of the ratio 
is only 1.17 for both membranes. The decrease in intrinsic 
mobilities must, therefore, in part be due to increased 
interactions of the species within the membrane itself.
This/
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This may explain.why t h e ^ R ^  values at l.OM are greater 
than the corresponding solution values corrected for tor­
tuosity, whereas, at 0.1M the agreement between these terms
» .
 ^ is fairly good. ' .
Like 1 ^  and 1^3’ ^13 a^so decreases as the membrane 
shrinks, but lg^ increases due to the greatly increased 
salt uptake at the higher external concentrations. The 
effect of these changes on the water transference number 
has already been mentioned in section 2.8.2.
Since 1 ^  is not well defined at 0.1M, it is not 
possible to determine its dependence on concentration, 
although it seems likely?that it will increase with increas­
ing concentration of the co-ion in the exchanger pores.
The values of are not particularly sensitive to 
the effects of concentration-changes. The values of this 
term at the two-concentrations studied are, within the 
limits of experimental error, identical.
t
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2.8.h. Conclusions.
The preceding sections have shown how frictional and 
mobility coefficients in membrane systems, may-be cal­
culated from diffusion and transport data, and there are a 
number of conclusions and generalisations which may be 
drawn from the results.
It seems fairly certain that the isotope-isotope fric 
tional interaction for the counter-ions, R-q, . is non-zero, 
and is of the same order as R ^  itself. The neglect of 
this term in many membrane studies must have considerable 
effects on the results obtained. On the other hand, 
although R221 ma "^ °** same order of R^l* is small 
in comparison to R^2 and,-therefore, its omission only . 
begins to have any significant effect on the results when
the co-ion uptake is large and R22 is reduced. • These con-
(^ 7 )elusions confirm those of'Scattergood and Lightfoot, 
who found that, in a system similar to the one studied here, 
isotope-isotope interaction was a major term. The value 
of R.^, for sodium counter-ions calculated from their 
results is -6.2x10 ,a value which agrees well with the
values obtained in the C6‘0 membranes, not * only in magnitude
: • 4 .
but/ ' * ' ■ .y ’v.
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but in sign. The values of R^ -j/R-q  for the C60N and 
C60E membranes f all in the range 1.2 - 1.^.- In aqueous 
solutions of sodium chloride of comparable concentration
i.
this- ratio has the value of approx. 0.80. Thus in aqueous 
solutions R^qt is positive in contrast to the negative
i/~" ’
values obtained in membrane systems. This discrepancy 
is as yet unexplained.
It appears that when the co-ion Uptake is low, there, 
are a number of assumptions which may be made in order to 
reduce the number of independent transport properties re­
quired for a satisfactory analysis of the system. These 
include: (a) setting l-^ equal to zero, (b) obtaining 1 ^
from the relation 12^ = l13f (c2/c2/)? and setting R22,
equal to zero. However, the most reliable results appear 
to be those obtained from the ratio R-^/R^ calculated from 
the relation. Since all the data used in such a treat­
ment is experimental and no assumptions are required, this
method must yield results as accurate as the data allows.
The only doubt concerning this approach is the violation 
of the R2^24TR22* R33 requirement, obtained .in the C60E ( 
membrane in 1.0M sodium, chloride solution. Like all other 
treatments of membrane systems, this method of calculation 
of frictional interactions must ultimately r,ely on the 
validity/ ;
validity of treating the membrane as a homogeneous phase 
which . is sometimes a.doubtful premise. The degree 
of heterogeneity of the system may well be the explanation 
of a number of anomalies which have appeared in the cal­
culations. The low value of the R-^/R^ ratio and the 
positive values obtained for R-^ may be a result of inhomo­
geneity of the membranes which allows the‘sorption of salt 
in regions where the fixed charge and hence the counter­
ion concentration is low. In the absence of a 'suitable 
t^-tj relation, the assumption that R2pt Is zero, gives the 
best estimate of the frictional coefficients in the system.
The use of two membranes which differ only in their 
degree of expansion, has allowed an examination of the 
effect of such treatment on the properties of the exchanger 
The interesting feature is not the greater permeability of 
all the mobile species in the expanded membrane, but the 
fact that, on expansion,- most of the interactions between 
the species have been affected in very similar ways. This 
suggests that the expansion process has been uniform and 
that it has not led to changes in the basic structure of 
the membrane. This proposal finds support in the results 
of the next chapter where it is shown that the expanded 
membrane/
membrane has a degree of heterogeneity only slightly greater 
than that of its normal counterpart.
When the sorbed electrolyte concentration is low, 
it is possible to use the specific conductivity and co-ion 
and water transference numbers to predict, accurately, the 
salt flow through the membranes under an applied salt con­
centration gradient. Indeed, it is this ability to predict 
the properties of such a^  system which makes the application 
of irreversible thermodynamics such a useful tool in the 
analysis of membrane processes. Knowledge of all the 
frictional coefficients in the system allows the calculation 
of the flows of any species under any forces applied to the 
system, at or around the' external concentration for.which 
these coefficients are valid, and provided that the flows 
and forces fall within the region of application of the 
linear relationships between tiem. Measurement of flows 
under, say a pressure gradient or a combination of applied 
electric potential and pressure gradientswould test the 
validity of the frictional coefficients determined as . 
described in this chapter, and might help to explain the 
anomalies which have been observed.
CHAPTER THREE
Structural analysis of 
ion-exchange membranes-.
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2*1. Introduction.
Until fairly recently, it was assumed that a large
amount of ion-exchange behaviour could be explained in
terms of a Donnan equilibrium at the interface between the
resin and the solution phases* The application of the
Donnan theory to the exchanger as a whole, includes, in its
*
implications, the assumption that the resin structure is 
homogeneous, i.e. that the cross-linking and space .charge~ 
density remain virtually constant throughout the exchanger 
phase.
The Donnan law has found its chief application in 
explaining the phenomenon of electrolyte exclusion and in 
predicting the amount of electrolyte absorbed by the exchang 
er from an external salt solution by use of the well known 
relation
m(M + m) = m^ ( Y± )“ (3.1a)
Y±
where m is the concentration of the sorbed electrolyte,
M is-the concentration of the fixed charges, and m is the
concentration of the external solution. Y+ and Y+are the
activity coefficients in the'solution and resin phase res- 
*
pectively, and all the terms are expressed on a molal 
* concentration basis.
For/
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For dilute external solutions where the electrolyte 
exclusion is efficient, this expression reduces to
m = m2/M . 2 (3.*8)
* Ji
If the activity coefficient ra.tio ( y+ ) 5 is assumed
to he constant, - and for low values of the external 
solution concentration this does not appear unreasonable, - 
then equation (3.2) may be written as
m oC m^ or m = km^ (3»iY)
which is the form i n ’which the Donnan law is best known.
Equation (3*1) may also be used to calculate the 
activity coefficients of the electrolyte in the exchanger 
if the capacity and electrolyte uptake of the resin are 
known. It is this application of the Donnan law, using 
the implied homogeneous gel model for the exchanger, which
has produced some interesting and unexpected results.
(122)In 19^75 Baumann and Eichhorn carried out a
series of experiments to determine the electrolyte uptake 
of sodium chloride on the exchanger Dowex 50. From these 
results they calculated the resin activity coefficients and 
found that as the external solution concentration decreased, 
so the activity coefficients of the sorbed electrolyte 
decreased/
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decreased to very low values, quite unlike the behaviour of
solution activity coefficients* Further investigations
by a number of workers ^-3) (12*0 (125) (126) (127) (128)
(L29) (120) •
confirmed the fundings of Baum a m  and Eichhorn,
some of the authors reporting resin activity coefficients
as low as 0.01. ^^5) Considerable interest has been shown 
oj
in these anoi)^isly low values and numerous explanations have
been suggested. Bauman and Eichhorn themselves, suggested
that this abnormal behaviour was due to imperfections in
treatingaa swollen resin as a homogeneous phase. Davies
and Yeoman ^^5) COuld account for their results if it
were assumed that 5$ of the resin volume was occupied by
voids filled with solution of the same concentration as the
(127)external solution. Kraus and Moore attributed the
unusually large uptake of hydrochloric acid by their 
anion-exchangers at low external solution concentrations, to 
impurities in the resin, notably tertiary and lower amines.
Freeman proposed that the activity coefficients
of the sorbed electrolyte at low external concentrations 
could be linearly related to those at high concentrations 
by use of two arbitrary constants. The. first of these 
he interpreted as a measure of the amount of electrolyte 
retained on the surface of the exchanger, the second as a 
measure of the impurities present in the exchanger and 
capable/
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capable of absorbing electrolyte from the bathing solution. 
This theory has not met with wide acceptance an(j it
has been pointed out that in order to satisfy the relation­
ship, it must be assumed that the fractional retention, 
e, is O.O36 for hydrochloric acid and O.O87 for sodium 
chloride, on the same resin under otherwise indentical con­
ditions. Valid as the criticism of this approach may be, 
Freeman’s theory does point to the two most likely sources 
of error in the'activity coefficient calculations, viz. 
the retention of solution by the exchanger surface and 
inhomogeneities in the resin itself. . '
As mentioned above, much of the early work was 
plagued by the experimental difficulties of completely 
separating the resin phase from the equilibrating solution, 
or of determining the volume of solution retained between 
the resin beads after centrifugation. When the electrolyte 
uptake is very low, adherence of even a small amount of solu­
tion to the exchanger surface induces considerable error in 
the determination of the total electrolyte in the exchanger 
phase. The introduction of ion-exchange membranes facilit­
ated the separation process and the work of Mackie and 
Meares showed that, even when the error due to surface
absorption was considerably reduced by the use of membranes 
instead/
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instead of beads, the uptake, ’at low concentrations, was 
still greater than expected from the simple Donnan law.
In 1961 Gleuckauf published a series of papers ^  ^8)
(13^) in which he described a method of determining, unequi­
vocally, the electrolyte uptake of membranes even at very 
low external solution concentrations. His results further 
confirmed that at low concentrations the uptake was larger 
than would be expected for a homogeneous system', obeying the 
simple Donnan law.
It has been observed that the mean activity coefficients 
of simple electrolytes in aqueous solutions of polyelectro­
lytes also display low values at low electrolyte concentra­
tions. ^3*0 (135) (136) (137) Here, there is no problem
of phase separation and so this phenomenon must be regarded
as real and not simply as an artefact of the experimental
technique used. Various treatments have been given for
polyelectrolyte solutions  ^ (139) afl(j a-number of
(81) (126) (IbO) 
attempts have been made to extend these to ion-exchangers.
All of these methods require assumptions about the exchanger
system and frequently also require estimates of properties
such/
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such as polymer chain length, number of monomer units between 
cross links, etc•, all of which make this approach less 
than satisfactory. • •
There are two ways of explaining the low activity coef­
ficients in the resin phase;' one is that these low values 
are real and are caused by the effect of the macro-ions on 
the simple sorbed ions, the other that they are a result of 
treating as homogeneous, a resin which contains regions of 
quite different cross-linking and charge density. The first 
of these finds support in the analogies drawn with polyelec­
trolyte solutions and the low activity coefficients found in 
them, and in recent theoretical studies of electrical double 
layer models for ion-exchangers. (1^2) (l*+3) ^g g g
theories suffer from the same restrictions as many other ion- 
exchange theories, that a pore model in assumed, and var­
iations in the properties produced by deviations from the
/ > , 
ideal system, are difficult to predict. The results of Ram­
an and FMR spectroscopy are inconclusive., for while they show 
the absence of covalent bonds, (?2) <93) <*> (95) (96) (97) ' 
they cannot detect association of the small mobile ions with 
the large multiply charged molecule, induced by the charge 
and/
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and dielectric effects, and giving rise to' abnormally low 
activity coefficients.
Gustaf son^^" ^  considers that the low activity coef­
ficients are real and not due to either faulty experimental 
technique or inhomogeneity of the resin, but rather to the 
effect of the macro-iop on the small exchange and sorbed 
ions.. He proposes that at low salt uptake values, the 
activity coefficient of the co-ions is low, while the 
activity coefficient of the counter-ions remain virtually 
constant. This leads to a low value of the mean activity 
coefficient of the sorbed salt at low external solution con­
centrations. In aqueous solutions of polyelectrolytes,
(117)however, Nagasawa, Izumi and Kagawa found that the
counter-ion activity coefficients decreased and the co-ion 
activity coefficients increased with salt concentration, 
except at- very low salt concentrations where the co-ion. activ 
ity coefficient showed an decrease. •
Marinsky, on the other hand, claims that Gustaf­
son’s results at low concentration show that resin hetero­
geneity contributed to the very low values of Y + obtained. 
Marinsky (l*+6) has pr0posed that the activity
coefficients of sorbed salt in ion-exchangers can be treated 
and predicted using the additivity rule which has been 
found/ [
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found to apply to polyelectrolyte solutions. U36) (137) 
Q W >  < 1 W  <1M) (150) (15D  I M s  t r M m M  prealcts
that the mean activity coefficient of the sorbed salt de­
creases with decreasing salt uptake but that the activity 
coefficients do not drop to the extremely small values ob­
tained. in some investigations. (127) (1M+) These very 
small experimentally determined values-of y + are attrib­
uted to resin heterogeneity.
While it is difficult at present to estimate how valid 
is the extension of the polyelectrolyte theories in ion- 
exchange systems, it is undeniable that the ion-exchange 
resins hereto treated^ as homogeneous gels, are, in fact, 
far from homogeneous. There is a considerable weight of 
evidence which suggests that inhomogeneities in the polymer 
structure are common, no matter how homogeneous the resin' 
may appear to be. This evidence comes from a number of 
sources, among which are the direct results of fraction­
ation studies of co-polymers and electron microscopy and the 
indirect evidence of selectivity and electrolyte uptake 
experiments.
The work of Mayo and Lewis has shown that
copolymerisation of two monomers gives a polymer in which 
the/
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the ratio of the monomers being polymerised into the polymer 
chain is a function of the fraction of monomer which has al­
ready been polymerised. This has not yet been demonstrated 
for cross-linked polymers but it is reasonable to suppose 
that to some extent, at least, this must, occur there also.
The implications of this result for the copolymerisation of, 
for example, styrene and divinyl benzene to give an ion- 
exchanger matrix, is very important. It is also important 
to stress the effect of chain entanglement on the properties 
of the exchanger. The results of Millar ^^3) (•!!?+) ^ave 
shown that this phenomenon can have a very great influence 
on the properties of ion-exchange materials. Different I
X X  l
t
degrees of chain entangelmeht within the exchanger may lead to| 
a variation in the structure of the exchanger which will 
have a considerable effect on such properties as the selec­
tivity and electrolyte uptake of the resin.
Although Gordon, ^*0 (15?) using PMR, could find no - 
evidence of inhomogeneity in the exchangers which he studied,
•j
electron microscopy has yielded much in the Way of evidence 
for the theories of non-uniformity of structure. Micrographs 
are difficult to obtain, but those which have been published 
(1^6) (157) (162) show a marked degree of heterogeneity in
the/
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the resin structure.
Further evidence for non-uniformity of fixed site 
distribution is to be obtained from the results of Reichen- 
berg.and MacCauley ^58) in studies on the selectivity
of ion-exchangers as a function of cross-linking, found it 
necessary to assume that each of the sites within the ex­
changer could be classified into, one of- the following three 
groups: .
(1) regions of low cross-linking where fully hydrated ions 
can approach and little selectivity occurs; (2) regions 
of medium cross-linking Where the size of the fully hydrated 
ion may be a significant factor and (3) regions of high 
cross-linking where the energy involved in hydration of 
ions will be the'factor which controls selectivity.
Perhaps the most interesting and comprehensive of the
(?)
non-uniformity theories is that of Glueckauf, in which
he postulates that the abnormally high salt uptake at low
*
concentrations is due to regions of lower than average charge 
density which nevertheless, still obey the Donnan law.
These regions may be voids, regions of low cross-linking, or’ 
of low capacity, their nature is irrelevant,'and it is only 
the total fixed charge density of any region which deter­
mines/
determines its electrolyte uptake behaviour. This theory 
has received considerable attention not only as a method of 
structurally analysing ion-exchange resins, but for its pre­
dictions about the transport properties of the exchangers 
(section 3*5)* It is this theory with'which this chapter . 
is primarily concerned and the next section deals with it in 
greater detail.
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3.2. Membrane Structure frorc Electrolyte uptake data. 
Theory
(2 ) . •Glueckauf’s approach is based on the assumption
that ai Donnan equilibrium holds locally for any small
element of the exchanger which has a time-average, local
fixed ion molality, M. The electrolyte uptake, m, for
this region can then be related to the external solution
concentration, m, by the Donnan equation:
v2 v -v .v2 .v 1 . v„ (3.1^
- + mf' . Yt'2 = k.(m) (m) . Yt 12
Where and v2 are the-number of counter- and co-ions
which make up one molecule of the electrolyte and v12 =
+ v 2 ; Y+ and Y+ are the mean salt activity coef­
ficients in the external solution and the exchanger res­
pectively, and k includes the influence of the volume 
strain energy and hence the swelling pressure. It can be . 
shown that this term has a value near to unity and does
■ \
not vary significantly even when the swelling pressure 
changes by a large amount (-^0\ also assumed that
the activity coefficient in the exchanger, Y+ , is ,!effec- ' 
tively" proportional to the activity coefficient in the 
solution y4 , the following justification being used.
If the external concentration is 0.01 molal, then a region 
in/
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in the exchanger with M = 5 say, will no doubt have a 
significantly different value of activity coefficient. 
However, this region will only take up a very small amount : 
of electrolyte anri, therefore, it is immaterial what its 
activity coefficient is. The activity coefficient is only 
important if the uptake is v . of the same order as the 
external concentration i.e. when M+m is. similar to in. Then, 
it is reasonable to assume that Y+ is not greatly different 
from Y+. Using this approximation, the activity coef­
ficients on either side of equation'(3.1) can be cancelled 
leaving only a small f actor which can be absorbed into k.
Equation (3-D may then be written
v2 vi
(Ja) ( S!/ v 1 + _m ) = 1 (3-2)
Qm am dm
1/  ' ■■ *
where a = k v,z .
Quite generaLly then,
= f c M/,vi) (3-3)
Qm am
where the shape of the function is determined by the ratio
V  v 2'
A function ^ i s  then defined, such that a fraction 
0*(M) of the concentration M lies between M and M+dM.
The mean counter-ion concentration M in the exchanger 
• solution is related to the local moHaLity by the expres­
sion/
expression
where c is the observed mean capacity of the exchanger
and c^ its water content. t
The observed mean electrolyte uptake, Q, and its
corresponding mean molality, m are given by
5 =  1  = [ I d (1* (3.5)
c3
The condition that
J  agr = i
M = o ■ (3.6)
must also be satisfied.
■»t\ ■
A rough indication of the likely form of 0 can be . 
obtained from the following consideration. At low values 
of M, the uptake m is approximately equal to m-. If 
the exchanger is then considered as two parts, one where 
M ^ m  and m = m, and the other where M>m, and m = 0. The 
observed uptake m should then be (0)^ , The experi­
mental results of a number of studies have shown that in 
follows a power of m somewhat higher than unity,' therefore 
it follows that 0%iust be a fractional power'of m=M. .
,A distribution function is then introduced such
that
di^dM = K M“a with A { M < B o
and/
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r*\
and d0/dM = 0 for M < A and M > B , ■ (3.7)
where z is a constant between 0 and +1, and A and B are the: 
minimum and maximum values of M in the exchanger, Kq is a 
constant.
Using equation (3.7) and with B»A, equation (3.*+)
gives
> B  '
M = K0 ^  M dM = (B _k U-zv J
2-z
~ fo . B ,(2-z) (3.8)
», 2-z
while, from (3*5) and (3.6) is obtained the relation
1 = _A (1-7.)]~  K0 . B :n-z) (3;9
1 - z r “ r-z
Using the. relation M = , equation (3.8) and
(3*9) yield
B - 2~z . M .(3.10)
1-z
and K = (l1 - zf2 ~ z) ), m
(2-z)a - z)(M)(1-z) .
Substitution of <30*^rom equation (3*7) and of m from
(3.3) into (3.3) gives for the observed uptake of electro­
lyte * Vn 1P\
. .  k0 <«,> r"*B
3 ; M=A
where;f the integration is carried out at constant m. 
Introducing y = M/dv-^ ra, equation (3.12) becomes
5 . . « - » >  t  r z' w * ) - ‘3-13)
7A
where/
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where = A/fra. v-j-m) and ^  = B/(da . v-jm) O . l M
This integral can be divided'into three ranges:
The value of the first integral is constant and thus indep­
endent of m. Hence, in the concentration range where the 
values of the second and third integrals are small compared 
to the first, the electrolyse uptake m is proportional to 
.a power of m less than 2.
straight line of gradient (1-z). However, this calculation 
does not allow for variation in M which can be very signifi-j 
cant if a highly swollen exchanger is used jh: electrolyte, 
solutions of fairly high.concentration. Variation, in M
(3.16)
In this range equation (3.16) may be written
(3.17)
which on rearranging gives
in/m = K.m 1^-z^ (3.18)
where K is a proportionality constant..
Therefore, a plot of log (m/m) against log m will be a
leads to variation in kQ and hence in K of equation (3.18) 
Substituting/ *
Substituting for k ' in equation (3.15) gives
m = m (2“z^
or (m/m) = K
(3,19)
Therefore, for systems with significant variations, in M, 
a plot of log (m/m) against log.(m/M) is linear with 
gradient (1-z), and from .this plot the value of z may be 
calculated.
The significance of z is in determining the degree of
heterogeneity of the exchanger. If z = 0, then the uptake
2
is proportional to m and the Donnan law is obeyed by the 
exchanger as a whole. This means that’ the exchanger is.
completely homogeneous. The greater the value of z, the 
more inhomogeneous is the membrane. v
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3 . 2 . 2 .
The Donnan expression shorn in equation (3.1 ) has 
been obtained by assuming that the electric potential, ♦ , 
is constant throughout the resin phase. However, since, 
on average, the counter-ions are closer to the fixed charges 
than are the co-ions, they must be at a lower potential 
than the co-ions, and hence the activity expression should ' 
retain the electric potential term, i.e.
ln(a1a2) = lnta-^) + z2 <£2 )/RT (3*20) ‘
The difficulty of calculating the values of 4^ and <|>2 
has been simplified by Tye, (^1) ^10 suggested that the 
exchanger be divided into two regions, one fraction (1-p ) 
at an electric potential <|> , the other fraction ( p ) 
at zero electric potential. Using the Boltzman distribu­
tion, the concentration of the salt in the exchanger may 
be shown to be
m =pm-M/2 + >£(M 2 A-) + (1- p fm2] (3*21)
A value of p is then chosen to give a good fit of the
predicted and observed untake data over a range of external
(161)
concentrations. Tye has found that choice of a value of ( 
p which gives a good fit at low solution concentrations, 
also gives a satisfactory fit at higher concentrations.
This/
This theoretical approach has not been widely used 
in treating experimental data. The results obtained by 
using it in the present study are given in the next section
Results.
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3.4*. Discussion
3.4.1. structural analysis from electrolyte untake data.
The methods of determining the electrolyte uptake of 
the C60 and C100 membranes, their attendant difficulties 
and possible error, have already been discussed in sections 
2.3*9* and 2.5*2, and the experimental results are given in 
tables 3.1 - 3.4.
Applying the simple Donnan law to the exchanger as 
a whole, Jand assuming that the structure is perfectly 
homogeneous, the mean activity coefficients of the sorbed 
salt have been calculated using the relation (3*1). These 
results, shown in tables 3*15 and 3*16 display similar 
trends to those obtained with many other systems, viz. 
decreasing values of activity coefficients with decreasing 
solution concentration. Since the lowest concentration 
studied was 0.1M, it is not possible to determine whether 
the very small values obtained by a number of authors, 
would also be obtained in these systems.
The experimental values of the salt uptake have been 
further analysed- by the theoretical methods described in 
section (3.2) and the results of these calculations are to 
be found in tables 3*5-3*3. Although the concentration 
range/
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range studied is somewhat limited, the validity of equation 
(3*15) for these systems-is proved by the linearity of the . 
plots shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2. ' Even at *+M for the
C100 membranes, there is little tendency to curvature, in­
dicating that the assumptions.about the effective activity 
coefficients and the neglect of the second and third in­
tegrals in equation (3.15) are valid to much higher concen­
tration than might be expected. The effects of neglect­
ing to correct the mean counter-ion molality for changes 
in the water content of the exchanger, are fairly large as 
comparison of the corresponding plots in figures 3.1 and 
3.3. reveals. At concentrations below 0.1M this correction 
is probably small, but above 0.1M, and particularly with a 
highly swollen membrane,' it becomes very important.
The gradients of the log ^  versus l o g ^  plots were
obtained by least squares analysis, and from them, the 
values of the exponent z of equation (3*15) were calculated 
for each of the membranes studied, and are given in table 
3.9.' It is interesting to compare these values with those 
obtained for other membranes. Glueckauf gives, for .
the ACI cation and anion-exchange membranes, a Z- value 
of O.63, and. for the permaplex A20 membrane a value of 0.7*+. 
He/
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He also states that similar calculations using the results 
of other authors, notably Davies and Yeoman, 1^ Pepper 
Reichenberg and Hale, and Mackie and Meares,
yield values of z between 0.55 and 0.88. In this context, 
the values of z obtained in this work for the C60 and C10Q - 
membranes are low. This cannot be due to the limited range 
of concentration studied since, as reference to Glueckauf^s 
plots shows, the results for lower concentrations tend to 
increase the gradients of the log (g) versus log (^)plots, 
thereby reducing the values of z.
Arnold and Koch found that for the AMF C60
membrane in the hydrogen form in sulphuric acid, the value 
of Z was 0.5. The hydrogen form of the exchanger is, 
however, much more highly swollen than the sodium form 
in solutions of corresponding concentrations and so ; a v
strict comparison of these results is not possible.
The z values, to some extent at least, are a measure . 
of the homogeneity of the membrane structure, a truly 
homogeneous membrane having a z value of zero. It would, 
therefore, appear that the C60 and C100 membranes are more 
homogeneous than most membranes previously studied by this 
method. \
It/ ■
It is also interesting to observe the effect of the 
heat expansion on the membrane structure,. In both.series of 
membranes, the thermal treatment causes expansion of the 
matrix as discussed in section 2.5', and produces a structure 
capable of absorbing more electrolyte, and, therefore, by 
inference, one in which the Donnan potential has been re­
duced. Judging from the z values^  the expansion does not 
seem to have affected the homogeneity of the C100 membranes 
although the effect on the C60 membrane is to produce a 
structure in which the heterogeneity of the membrane has 
increased slightly, probably due'to the production of more 
void regions or by the expansion of existing voids. This 
difference in the effect of expansion on the two types of 
membrane may be explained by considering the original struc­
ture. The C100 membranes have a ;much tighter and probably 
more highly cross-linked structure than the C60. membranes, 
and it is probable that the effect of this is to increase, 
the rigidity of the structure and prevent the production, 
of further void regions, a process which would, probably 
entail the breaking of covalent cross-linking bonds.
Knowing/
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Knowing the value of z, the values of B and k are
' o
immediately obtainable from equations (3.10)*and (3.11).
It is important to notice that the values o f k  and Bo
are functions of M and are, therefore, different for each .
external concentration. The values of k and B for eacho
external concentration are given in tables 3.10 and 3.11.
The values of B are interesting since.they represent the 
upper limit of the fixed charge concentration for any par­
ticular concentration. The B values for each membrane 
. increase linearly with increasing external concentration, as 
shown in figure 3**+5 a consequence of the linear increase 
in the mean fixed molality M. The curves for the two C60 
membranes are parallel, as are those for the' Glools. This 
is a result of the parallel behaviour in water contents 
exhibited by these pairs of exchangers, (see figure 2.8), 
and of the similar z values., The B values for the ClOO’s 
are considerably greater than for the C60's, again de­
monstrating the tighter structure and lower water content 
of the former.
Since the concentration range studied is insufficiently
large to give any estimate of the true value of A, its value
(2)has been assumed to be zero. Glue.ckauf has shown 
that/ v .  "
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that if A is small, i.e. less than 10  ^molal, then the 
effect of including it explicitly in the calculations only 
becomes important at very low external solution concentra- • 
tions. If the value^of A were fairly large, deviations 
from the straight line plots of figure 3*1 would be observed
due to the effect of the second integral in equation 3*16•
The value of q may be obtained from equation (3*^ )
and (3»*y )• In the simplified case this reduces to
1/ '(2-z)
a = 1 J 5 - vi ) (3.22)
vi • > (VT“ } ;
The \alues of a so calculated are shown in tables 3* 10 and 3 . H 
Once the value of z has been determined, it is possible 
to calculate the integral
it* = fy"z f(y)dy (3.23)
a
where y = M/dv-j.m and f(y) = m/am is the positive root of
* vi /
the equation, f(y) * (f(y) + y) v2 = 1 (3• 2^)
The values of are also given in table 3*9.
Probably the most interesting calculation to be made ;
from the. preceding results, is that of the fractional- dis- /
tribution of exchange sites in the membrane. Like the
values of k and B, the fractional distribution depends 
o 7
on/ , .:
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on the external concentration. . Table 3.12 shows A0*as a 
function of the range of M for the C60N membrane in equil-
.
ibrium with 0.1M and 2.0M sodium, chloride solutions. Table 
3.13 gives the results of a similar calculation for the 
C60E membrane.
Comparison of the results for the normal and expanded 
membranes at each concentration shows that the expansion 
has produced a higher percentage of regions of lower M with 
a corresponding reduction in the percentage of regions with 
high fixed charge concentration. The effect of increased
. i. ,
external concentration, is to produce a membrane whose ' 1
' ! 
physical dimensions and water content are smaller (sections |
' I
2.5.1)} and hence one with higher values of M, Comparisons j
of the A0m-. M results at 0.1M and 2.0M show that the effect |
■ i■ t
on the very low M regions is small , but t hat there is a large j
increase in the number of regions with high values of M. j
l iThese results also-show that in both membranes, most 
of the regions have fixed charge molalities which are not g
very much different from the average value for the whole f
membrane. This result is a consequence of the small Value |
< t
of z which indicates a fairly homogeneous membrane. The v i:
regions with very low values of M are, however, extremely |
important/ I
important in determining the electrolyte uptake and have a 
significant effect on the- c-o-ion diffusion properties of the 
membrane as shown in section 3*7* " a ■
l.h.,?. Electron. Micrographs.
The electron micrographs shown in figures 3.6 and 3.7 . 
were obtained using the C60N membrane, in t he .thorium form, in 
order to show up clearly the regions in which the counter­
ions are concentrated. These micrographs show .that the re­
sin structure is indeed heterogeneous. The regions of high 
charge density, which show up as dark areas in the photo­
graphs , are located in clusters about ^OoX in diameter. The 
sizes of these regions are similar to those obtained by 
Goldring y 'who studied the AMF membranes using a some- . 
what different technique, and it seems, therefore, that the 
structure has not been significantly. affected by the process­
es used to obtain the micrographs. The regions of high 
fixed charge density are surrounded by lightly stained re­
gions which may represent either voids of areas of low den­
sity polyethylene. ' The results of the co-ion uptake experi­
ments suggest that there cannot be a large number of void 
regions, in which the electrolyte uptake.Vould be large, and 
hence it may be concluded that many of the lightly and non­
stained regions represent polyethylene.- These observations 
are in keeping with the method of preparation of the mem­
brane, the high counter-ion concentrations being found in 
regions/
Op-Uca.1
Figure 3.6. Moctron-micrograph of AMF C60N membrane. ( x 9,000). The edge of the mem­
brane is shown on the left of the picture. The membrane is clearly shown to exhibit hetero­
geneity.
Figure 3.7. Electron-micrograph of AMF C60N membrane. ( x 120,000). The lightest tone 
represents regions of low fixed charge concentration or of polyethylene. (The dark regions 
on the left are holes in the membrane section, and on the right is a fold produced by the 
cutting procedure).
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regions corresponding to the pre-polymerised styrene.
Comparison of the electron micrographs with others to 
be found in the literature, ^56) (157) (162) SUggests that
the C60 membrane is probably less heterogeneous than many 
of the others studied, a fact which.lends support to the 
lower values of z observed for this membrane.
With the simple technique used here, it was impossible 
to distinguish the normal membrane from the expanded one. 
This is only to be expected since ds the co-ion data sug­
gests, the structure is not significantly altered by expan­
sion. . :■
i
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The Glueckauf theory defines as the sole cause of the 
abnormally high uptake observed at low concentrations, the 
degree of inhomogeneity p/resent in the membrane structure, 
regardless of how this inhomogeneity arises, . This theory 
removes the need for anomalously low activity coefficients 
for the sorbed electrolyte and assumes that the activity 
coefficients in the regions within the exchanger where the 
uptake is greatest are similar in behaviour to those, in free 
aqueous solutions. On the other hand, the theory published 
a year earlier, by Tye recognises the lowering of the
activity coefficients in?the exchanger as a real effect and 
seeks to find an explanation for it in. the inhomggeneity of 
the charge surrounding the fixed sites. This theory has 
not met with wide acceptance but it is worth considering as 
an example of a different approach to the problem of elec­
trolyte uptake.
Table 3.1^ shows the values of the uptake predicted 1
by/ '
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&
by the Tye theory using the p values calculated for each 
membrane from the O.JM results. While the agreement is
4
reasonable at high concentrations, -the values at 0.1M are 
considerably in error.- If the 0.1M value of p is used 
then, of course, all the predicted higher concentration 
values differ substantially from the observed ones. Tye 
himself,'explains the fact that he found the higher concen­
tration values to fit those calculated from the lower concen­
tration p values, by. the form of equation (3•21 ), which
is such that the values of m at high concentration are not 
very sensitive to the value of p .. It would appear then, 
that this theory is inadequate to describe the whole r^nge 
of concentration studied, even though this range is fairly 
small. Indeed Tye states that at concentrations below
0.1M the theory fails to nredict the correct values as deter-
n p ^ r  ;
mined by Gregor. The results of this present study,
suggest -that this approach is very limited in its applica­
tion and cannot be regarded as a useful method of predict­
ing electrolyte uptake data.
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■3.._5»_ Effect of Heterogeneity on membrane •permeability -
Theory.
The preceding section gives a measure of the distribu­
tion of the sites within the exchanger, and this is import- ■ 
ant in predicting the permeability of the co-ion in the ex-, 
changer. However, the absolute value of the co-ion diffu­
sion is governed not only by the site distribution, but by 
the physical arrangement of these sites into different re­
gions , and the way in which the various regions are linked 
within the exchanger matrix.
There are two effects of inhomogeneity which may be 
dealt with separately. In the first place, the effect of 
the polymer matrix in obstructing the diffusion paths of'the 
ions may be treated using the tortuosity factor discussed in 
section 2.2.3. Second, the inhomogeneities in the fixed
charge distribution affect the permeability, and this effect
(?)has been discussed by Gluackaufv ' in the manner outlined 
below.
The local permeability of any region of the exchanger 
is given by \
P = DAc/Ac (3.25)
If the permeability is measured using a radioactive
tracer/
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tracer technique and the concentration of active species is 
maintained at zero on.one side of the membrane, then.equation
(3.25) becomes, _ '
c m
P = D.c*D.m (3,26)
where P is the permeability of the co-ion, B its diffusion 
coefficient, and c and m the local co-ion concentration in 
molar and molal units respectively and the barred symbols 
refer to membrane phase. Thus even if B were constant, the 
permeability would vary over several orders of magnitude as 
the ratio m/m varied within the exchanger. The co-ion 
permeability will depend on which regions in the exchanger 
are the most continuous.
To obtain the mean value of P for the diffusion proc­
ess it is necessary to use the Bruggeman t; equation: .^ 2).(163) j
dP = 3P(Pu ~ P) 
dln(u) 2P .+. Pu (3.27)
where P is the permeability associated with the volume
fraction between u and (u+du), which is being added to the
already treated volume fraction, u, of overall permeability, |
[
P. This eauation distinguishes between a continuous and a \
■■ . . . .  !:
disperse phase. The final result for the mixture weights q |
i
the mean value in favour of the continuous phase. In equa- I 
•tion (3.27), P is assumed to be for a region which is less j
U ‘' I
continuous/ I
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continuous than the already treated mixture with overall 
permeability P. The method used is to choose an arbitrary 
value for the molality of the most continuous region, M* 
and calculate the overall permeability P which can then be 
compared with the observed value. The value of P is de­
pendent not only on the value of M* chosen, but also on the 
regions which are considered to be the next most continuous. 
Thus, depending on the direction of the integration of equa­
tion (3.27), a different value of P is obtained (see 
appendix A .13 )• When agreement between the predicted 
and measured permeabilities is obtained, then information 
about the structure of the exchanger may be deduced from the 
value of M* used, and the direction of the integration 
procedure. This treatment thus, provides an analytical 
method for yielding information about the arrangement and 
interconnection of the various regions in the exchanger, 
information which can be compared with that obtained from 
the electron micrographs of the membrane.
3.6. Results.
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3*2. Discussion.
Table B.l? shows .the values of the observed and calcul­
ated co-ion diffusion coefficients, and the values of the 
molalities of the most continuous regions used in the calcul­
ations. In all cases the most continuous regions are those 
where the fixed charge density is low. The next most con­
tinuous regions are those with higher fixed charge density 
up to the highest fixed charge concentration B, the very' low 
concentration regions being the most disperse. This is the 
case for both membranes, and, considering the assumptions 
used in the calculations, there is little difference between 
them. The results for these membranes is in sharp contrast 
to that obtained by Glue.ckauf ^or ^ Q TNO A60 anion-
exchange membrane with sodium chloride, where he found the 
most continuous regions to be those with high fixed charge 
concentration. Glueckauf supported his results by electron 
micrographs showing the low concentration regions as ’islands’ 
within-the regions of medium and high fixed site concentra­
tion. The micrographs obtained in this presentvstudy of 
the AMF C60 membranes, show that the high molality regions are 
disperse. The regions between them show up as ‘trans­
parent1/ . . .
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'transparent1 in the electron beam and may represent regions 
of low fixed charge density or regions of polyethylene which 
have not been penetrated by the styrene during the membrane 
preparation. With the techniques used in' this work it was 
impossible to distinguish between such regions. However, 
the micrographs do confirm that the high concentration re­
gions are certainly not continuous, but are interconnected 
by aqueous fissures or voids, or regions of uncharged poly­
ethylene. Further evidence for the difference between 
the structures of the TNO A60 and the AMF C60 membranes, 
is to be found in the P-c plots. Glueckauf ^ 2 )  f0un(j this 
plot for the TNA A 60 membrane to be linear up to almost 
2M indicating that the regions with the highest fixed 
charge concentration are the most continuous and. thus govern 
the rates of through diffusion of the cp-ions. This is far 
from the case for the AMF C 60 membranes, as figure 3-8 
shows. It can be seen that, as the external concentration 
increases, the co-ion diffusion is significantly affected, ' 
and, therefore, most of the co-ion concentration - which is 
in the regions of lower fixed charge density - 'must be in the 
regions which are most continuous'; .
As the concentration of the e xternal solution increases
so/
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so the membrane shrinks' and the water content of the mem­
brane decreases. Thus, there must be a corresponding in­
crease in the concentration of the fixed chargee in all re­
gions, assuming this contraction to be uniform for the whole 
exchanger. Thus even if the shrinking of the membrane 
leaves the overall pattern of site distribution unchanged, the 
molality of the most continuous regions.must be increased.
The results in table 3.17 show that this increase in M* 
with increasing external concentration, does indeed occur.
If, however, the shrinking has a significant effect on the 
configuration of the polymer chains, then the most contin­
uous regions may be affected. The magnitude and direction 
of such a change if indeed it occurred, is impossible to 
predict from the information available.
^ 8 Conclusions.
Although if has been shown in the preceding sections, 
that the Glueckauf treatment of resin heterogeneity fits the 
experimental results extremely well, the range of concen­
tration studied is not large, and does not extend to very 
low values. Therefore, it would be unwise to claim that 
the observed agreement provides unequivocal proof of thev, 
validity of this theoretical approach. The explanation of 
electrolyte uptake values remains an (Extremely difficult 
problem. It appears that, under different conditions, 
and for different membranes, a large .number of widely 
divergent theories can supply explanations of the observed 
phenomena, and the problem of finding the correct solution, 
if indeed, only one exists, is far from solved. The evi­
dence for heterogeneity is very strong and hence the exten­
sion of theories of 'homogeneous' polyelectrolyte solutions 
to ion-exchangers is an oversimplification of the problem • 
and must have limited value, except where there is strong 
evidence for a homogeneous membrane system. Nevertheless, 
the existence of low. activity coefficients of both counter- > 
and co-ions in polye-lectrolyte solutions must be borne in 
mind/
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mind when considering the salt uptake in ion-exchangers.
'A true solution to the problem probably involves an extension 
of the polyelectrolyte theory but also, including the effects 
of heterogeneity on the resin properties.
CHAPTER FOUR
Hydrous zirconia as 
an ion-exchanger.
270/
Introduction.
As already discussed in chapter 1, there are a large 
number of inorganic ion-exchange materials, both naturally
occurring and synthetic. While these materials have not
found such wide use as the synthetic organic resins, many 
of them have specific properties which make them of great
interest, e.g. the zeolites can act as molecular seives,
the zirconium phosphate type exchangers have high thermal, 
stability and resistance to radiation, and the hydrous 
oxides have the property .of variable capacity. It is with 
this last mentioned group that this study is concerned.
The ion-exchange properties of the hydrous oxides can 
best be described as pseudo-amphoteric. These materials 
can act as cation-exchangers in solutions of pH above their 
isoelectric point, and anion-exchangers in solutions of p H ' 
below this value. The cation and anion-exchange capacities 
also vary with the pH of the external solution. Many
of these materials are, however, chemically unstable, being 
attacked by acids and bases. Hydrous zirconium Oxide - hy­
drous zirconia - is the most stable of these compounds <
-7being soluble only to the extent of 10 1 moles per litre 
even in 0.1M hydrochloric acid and exhibiting neglige
ible swelling effects in solutions of different pH, as 
shown/
shown by the constant density of the particles (table V.lb). 
Combined with the fact that the isoelectric point of this 
material is at pH 7? these properties make it a suitable 
exchanger for a study of the effects of variable capacity 
on some of the other ion-exchange properties.
W2« Theory.
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!+-,2«- Mechanism of Ion-Exchange on Hydrous Oxides.
Two mechanisms have been postulated for the ion-exchange 
process in hydrous oxides; ^^7)
Acid solution Alkaline solution
(1) M+ +• OH” M— OH M— 0~ + H+ (h-.l)
JL
(2) M— OK* M— O H ^ M — 0_ + H20 . (^ -.2)' ■
In order to decide which of these mechanisms best 
represent the situation it is necessary to consider some of 
the structural evidence which exists in the literature.
For this purpose the case of hydrous zirconia will be taken 
as a specific example.
Crystalline zirconia has a negligible ion-exchange 
capacity whereas the amorphous material is capable of 
attaining a fairly high capacity ^-^6) (168)^ This evid­
ence suggests that the structure plays a very important
*
part in determining the ion-exchange properties of this 
material.
Strictly speaking, zirconia is only represented by 
the formula Zr02 after ignition to high temperatures. Nor­
mally/
•Figure U.l. Tetrameric structural unit formed in
the hydrolysis of zirconyl chloride.
Each zirconium atom is shown co-ordinated 
to four bridging hydroxyl groups and 
• four water molecules, (reference (170)).
Tetrameric units linked "by hydroxy! "bridges 
in the' manner'proposed hy. Clearfield,
(Reference (170)).
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Normally, the material known as hydrous zirconia contains 
varying amounts of water which are not present as water of 
hydration, since on heating this water is lost continuously 
over a-range of temperature instead of exhibiting dehydration 
isobars characteristic of hydrated compounds,
X-ray studies on zirconyl chloride octahydrate have 
shown the fundamental structural unit in this material 
to be [^ ZrCOH)^  • The structural similarity
between this tetrameric Zr"^ species and the ZrO^ chains in 
the cubic phase of zirconia was ■ / tised by Clearfield (-^9)
to account for the crystallisation process of zirconia. He 
proposed initial crosslinking of the tetramer units to pro­
duce amorphous zirconia as shown schemetically in figure V.l. 
Electron microscopy studies by Fryer, Hutchison and Pater­
son on formation .of zirconia by thermal hydrolysis
of zirconyl chloride solutions, have•confirmed this predic­
tion.
During the homogeneous formation of zirconia it is 
proposed that the following reaction occurs:
[zr(OH)2A H 2o] ®+->[zr(OH)2+n.(lf-n)H2o] (^ “Un)+
+ An.H+ (V.3)
At/ .
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At this stage, .further hydrolysis and olation occurs, the 
.elimination of water on the tetramers yielding hydroxyl 
bridges between the individual tetrameric units, as shown 
in figure k»2. This reaction produces, finally, a mono­
clinic crystalline form of'zirconia,. which, as mentioned 
above, has negligible ion-exchange capacity.
In contrast to the slow formation-described above, 
precipitation of -zirconia by base is rapid and irreversible, 
thereby preventing, the slow crystallisation process. The 
material so obtained is amorphous and probably contains 
a large number of non-bridging hydroxyl groups, and co- 
ordinated water molecules which can act as the fixed sites 
responsible for the ion-exchange properties of the material..
•J*
The positive charge associated with the M-OH2 group can 
then be d,elocalised to some octent over the neighbouring 
matrix regions thus conferring greater stability on the 
material. The variability in the ion-exchange capacity 
would then be represented by the second of the two mechanisms 
proposed above, equation (^.2).
* If.2. Diffusion Processes.
For many years, diffusion processes have besn the 
subject/
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subject to much theoretical and experimental study. Re­
cently, the subject of much of this work has been the dif-
*
fusion of ions in ion-exchange beads and membranes. Most
of these systems can be treated using Fick’s laws of dif- 
(1+7)
fusion, and the diffusion coefficient of the mobile
species so obtained. There has been widespread interest in 
the results of these studies and. many attempts have been 
made to explain the variation in the values of the diffusion 
coefficients with variation in the physical properties of 
the exchangers, e.g. water content, ion-exchange capacity etc.
In order to examine the effect of capacity changes on 
the properties of an ion-exchanger it is necessary to have 
a material which combines the property of variable capacity 
with a rigid structure, negligible swelling and high chemi­
cal stability. This is- difficult to achieve since changes 
in the capacity of most exchangers are usually accom­
panied by changes in other properties such as cross- 
linking. ^  However, hydrous zirconia has properties as . 
an ion-exchanger which sntisfy the above conditions and 
make it suitable for such a study. In this present study 
the anion-exchange properties of the system were examined 
after equilibration with solutions of pH less than 7*
*f.2.1./
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*K2.1 Kinetics of Ion-Exchange
iai Isotope Exchange, in Ion-Exchange Beads.
Ion-exchange is a diffusion process. Diffusion pro­
cesses are usually described using Fick’s first law:
where is the flux in moles per unit time per unit cross 
section of the diffusing species i, c^ is its concentration 
in moles per unit volume<and D£i's the'dif fusion coefficient
In the simplest case where no processes other than diffu­
sion occur, the flux is proportional to the concentration 
gradient and the diffusion coefficient is thus a constant. 
This is the case for isotopic diffusion in a system which 
is in equilibrium except5 for isotopic distribution.
For the case of ideal particle diffusion control the 
flux of’ the isotope A (which is equal and opposite to that
(171)
of isotope B), in the exchanger is given by
= -D grad ' 0+.«5».)
The time dependence of the concentration is interrelated 
with the flux by Fick’s second law:
^  = Digrad ci
^ ® A = - div' JA (V.6.)
y t
where/
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where t is the time.
The combination of equations (*+.5) and (V.6) for systems 
with spherical geometry and with a constant diffusion coef­
ficient gives
* 2 - i i * )St \ ^  r2 r r '
where r is the radial space coordinate.
This equation must be solved under the appropriate
boundary conditions. In the simplest initial condition all ■
A ions are in the ion exchanger at a uniform concentration
c°A and there are no A ions in the solution:. i.e. .
r > r0 > t=0 °A(r) = °"
0 ^  r-$rQ , t=0 cA(r) = = const. (>+.8)
'where rQ is the bead radius.
When the concentration of A in the solution remains
i
negligible throughout the process as in a batch experiment 
where the solution volume is so large that
c V «  c V 0+.9)
where c is the total concentration of the counter ion, ? is* 
the volume of the exchanger and V is the volume of the solu­
tion, then the ’infinite' solution volume* condition can be 
used,without introducing a large error.
With the above conditions applying the infinite solu­
tion/
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solution volume condition is
r = r0 ’ t ^ °  . cA (t) = 0 (^.10)
The solution of equation (^,TQ) under the conditions of 
(*+.8) gives the function cA (r,t) . Integration of this 
function throughout the bead leads to ^71)_
oo (^,11)
U(t) = 1 - -A ■ = 1 _ i2 . V  1 (_ _Dtn£n.l 0 .
where Q (t) is the amount of A in the exchanger at time t,
■ b is the initial amount of A in the exchanger,
U(t) is the fractional attainment of equilibrium.
The fractional attainment of equilibrium, U(t), is seen 
to depend only on the magnitude of the dimensionless time 
parameter Dt/rQ. When Dt/rQ is small, equation Of. 11) does 
not .converge rapidly. In this case it is sometimes more 
convenient for practical purposes to use Vermeulen’s approx-
imation (172). ...
U(t) = ^1 - exp (-DtTT2/ r ^ ) 3  .. 0+/12)
This equation is valid over the whole range 0<U(t)<l, 
although it is slightly less, accurate than equation (^.ll), 
Eouation. 0+*12) shows that a plot of log (1 - (U(t))^) 
against time will be a straight line of gradient -D jT/2.303 Jtc 
The/ ■ ' ' i '
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The condition for particle diffusion control for iso­
topic exchange and non-electrolyte sorption is ^73)
gASA8 0.13 fr.13)
CaV o
In the experiments described in this work particle 
diffusion control was operative as aubstitution of the 
appropriate values can show. Film diffusion control is.. 
most likely when the capacity is least. For this case, in 
the present study, C = 3*^0 = 10^0- ^2,05=
= 0.02? giving a value of 1.^*2 for the expression in 
equation (^f.13). This value is less than 0.13 thereby 
ensuring particle diffusion control. .
m  Ion-exchange membranes.
The method of calculating the diffusion coefficients 
for the ions in the hydrous zirconia membranes is the same 
as that used for the organic resins and has been desbribed
in section 2.5*3.
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b,3. Experimental. .
*+.3.1. Preparation of Zirconia.
The zirconia particles had previously been prepared 
by the method outlined below.
To a stirred solution of approx. 0.3M zirconyl chloride 
was added, dropwise, 3M ammonium hydroxide solution until the 
precipitation of zirconia was complete and the solution was • 
alkaline. The precipitate was allowed to settle, washed by 
decantation with distilled water, filtered and washed again 
before being dried at ^fO^ C for three days. The dry zirconia 
was then further washed with distilled water which contained 
a small amount of ammonium hydroxide solution, and finally 
washed with water until the washings were chloride and acid 
free. The zirconia was-allowed to air dry, again washed to 
remove acid and allowed to break down. A sieved fraction of 
30 - f^O B.S.S. was used in the present study, and was stored 
in a 9Q% humidity atmosphere over potassium dichromate solu­
tion.
Four batches of zirconia with different anion-exchange 
capacities were prepared,by washing samples of the above t 
material with solutions of hydrochloric acid of concentra­
tion 0.1, 0.05, 0.0GL1, and 0..Q01M respectively, the total 
chloride/
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chloride concentration in each solution being maintained at 
0.2M by using sodium chloride as the supporting electrolyte. 
The chloride ion concentration was maintained at this fairly 
high constant concentration in order to provide the condi­
tions best studied to. give particle diffusion control in the 
kinetic experiments (see equation L!-. 13). The conversion 
to the.various capacity forms was carried out by .column wash­
ing the samples of exchanger with the appropriate solution, 
for several days, followed by a further period of batch
equilibration for several weeks. It had been previously 
(171+)
shown \ ' that equilibration times of this length were
required in order to produce fully equilibrated material.
Samples for the kinetic experiments were prepared by further
equilibrating the exchanger in solutions of the appropriate
concentration containing- Cl • These ^samples were then
filtered, quickly washed .with the appropriate C l ^  free solu-
36tion to remove any Cl0 which was adhering to the surface, and 
air dried before being stored over saturated potassium di- 
chroifcate solution. .
b.3.2. Capacity determinations.
Two methods were used, and both- are described below:
' (a)/
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(a) A 0.5 gm. sample of the zirconia was washed with 0.15M 
nitric acid until no further chloride was released. These 
solutions were then neutralised with calcium carbonate arid 
titrated for chloride with standard silver nitrate solution 
using the Mohr method.
4
(b) A 0,5 gm* sample of the exchanger was washed with a 
solution of 0.15M nitric acid, the total nitrate ion concen­
tration being made up to 0.5M with sodium nitrate. A sample 
of this solution was then neutralised with sodium hydroxide 
and titrated potentiometrically. for chloride with silver
(o q )
nitrate solution using silver electrodes .
Preparation of zirconia membranes.
Discs of sintered polyethylene were sealed into perspex 
holders by using chloroform, a perspex solvent, to dissolve 
the perspex round the edge of the disc, thereby giving a 
good seal. The discs were then placed in a concentrated 
zirconyl chloride solution in a desiccator, and the system 
evacuated using a water.pump.. This was found to be the 
best method of filling the pores in the discs, with the 
solution. After a few hours the discs were removed and 
dried over 1M ammonium hydroxide solution. This process was 
repeated/ ' ,
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repeated several times. Thereafter the discs were treated 
with zirconyl chloride solution then placed in 1M ammonium 
hydroxide solution. This procedure Was also repeated several
t • ;
times until the pores appeared to be completely filled with
zirconia. Electrolysis/was then carried out using the set
up shown below:
Pt electrode: ZrOOlp solution/membrane/ NaOH solution: Pt [ 
(+) (O.lM) (0.1M) electrodef
■ (-)
This procedure precipitated more zirconia in the pores. 
Rectification and electroosmosis effects were observed.
The discs prepared as described above were then tested 
for leaks by placing them in a cell with a head.of water 
to check if any water permeated the membrane. Over a period 
of several hours’, no water flow was detected. Together with 
the evidence of rectification and electroosmosis the mem­
branes were then considered to be leak free.
The membranes were then placed in solutions of hydro- • 
chloric acid of'concentrations 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001M, 
the chloride concentration in each case being made up to 
0.2M with sodium chloride as the supporting electrolyte. 
Equilibrations, with frequent changes of solution were 
carried out for several weeks.
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Capacity determination in Zirconia membranes.
The aniori-exchange capacity of the hydrous zirconia 
membranes was determined in a manner similar to the one 
employed for the capacity determination of the‘C60 mem­
branes (section 2), except that, solutions containing 0 1 ^
2?ion instead of Na ~ ions were used. The radioactive solu­
tions were of the same concentration as those used for the 
equilibration processes, and hence, the value of the 
capacity so determined, included the concentradon of 1.
chloride present in the exchanger as sorbed salt.
b .1.5. Electrolyte uptake in Zirconia membranes.
The method used was similar to that used for the;cap­
acity determinations (section but solutions traced
22with Na ions were used. , This gives the concentration
t •
of the sodium co-ions in the exchanger and since some elec­
trolyte may be present as hydrochloric acid, this value is not 
identical to the electrolyte uptake. However, only in the 
case of the membrane equilibrated in 0.1M HC1, 0.1M NaGl 
solution,, is this difference considered significant.
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3.6. Measurement of Counter-ion Diffusion Coefficients,
(a ) Zirconia Pafrticles. . .
The first method used was similar to one described by 
Kressman and Kitchener A weighed amount of. the
exchanger containing C l ^  ions, was placed in a platinum wire 
cage which constituted the centre part of a centrifugal stir­
rer ( see figure *f.3)» The stirrer was started and quickly 
immersed in approximately bOO ml. of the appropriate elec- . 
trolyte solution, which was contained in a flask shown in 
figure *+.3* The solution was pumped through the external 
circuit by a rotor arm pump at approximately 2 litres per 
minute. This method, however, proved unsatisfactory since 
the stirring was insufficiently fast to prevent film diffus­
ion control of the process. A second method was then used, 
in which the sample was added directly to the electrolyte 
solution in the flask. The solution was efficiently stirred 
using a link stirrer as shown in figure b,b. A fine wire 
mesh over the outlet .tube prevented any exchanger being 
sucked into the external>circuit.
Counting Methods. j
Initially, it was hoped to measure the activity in the' 
solution by passing it through a flow meter connected to a 
pen-recorder./
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*
pen-recorder. The response time of the recorder was,how­
ever, too long for accurately recording the rapidly increas­
ing solution activity. The method which was used in all
•kinetic experiments reported here was to remove samples from
- 1 ' ■ '
the flowing solution and add standard volumes pf these 
samples to phosphor solutions ^6) which were then counted 
in a Packard Tricarb.Liquid Scintillation counter. The 
volume of each sample removed from the.solution was 
approximately 0.1ml and ten such samples were removed in 
the course of an experiment. The change in volume of the 
solution due to sampling was less than 1% of the total 
volume and was neglected.
The volume.of solution and the weight of exchanger used 
were such that the conditions for the infinite solution 
volume treatment? were satisfied, i.e. C f ^  C V.
The accuracy of the experiments was +5$.
r
(b) Hydrous Zirconia Membranes.
The method used to measure the.chloride ion diffusion 
coefficients through the zirconia membranes, was identical 
to that already described for the chloride ions in the AMF 
C60 membranes. The error in this case was +
Conductivity of Hydrous Zirconia Membranes.
For the determination of the conductivity of the 
hydrous zirconia membranes, the method used was the same as 
that described in section 2.3.10 for the AMF membranes, 
the error in the membrane conductivity being +1$.
Results.
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Conductivity of hydrous zirconia membranes versus 
- log-^Q H in external solution.
distance
Figure V.7, Schematic representation of energy profile, in 
. an ion-exchanger.
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lui- Discussion.
lf.5.1.
Tables !+.la and if.2a and figures Z1*’. 8 and *f.-9 show 
the dependence of the ion-exchange capacity of both the 
particles and the membranes on the hydrogen ion concentration 
in the equilibrating solution. Since the methods of pre­
paration of the two materials is so different i.t is not 
possible to draw close comparisons between them except to 
say that the trend observed in both cases is similar - an 
increase in capacity with an increase in the external hydro­
gen ion concentration. The process whereby the capacity is 
achieved is a slow one requiring several weeks. In all 
cases the particles and membranes were equilibrated with 
the appropriate solutions for at least eight weeks and fre­
quently for longer periods. There is no doubt, therefore 
that the results quoted are the equilibrium values of the 
chloride ion concentration in the exchanger. This value is 
not a» measure of the scientific capacity but includes any 
chloride ions present in'the form of electrolyte uptake.
These latter ions are, of course, indistinguishable from 
the other chloride ions••
if; 5.2. Rectification Effects.
During the preparation of the hydrous zirconia mem­
branes rectification effects were observed. The electrolysis 
set-up has already been described in section *+.3*3« When 
the electrode in the zirconyl chloride solution was the 
cathode, the current was high, - approximately h-OOmamps 
for an applied voltage of *+0 volts, - and Ohm's law was 
obeyed. However, when the polarity of the electrodes was 
reversed, the current fell to approximately 3 mamps., While 
zirconia was being precipitated in the membrane.
To test for rectification in the absence of precipitat­
ing solutions the following experiment was set ups
Pt /0.01M HC1 7  zirconia / 0.01M NaOH / • Pt
electrode/+0.19M NaCl/ membrane/ +0.19M NaCl/ electrode
(1 ) ■ (2 )
With electrode (1) negative, the observed current was
greater than when this electrode was positive. The ratio '
■of this 'forward1 to ’backward’ current is shown as the 
rectification factor, for membranes 2 and *+, in Table *+.3* 
Because of their pseudo-amphoteric behaviour the 
zirconia membranes acted.as a sandwich of cation and anion-
exchange membranes as shpwn in figure ^.5. . V
In case (a), sodium.chloride is being concentrated.
Anion-exchr.n,
property.
0 *
s-------
HCl/NnCl
solution.
Ka+
H+
Case (a) ■
Cl=
;e I
. i
C a t i o n-exchange 
property.
-Ha Cl
OH
•> ©
" HaOH/lTaCl 
solution.
Ani on-e£change 
property.
©  <- Cl
HCl/HaCl
solution,
/
Case (b)
h+:— ^
Na+'
I •
Hia-
C at i o n-exchange 
property.
^ Ha
—  c r
“0H“
o
NaOH/NaCl
solution
Figure ^.5. Schematic representation of rectification 
;in hydrous zirconia membranes.
in the region in the centre of the exchanger where there is 
negligible cation- or anion-exchange capacity, and the cur­
rent in the system is-dependent on the rate of diffusion 
of the sodium and chloride ions into this region.
In case (b) the sodium chloride solution in this 
central legion is being depleted. When all the sodium 
chloride has been'removed by this process, the current will 
then be dependent on the rate of flow of the chloride and 
hydroxyl ions through the cation-exchange side and of the 
sodium and hydrogen ions through the anion-exchange side.
This flow will be much lower than the limiting flows in 
case (a), and thus the current will be lower.
The results obtained with a cation-exchange membrane 
(AMF C103) - anion-exchange membrane (AMF AlO^) sandwich 
are also shown in table *+.3- Rectification effects were 
also evident here, but the trend in the rectification factor 
is opposite to that obtained with the zirconia membranes.. ; 
This may be due to the effect of the not inconsiderable 
electrolyte uptake observed in the zirconia membranes.
The C103 and klQb membranes of the other hand have very low
( H D  (110)electrolyte uptakes in this concentration range vj
the salt concentration in these membranes being approximately
n a "*3m  /
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10 ^M. The.salt uptake for .the zirconia membranes ;is 
given in table b,b. and discussed in section
*
5. 3. Conductivity and Electrolyte Uptake
of hydrous zirconia membranes.
Table lf.2a and figures b.6 show the variations in the 
conductivity of the membranes with the external solution pH 
and the capacity of the exchanger. Since the product 
of the diffusion coefficient of the chloride ions, and 
their concentration in the membranes is approximately con­
stant, (see Table *+.2a),. it is reasonable to expect that the 
conductivity of the membranes should be similar. This is 
so for the membranes equilibrated in the three lowest con­
centrations of hydrochloric acid solution. The interesting 
observation is the high value of the conductivity of the 
membrane equilibrated in 0.1M hydrochloric acid solution.
4
The explanation of this effect is to be found in the elec­
trolyte uptake of the membranes. Since the capacity of the 
membranes equilibrated in 0.1 and 0.01M hydrochloric acid < 
solutions are approximately the same and the other propert­
ies are similar, the electrolyte uptake in both cases will 
also be similar. However, in the first case this uptake 
is/ '• • .
is approximately half hydrochloric acid, half sodium chlo­
ride, whereas in the second case the ratio of hydrochloric 
acid to sodium chloride in the uptake will be approximately 
1:19. If the relative mobilities of the ions in the mem­
brane is similar to those' in aqueous solutions,
U(where ^/U^a = 7fl.), then this difference in the relative 
amounts of hydrogen and sodium ions will have a consider­
able effect on the conductivity. This effect will be in­
creased, the greater the electrolyte uptake.
The uptake of the sodium co-ion in membrane 2 was 
determined as described in section *f.3-5. It is impossible 
to determine the hydrogen; co-ion- uptake directly since the 
hydrogen ions are involved in the equilibrium which allows 
the ion-exchange capacity to be varied (section *+.2.).
The hydrochloric acid uptake of this membrane is, therefore, 
assumed to be 1/19 of that for the sodium chloride. The 
total electrolyte uptake of membrane 5 was assumed to be the 
same as that of membrane 2, and half of this was attributed 
to hydrochloric adid and half to sodium chloride. These 
electrolyte uptake values are shown in Table if.b. ,
Assuming the sodium and. chloride ions to have similar 
mobilities in the exchanger and that the hydrogen ions have
298.
a mobility of seven times this value, it is possible to 
explain the observed differences in conductivity of the 
membranes.
Taking the mobility of the sodium and chloride ions 
as unity then the mobility of the hydrogen ions is seven.
The. conductivity is proportional to the sum of the product of 
the ionic concentrations and their mobilities. Therefore, 
the conductivity of membrane 5‘ is proportional to (0.*+67 x 1) 
+(0.019 x 1) + (0.019 x 7) = 0.62, whereas the conductivity 
of membrane 2 is proportional to (0.^63 x 1) + (0.036 + 1)
+ (0.002 x 7) = 0.51.
The ratio of the conductivity of membrane 5 to that of 
membrane 2 would then be expected to be 1.22. The observed 
value is 1.3? which is fairly good agreement considering 
the assumptions which have been made in the calculation.
299.
itsJLii* Diffusion.
Molecular migration in a condensed phase' such as an 
ion exchanger, may be treated as point to point jumps of the 
elementary particles, and is governed by a rate constant.
The nature of the jumps depend on the nature of the diffus- ;■ 
ing components. By considering a single.two component sys­
tem with molecules that are sufficiently alike so that the 
whole may be considered to form a more or less perfect lat­
tice and applying absolute rate theory to it, it is possible 
to arrive at an expression analogous to Fick’s first' law, of 
diffusion. (101) (102) pigUre If.7 is a schematic
potential diagram for the system. ' . If c^ is the concentra­
tion in moles per cubic centimetre, at the ith. position then 
the amount of material in a volume of unit cross section and 
length A is Ac^ ( X is the distance between equilibrium • 
minima). If k represents the number of times per second 
that a molecule jumps and Q is the steady state amount o'f 1 \ 
passing per second through a square centimetre of surface, 
then
Q = k X ci - k X'ci+1 (if.lif)
The concentration gradient between the ith. and the (i + l)th 
position/ ' ,
i
position is
Thus
0+.15)
X
= -k ^  dc
dx
This is equivalent to Pick's first law
Q =-D' —  with D = k„X 2 (V.l 7)
In an ion exchanger, the positions of the equilibrium 
minima are the fixed sites. The diffusion coefficient of 
ions in an ion exchanger should, therefore, be proportional 
to the distance between the fixed charges. Thus, in a .’ 
variable capacity exchanger whose other properties remain 
unchanged, the counter-ion diffusion coefficient should 
decrease with increasing capacity. >
The membranes are by the nature of their preparation, 
heterogeneous, and it is uncertain to what extent the par- 
. tides may also exhibit inhomogeneity* It is ,' therefore, 
difficult/
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difficult to calculate a value of X > the distance between 
positions of minimum potential energy for the counter-ions, 
i.e. the fixed sites on the exchanger'matrix or the mobile 
co-ions. Some estimate of X may be obtained by assuming a 
perfectly homogeneous zirconia system and calculating it on 
the basis of a cubic lattice model. Based on porosity data, 
a value of b0% of the total volume was used as the volume of 
zirconia in the membranes. The values of X so calculated 
for the particles and membranes are shown in tables *+.lb and 
if.2b.
It would be naive to expect the diffusion coefficients 
of the chloride ions.to be proportional to the values of 
X so calculated. As shown in tables *f..lb and *f.2b, the 
chloride ion diffusion coefficients do increase with increas­
ing X but the proportionality is close to X^ than to X^9 
i.e.the diffusion coefficients are inversely proportional to 
the capacity of the exchangers. In the.case of the mem­
branes this last mentioned observation could be explained 
by the fact that the membranes were leaky. There is, how­
ever, a large amount of evidence against this suggestion.
The fact that the result's obtained from the particles show 
similar trends suggests tHat this phenomenon is real. The 
conductivity/
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conductivity of membrane 3 in 0.001M hydrochloric acid 
+ 0.199M sodium chloride solution is 10$ higher than that
- U
in 0.0001M hydrochloric acid'0.1999M sodium chloride solution 
although the conductivities of these two solutions are very 
nearly identical. If this membrane had been leaky the 
conductivities would have been a function of the solution 
conductivities and so would have been very similar if not 
identical. The fact that rectification effects were ob­
served is also strongly in favour of leak-free membranes. 
Electro-osmotic transport of water was also observed during . 
the preparation of all the membranes. Finally, after \.
preparation and before every experiment, each membrane was 
placed in a cell and subjected to a pressure head of a few 
inches of solution. No solution was observed to.flow 
through the membrane even after many .hours. All of this 
evidence supports the proposal that the membranes present 
a leak-free system.
The ability of these tests to discriminate, between 
a leaky and a sound membhane was shown as follows. A 
membrane which was known to be slightly leaky, gave a meas- > 
ured diffusion flux approximately 2-3 times higher than the 
true value measured with/ the same, membrane without leaks.
This leaky membrane allowed permeation of solution when . 
subjected/
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subjected to a pressure of a few inches of solution,; and no
rectification effects were obtained. This confirmed that
the above tests were adequate to determine whether a-membrane
* .
was leak-free.
As can be seen from tables b-.2a and *+.2b, the experiments 
were not all carried out on the same membrane, and it is, 
thereforeimportant to consider how reproducible the results 
are from membrane to membrane. All the membranes were 
prepared under identical conditions and table. *+.2a shows 
•that membranes equilibrated in the same solutions had capac- 
'ities identical within the experimental error. This con­
firms that the properties are reproducible from membrane 
to membrane, and hence the results can be accurately comr 
pared. For the'particles the.results are of course strictly 
comparable since all the zirconia particles used in this work 
* came from the one batch of material.
*
Eyring’s application of absolute rate theory to the 
diffusion process (-^ O.) (101) (102) pre(jj[c^s that the dif- Y  
fusion coefficients should' increase with the distance be­
tween the fixed sites on the exchanger matrix (or between 
■ the/ /
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the fixed sites and the mobile co-ions if the electrolyte 
uptake is significant). - The results of this study confirm 
this prediction, and also show that the dif fusion coeffic­
ients for a given capacity, and hence a given value of A 5 
are independent of how this capacity is maintained. In 
membrane 3 there is a considerable concentration of hydrogen 
co-ions which can act as jumping sites while in membrane 2 
the same co-ion concentration is composed mainly of sodium 
ions. The diffusion coefficient of the chloride counter­
ions is unaffected by this change.
:
Boyd, Soldano and Bonner w  carried out a series of
*
experiments on a series of sulphonated polystyresie-divinyl 
benzene type cation exchangers which were prepared with 
different capacities. The method of preparation was to 
subject a given type of exchanger to acid hydrolysis at 
180-220°C for different periods of time, in order to obtain 
a series of materials based on the one exchanger matrix but 
with different capacities. However, there is good evidence 
in the authors* report to suggest that this process also 
affected the cross-linking of the exchanger as well as the 
capacity, so that the results are not a function of only 
one/ '
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one variable. The diffusion coefficients of a number of 
ions were measured and similar trends were obtained in all 
cases. The counter-ion diffusion coefficients were found 
to increase initially with decreasing capacity, but passed' 
through a maximum value with further capacity decrease. 
These results do not follow the trend expected from the 
Eyring theory. However, as the authors point out, further 
data should be obtained from variable capacity exchangers 
prepared by a method which does not affect the other pro­
perties of the exchanger. .
The results obtained in.this work on hydrous zirconia 
seem to fit this requirement and although the correlation 
between diffusion coefficients and X is not observed, 
the trend of the diffusion coefficients suggests that the 
absolute rate theory approach has validity in this type, of 
system.
r
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Appendix A.I.
C Zh')Ked'em and Essig * have proved, that the relation 
r —r .
■..P.O.... = p ? j_s satisfied for constant p ..
ii ik 1
It may be shown that this relation also applies when
varies throughout the membrane thickness.
Using the equations of Keden and Essig, it may be
shown that,
(r_ - r.n ) J - (r00 - r., )Jo = RT
din P.
oo ik' 22 • ik/v2 ' a.x
> i n
T ji.) ^ “ (rn " — RT
3 In P-j
(A.I.la)
(roo - J - ^33 - r >J3 = rt (A. 1.1b)
S x
oo " xik' ° ■" x^ll “ 1±kJ°l Z . . 3 X . (‘A. 1.1c)
. . c ^
But, 3 In P , _ '
1 —  C i C* C_. / h *i \
T S - ; -  ^  A  U -1’2)
Therefore,
A  p (A.1.3a
c2(roo “ rik^ J " c2 r^22 ” rik^J2 = RT
co(r - r.,)J - c-. (r-^ - r.k)J^ = RT ■ }_ (A.I.3b)
3 oo lk 3 33 ik 3 ^  x
C1 (roo - r ik)J > C1 (rll - rik)Jl = RT (A.I. 3c)
c^ + <$2 + = C (A.l.^f)
Therefore,/ , . ■ ■ p
piSsn
Therefore,
dfl + + ° = 0 .  (A.I. 5)
d X ■ J x  -TZ •
end. + ^*2 + ^3 ~ ^ (A*1*6)
Therefore, adding (A. 1.3 a*-c).and substituting equations 
(A.I.J) and (A.l£), gives
c( roo "rik)J = c2(r22 “rik)J2 + °3(-33 “rik)J3 (A,1,7)
+ cl (rU. “ cik)Jl
The following relations also apply,
- c^rno —  c0r2 22 -  niP ~  Clr21
r\
3=k
r20
3Cr33 ~ rik) = ~.clr31
r% T*
j=1+ J 33
(A.1.8b)
' C1 r^ll " rik^ - clrik " c3r13 " C2r12
“ 2  cjrlj (A.l.S.c)
3=1+
Since t13 = rt2 = r21 = r31 = r13 = r23 = r32
(A.1.8a - c) are identical. v .
Therefore, (A.I.7) becomes
Therefore, in. general,
Appendix A. 2.
' ; EM77, of a concentration cell.
The cell for measuring the emf of a.concentration cell 
containing an ion-exchange membrane is shown schematically in 
figure A.2.1* The solution.oh the sides 1 and 1 are aqueous 
solutions of the same electrolyte, but of different concen­
trations, and the electrodes are reversible to the anion of 
the system. Under these conditions the emf of the whole cell 
is given by,
H  - (Ex) + (E2) + (Em ) + (E ) + (v,P ■ (A.2.1.)
where,
 ^Ex : V \ -RT/F In (a£) V: . ' , •' . ■
' E2 = -RT/F ln(a^/a’ ) ' - / :
E_ = diffusion potential of membrane..m ■ A .
E = -RT/F ln(a"/5i;) (A.2.2.)
\  = -HT/'-’ In(1/a")
From equation (2.67 )? the diffusion potential, E ,
is given by,
v  %  _ ■ ■ ■ -
E = X/F ( X, + -^ X. + t,X3)
m zi 1 z2 2 3 3
ft ^
=  - ( R T / F )  ln (|n/q) + Tn(i£/ap
which/
E- EQ E E,4 m .. 3
a2 a2
E,
Ag/AgCl<
electrode
solution ’
a
Ag/AgCl
electrode
solution.
membrane
Figure A > 2 Schematic representation of e.m.f.
across a concentration cell Containing 
an ion-exchange membran^.'
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which, on substituting £p = 1 - putting z., =+!',' z^-l, 
for a 1:1 electro1 yfe) end rearranging, gives,
Em = -(RT/F)^ rn(^'p”/Sj-a>) + £3 ln(I"3/a')
-  ln(a^/ap?
Em = - S^XRT/F) ln(5"/a|) - (RT/F) t3 ln(a«/a')
- (RT/F) ln(a"/a') '
■ . . (A.2.3.)
(since ^3^2 = and = (a|)^ )
Since each face of the membrane is assumed to be in 
equilibrium with the adjacent solution,
"a | = a | _ ,  S” = a«- (A.2.^.)
and
a3 = a3 ’ a3 = a3 (A.2.3.)
Therefore,
= -2tT (RT/F) ln(a»/ai) -t '(RT/F) ln(a''/aO m 1 t 3 3 3 3
- (RT/F) ln(a£/a*)' (A.2.6.)
The emf of the cell is given by,. .
= _ (RT/F)ln(ap - (RT/F)ln(I£/ap ^ ^ ( R T / F U n U y a ; )
- €3(RT/F)ln(a»/ap -(RT/F)ln(a^/ap -(RT/F)ln(a"/ap
• - (RT/F)ln(l/ap
' a * a1 a” aM : ’
f  = -(RT/F) ln(— — — ?■) - 2t-, (RT/F)ln(a"/a!)
a»> at oil q ! J.. ■ 3 3
2 2 2 2 ■ f
- t3(RT/F)ln(a^/ap ' ' .
£' = -2f1(RT/F)ln(aya|) - £3(-RT/F)ln(ayap . (A.2.7.)
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Under a electrolyte concentration gradient, the salt 
flow through a membrane is given by,
Js = U/v.XliiXi + li2X2 + )
= (1/v,) (1 ]^ (-d^i/dx) + l^C-cy^z/dx) + l ^ C -<y/Jd.x)
a  • 3 • i )
Expanding (-d/^/dx) in terms of (-d/^/dx) and (d<j>/dx) 
yields, on rearranging,
Jg = (l/v1) (l-^C-dyVdx) + 112 C-dyj^dx) + l^^C-d/^dx))
+ (l/*j> + Zpl12).F(-dc|)/dx) , (A.3.2. )
Using equation C A.1^ .5) for F(-d<t>/dx) and equations 
(2. 61 ), gives, q
j3 = d/v.Xdu - _i! x-y/ta) + d 12 - ^ ). .
(-dyj^/dx) + (I33 “ ^ 1^3 Q )(-d^/dx)).
It may easily be proved that for a 1:1 electrolyte,
f "i ^3 a 1 1  -1^
u iLa — ~  ) '• j . = ( \ 2 ~ i l t —  ) = r n  22 ^ 2 ,)
and since (-i d/ul2/dx) = (-dy/^/dx) + ^-d/^/dx), then
2
Js = ( 111122 "• 112 )(' -d^l2/dx) ’+ : Cl1rt. , tit3QX-d^/dx).
a
1 ) ;(1^3 - lOll-dyii :
Appendix A«*f,
gives
The water flow in a concentration cell is given by,
J3 = 113Xl + 123X2 + 133X3
= l^ C -d y U j/d x )  + lp ^ -^ y U j /d x )  + -l^^CrdyUj/dx) (k.b.l) 
Expanding (d^/dx) in t erms of (dyUj/dx) and (dcj>/dx)
J3 = 113( -dyUf/dx) + Ip^C-cy^/dx) + l^^(-dyL^/dx)
+ FC-dO/dx) (z-,l-]-j\+ z0l0Q) .(A.1*.2)'
(2 67)
Substituting for F.(-d<j> /dx) from ■ equation >4and using 
equations(2.61) gives
J3 = (113 " (-dyu./dx) + (123 - t2ty )(-AujL/dx)
Z1 ' z2 /
p (A . ^ . 3 • )
+ (I33 ~ ^3 a  ^ ( -dyu3/dx)
Again it may readily be shown that
CU- - tlt3° ) ■ ' . = (1 - I / 2I) ■ :
■ zi z2 ' ■ ' U A M j
Therefore, since (-dytf(2/dx) = (-dyu^/dx) + (-dyu^/dx),
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Appendix A.
Capacity determination.
Suppose that the equilibrating solution has a volume
*
V cmJ, a concentration c mmoles/cmJ and a specific activity
x-^  cpm/cm^. Then the total activity Is Vx^ cpm. and the
number of mmoles of the ion under study is cV mmoles. j
. q I
Suppose the volume of the membrane is V cm-5 and the |
- o •
concentration of the counter-ions is c mmoles/cm then the |
number of mmoles of counter-ion in the membrane is cV mmoles. I
i f
Therefore, the total number of mmoles of counter-ion is cV + |
: • i,
cV. ' ; . |
The fraction of.the counter-ion in the solution is |
cV/(cV +cV). ;
•' / . .
. I
Therefore, the fraction of total activity in the solution^ 
after equilibration is cV/(cV +cV). t
Therefore, the total activity inthe solution is then, |
• ■ I
(cV/(cV +c?)).Wxt IJL • a;
and the .specific activity in the solution is ((cV/(cV + 
c ^ . V x ^ / V  i.e. ,(cV/(cV +b?fer
But the specific activity of the solution is measured 
as Xp, therefore, 
x^ = (cVjjV + 
giving/
U
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giving
5 = M  (fi _ d  
V x2
Thus the capacity of the membrane is obtained.
Appendix A..6.
Edge effect correction to conductivity.
In many measurements of diffusion and conductivity 
through membranes, the membrane is clamped between the 
faces of the cell in such a way that only the central part 
is exposed to the surrounding solution. Normally the 
diffusion through the overlap region has been neglected. 
However, if the radius of the total membrane is very much 
greater than the radius of the diffusion region, then the 
diffusion through the overlap region may be significant. 
This phenomenon, called*the edge effects, has;been treated 
by Barrer, ■ and a solution to the problem obtained.
v .  . . .  • .
Consider a diffusional flow through a membrane of 
thickness 1 and radius b, clamped between the faces of a 
diffusion cell such that flow can only occur through a 
concentric circle of radius a (a^b), both at the ingoing 
face (z = 1) and the outgoing face (z = 0). The type of 
flow lines for the system are shown in figure A.6'.l.- 
If the centre of the outgoing face is choeen as the origin 
of a cylindrical coordinate system (z,r), with the z co­
ordinate normal to the membrane face, then for a constant 
diffusion coefficient the steady state equation becomes:
c)2c + 1  5 c ^2c = 0  (A.6.1)
.with/ •
Clamp
k. k— 45e mb v ane
a —)
Figure A,6.1 Diffusion with an edge effect
with the mixed boundary conditions:
(a) c = cQ , 0 <r < a v z = 1 > t > 0
(b) c = 0 , 0 <r <a 7 z - 0 ?* 't > 0
(A.6.2a) 
(A.6.2b)
(c) ^ c/9z = 0 , a<if <b , z = 0,1 , t > 0 (A.6.2c)
(d) ^ c / 9 r  = 0 , r = b , 0<z <1-, t > 0 (A.6.2.d)
Under these conditions a solution is difficult to 
obtain, but by replacing conditions (a) and (b) of equation 
(A.6.2) by conditions of constant flux per unit area, so 
that the steady state flux per unit area is independent of 
r over the faces z = 0,1. With fixed flux conditions 
imposed on faces z = 0, 1 the concentration over each face 
varies with r, and a solution- to equation (A&l) can be 
obtained. This leads to the relationship
where J is the stedy flux in the presence of edge effects, 
JQ the flux in the absence of edge effects, ahd
"  ' ■ ( A A  k  )
J/JQ = 1/ (X - (l6/n2.Sn ) (A.6.3.)
(1^ (qp)K1 (qa) - K-^ (qp) 1-^  (qa))
where a  =  tt a/1
p = TTb/1
and I and are Bessel functions.
Barrer has shown that the equation (A*6,3) applies 
also/
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also for conductivity through membranes. Replacing J by 
kV/R and JQ by kV/R where k is a constant, V the applied . 
electric potential and R and RQ the resistance, in the pres-, 
ence. and absence of edge effects respectively, gives
R0/H = 1/(1 - Q6/n?"). sn ) (a .6.5. )
Since Rq = l/na?ic , where K is the specific conductivity of 
the membrane, equation (A.6.5.) may be written,
K =  (l/(na2R)) . (1 - (X6/m2). ) ■ (A-6,6-)
from which the true specific conductivity of the membrane 
may be calculated from the apparent resistance.,
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Film diffusion correction to diffusion coefficients.
Because of the influence of film diffusion, the
apparent.diffusion coefficients of the ions in the membranes
determined as described in section 2.3J£,are smaller- than the
true diffusion coefficients, and a correction must be applied
to obtain the true values. A number of such corrections
(r5V> (52) (5^)have been suggested by. various, authors , / w  but
the one used in this study is based on that proposed by
; (57)Scattergood and Lightfoot.
To estimate the true tracer diffusion-coefficient Dn,
* 1 7
from the apparent coefficient D-^ calculated as described 
in section the effect of the boundary layer mass
transfer resistance must be taken into account. An estimate 
of D-^  can then-be obtained if the mass transfer resistance 
in the solution is assumed to be concentrated in uniform 
boundary layers on either side of the membrane. The true
diffusion coefficient is then given by
h  ~ ^lA^1 -2!5lA0l</^ akcC:l ^
(A .7A)
where d is the membrane thickness, and k is the local mass 1c
transfer coefficient in the solution of concentration c-^ , 
and c1 is the concentration of species 1 in the exchanger. 
The/
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The term kQ corresponds to the /§ term used in the diffu-
(Ll'7)
sion layer approach /') where6is the film thickness*
The value of. k must he determined from•experimental
data, and its value is dependent on the viscosity and density
of the solution, and the diffusion coefficient of the ion in
the solution as well as on the physical dimensions and rate of
rotation of the stirrer* If the value of k is determined forc
one set of conditions for which all the other variables are
known, then the dependence of k on these variables can bec
calculated and hence the value of kc obtained for any experi­
mental conditions. }
In this study, as in that of Scattergood and Lightfoot,
the value of k was estimated from limiting current measure- c °.
inents using the cell set up as described in section 2.3.H. 
kc can be obtained from the limiting current as follows: .
k0 = I°°/F(c1 )b 
where I is the limiting current density, P is Faraday1 s . 
constant, and is the concentration of ion 1 in the
bulk solution.
*
The general equation relating this mass transfer 
coefficient to the other variables of the system, is
k^c^mB = A(NL2 P/t] )q* ( n / P  D ) ^  )A*7.2.)
D
where the subscript m on kc denotes the area mean value,
B/
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1 ' •
B is the cathode diameter, D the solute diff-usivity, N is
the impeller rate of rotation, L the impeller diameter,t]
the solution viscosity, p the solution density and A and
q are constants of the system.
From a plot of log ( (kc)mB/D) against log-N, the
values of A and q can be obtained. The value of k for
' c
any solution and stirring speed can then be obtained from 
equation (A.7.2). Substitution of this value of kc in 
equation (A.7*1) enables the correction for film diffusion 
to be applied to the tracer diffusion coefficient and the 
true value obtained. The magnitude of the correction 
depends on the flow rate of the species through the mem-, 
brane, being fairly large for those with high permeabil­
ities, e.g. counter-ions, and low for those species whose 
permeability isVsmall eig. co-ions.
j
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Correction to diffusional flow due to volume 
changes in the system. *
Consider a solution of volume V cm^ and specific ;
activity x cpm/cm^. The total activity is then, Yx cpm.
Suppose that activity is being added to this solution 
at a rate of 0 cpm/sec and that samples are removed for .
a
counting at times t^ _, tp  t . Suppose also that n ciJ
are removed in each sample and a cmJ of inactive solution
are used to replace this volume removed.•
First sample.
Specific activity of solution = x cpm/cm^.
. a
Volume of solution removed = n cm .
Therefore, total activity removed = xn cpm.
Activity remaining = x(V-n)cmp in (V-n) cm^
a cm-’ of inactive solution now added.
Activity1 = x(V-n) cpm in (V-n+a)
• -3cm *
Specific activity = x(V-n)/(V-n+a).
Second sample. ■ r
Specific activity =
x(V-n) + t^9
(V-n+a)
1Q " ; 
(V-n+a)
= X + t^Q • -corr(2)
= X +  ti° - ax
i.e./
3 2 2 .
i.e. the measured activity is equal to the true activity 
less a correction,corr(2)>where the correction is given by,
corr (2) = (1 + n-a) . - tn Q n - a
V V-n+a- -f* ' HfZZtr')
Suppose this specific activity is called x^ i.e. x^ ~
x + t^O - corr(2). >
o .
After addition of a cmJ of inactive solution,
Total activity . = x-^  (V-2n+a)
Specific activity = Xn (?-2n+a)/(V-2n-2a)
i .
Third sample.
Specific activity = (xl ) <v- ^ a )  + tg6
(V-2n+2a)
A calculation similar to the one for sample 2, gives 
the measured specific activity of the third sample as
x + ^1^ + ^2^ - corr(2) - (1 + 2(n-a) )
V V V-1- ( V-2n+2a) ■
+ t2e>2(n-a)
(V-2n+2a)
i.e. true activity - corr(2) - 'corr(3)»
The general formula is given by . ;
corr(i) = £©xn x (i-l)/V-(i-l)xn)] x (x.^  -
+ corr(i-l\
thwhere x. is the measured specific activity of the i sample 
The/ ' - • -
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The values?x^? are experimentally determined and therefore 
the measured increase in activity in unit time is obtainable. 
From this, 0 for each time interval is calculated and 
averaged for all the time intervals. This average value 
of Q is then used to calculate the true activity at' each 
sample time.
32k
Appendix A.9.
Correction to transport numbers for uptake 
of chlorine-36' by the electrodes. •
In the experiments to determine the transport numbers 
of the co-ions in the membranes, Ag/AgCl electrodes were 
used in t he solutions of sodium chloride containing Cl^.
In the back-flow experiments, i.e. with the flow of chloride
against the electriq current, the electrode in the solution
* 36containing a high activity of C1J was the anode, so that
AgCl was being formed on the electrode and the total 
chloride concentration and hence the C l ^  concentration, was 
being reduced. The duration of the experiment and the 
current density used werb so adjusted that this concentra­
tion change was small, approx. 2-3$ of the total concent ra-
36tion. Since the Cl-3 concentration was assumed constant
in the calculation, an average value over the duration
of the experiment was used without introducing any great
error into the result. In the other side of the cell,
chloride ions were being released into the solution, but [
36since only the. concentration of Cl-3 ions permeating the 
membrane was being measured, the effect on the results was i
i:
negligible. This was hot the case, however, when the for- f
r!
ward flow was being measured. Here, the anode /was situat- I
36ed in the low activity solution and hence Cl-3 ions were 
being/ ‘ *.
, f.
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being removed from this solution with a consequent reduc­
tion in the counting rate of the samples removed for analysis 
The apparent flow rate of C l ^  was, therefore, less than 
the true value. Since the rate of increase of the Cl.^ 
concentration in the sampling side was constant, as was the 
current density, the number of C l ^  ions removed from the 
solution and consequently, the reduction in count rate 
could be obtained by the following simple method.
Consider a time t seconds after the start of the 
experiment. The total number of chloride ions, removed from 
the solution onto the ele ctrode in this time is
SCI = 1 t / ”' (A.9.1)
where I is the total current in amps, F Faraday's constant
and N- Avogado !s number. •
During this time and increasing number of these ions 
36will have been C1J ions,’and this rate of increase will be
36constant. Thus the number of Cl-3 ions removed from the 
solution can be expressed as follows:
EC1 = m  ItN ‘ . (A.9.2)
N * F ;
where the value of N*/N?'is obtained as follows.
From the laws of radioactive decay,. 
kN* = -dN*/dt (A. 9-2a)
therefore/
3 2 6 .
therefore N* = (1/k) (-dNVdt) where k is the rate constant 
for the decay process and (-dN*/dt) is the rate of decay as 
measured by the counting rate of the samples. ; Also N is
given by VcN where V is the volume of the half cell, and ca ' • *
the concentration of chloride ions in the solution.
Therefore, equation (A#92 ) becomes: '
Number of chloride -36 ions removed from solution 
1 ' '
= EC1 = (. 5 ) £dN*) It
dt f
VcNa F
/1\ (dN* j,
(k } (^ dt} Zt
VcF (A. 9.3.)
To express this as' a count rate equation (A. 
is used and the reduction in the counts produced during 
time t by the formation of AgClJ is
(I) ( „ M 4*). it 
k. k 1 dt ;
VcF *
VcF (A. 9.1+.
This quantity must be added to each sample count rate 
in order to obtain the true activity in the solution at that 
time, before calculation of the transport number is executed, 
For the 0.1M sodium chloride solutions $ this correction 
is approximately 2% in the case of the highest activity 
sample,/
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sample, producing a 20% correction in the value of t 
Thus the omission of this correction would lead to a signifi­
cant error on the co-ion transport number. 'At the higher 
concentrations, the correction to the count rate was con­
siderably smaller because of the much higher value of c.
The correction to was only 2-3$} i.e. within the experi­
mental error on the measurement.
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Convection in ion-exchange membranes arises from the 
fact that the numbers of mobile counter- and co-ions are not 
equal. Hence, when an electric current is passed through - 
the system, the momentum imparted to the water by the counter­
ions is not balanced by that imparted by the co-ions. In
of
free aqueous solutions,/nsn electrolytes, f-_ the number of 
cations equals the number of anions, and neglecting flow due 
to hydration spheres of the ions, the water transference 
produced by the cations is equal and opposite to that pro­
duced by the anions, and no net transfer of water occurs.
This suggests that, apart from the hydration water, the 
cations and anions carry with them equal numbers of water 
molecules. Assuming this is the case in ion-exchange 
membranes, and also that:all the water, apart from water of 
hydration, is free to be influenced in this way, then the 
water associated with each ion is given by,
~C2/(c-^+C2) (A.10.1)
where c* is the concentration of free water in the
3 ' ‘ \
exchanger, and is given by, ,
C3 ~ ^3 “cl^l “ *^2^2 ~ (A.10.2)
' where H-^ , and represent the hydration numbers of the
species/
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species 1, 2 and b respectively.
Therefore, the water transported by the cations is 
■■ '1 - - - 
(t’3)= t1 (c*/(c1 + c2 )) (A.10*3)
and by the anions is
(t^ ' )2= t2 (c^/Cc-j+c,,)) . (A. 10.1$)
Therefore, the net transport of water in.the direction 
of the cation motion is \ •
t^ = (c*/(c1+c2 )Xt1-t2 ) • (A.10.5)
where t^ has been used since this flow neglects the trans­
ference of water of hydration. t^ is given by. the equation
t| = t^ -t-^H^ + t2H2 (A.10.6)
( o'])
Spiegler’s analysis of leached membrane systems 
has shown that in most cases the linear velocity of the 
water is lower than that of the counter-ions, so that a 
better representation of! the system may be 
t^cC (c^ /(c-j|-c2 )).(t1-t2 ) 
or- t| = P. Cc^/Cc^+c^)) (t-^-tp) (A.10.7)
Appendix A.11,
(%7)Using the symbolism of Scattergood and Lightfoot . ..
the counter-ion diffusion coefficient is given by the' 
relation,
D11 “ !/C ( )/cp 11i.,) + X^2^®12^ +
+ (A. 11,1)
(21)and using the equations given by Spiegler,
D11 = RT/(XH I  + ^12 + ^13 +:\)|; )
= l/((Xllt/RT) + (X12/RT) + (X13/RT)
+ (Xll+/RT» ’ (A.11.2)
Equating terms in equations (A.11.1) and.(A.11.2) 
yields the relationships,
V xi' _ hi x2 = hz -
x 3 _ -x -^ = £ih
h t RT (A.11.3.)
In general, therefore, .
x. X, . .. or X,. = RTx.
: ^  = (A 
Since = - %-j/ cj (A.11.5)
then
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Thermodynamic Forces.
The thermodynamic force acting on a species is the 
negative gradient or its electrochemical.potential, i.e.
Xj = -RT d^/dx . (A.12.1)
which may be.expanded to give
X^ = -RT d^/dx + z^F do/dx
= -RT dln(a^)/dx + z^F d O/dx (A.12.2)
Electric potential only.
In this case dln(a-)/dx = 0 and hence the thermodynamic 
force is given by
X. = z.F d 0 /dx 
For the membrane "system this becomes,
X^ = z-^ F d <t>./dx
X2 = z2F d <t>/dx (A.12.3)
d<t> /dx = I/K ,
and if the flow per Faraday is used in the equation, i.e. if 
Ji = z^t;, then the forces become,
. X®1 = z1F2/5 0-.12.'w )
X®1 = z2F2/k . (A.12.’+b)
X®1 = 0 . (A.12.Wc)
Chemical potential gradient only.
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In this case d 0, and the force acting on Species
i is given by,
X. = -RT d^ydx ; (A. 12.5)
For the membrane, therefore the forces become,
= -RT dJJ/dx = -RT dln(a-^)/dx + z-^Fd0/dx (A.12.5a)
 ^ = -RT dj^i/dx = -RT dlnCa^)/^ + 'z^FdZ/dx (A.12.5b)
X ^ . = -RT d^ij/dx = -RT dln(a^)/dx ■ A (A.12.5c)
Since single ionic activities are unknown, other 
expressions have to be used. :
It may readily be shown that the force on species 2
is g iven by
X, = - z 2f H  U . 12.67)
where H  is the e.'m.f. of the cell measured'with electrodes 
reversible to the co-ion.
Also,
Xs .= X12 = Xx + X2 =--KC(dIna1/dx+<I!na2/dx) (A .12.7)
and X = -RT dln(ai,)/dx (A. 12.8)s s
X^ may therefore, be obtained in one of two ways;
(a) From X-^ and X^. This, however, involves obtaining
X-^  as the difference of two large numbers.
(b) From equation (2.6.5>) using the values ^  and X^ 
given by the equations CC. 12£) and (A12.5c) above. This 
method/ .
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method is much more accurate than method (a).
However, allowing for the error associated with each 
of these calculations the values of calculated by both 
methods have been found to be in satisfactory agreement.
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Anuendix A .12.
Calculation of co-ion nermeabjj.ity from 
electrolyte untake data (2) ~
The equation used to calculate the overall permea­
bility from the permeability of each local region is .
- 3P(PU - P) •
dlnu pp p (A.2.1.)
• , u
The starting value of P for this equation is obtained from . 
the equation
P* = D*. g = D* a f* (A.2.2. )
where * indicated that the property considered is for the 
most continuous region.
The fraction of the exchanger having fixed charge
concentration less than or equal to M* is. given by
m C
(?* = J F(M)dM (A.2.3.)
°
where F(M) = .k M~z.
y* and f* are obtained from the equations 
y* = M*/ v1 z1 a m -■ (A.2.W
f*(f* + y*)V j  = 1 .  (A.2.?)
. K, considering a membrane in which the most continuous 
regions are the aqueous fissures and with increasing dispers- 
ness as M increases, the integration of equation (A.2.3 ) 
must/
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rr\ rrs
must be carried, out first from 0 = 0* to 0 = 0 then from . 
0 = 0 *  to 0 = 1 .  Thus setting
u = - 0* and starting with u= 0 ( &  10 ”^) .
and P = P* then integrating up to. 0 = 0 . gives P** for the 
volume elements 0 = 0 to ]T= 0*, For the second part of
the integration from 0 to .to 0 = 1 ,  the treated volume
y»\ f«v ^
u = 0 is used, the integration starting-at 0 = 0* and P = P**
and ending with u = 1 at which point P has the final value P
for the exchanger as a whole.
For a membrane whose regions of fixed charge density 
from M* to B are more continuous than those from M* to A, 
the order of integration is reversed. (A and B have the 
same meanings as in chapter 3)•
The computer program; used to carry out the integration 
of equation (A.2.3) under the above conditions, is given in 
appendix A. 15. .
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Under the condition of zero current, ; . .
I = F C z ^  + z2J2) . (A.lll-.l)
Expanding and Jp equation (A.lh.l) becomes 
I = F Cz1l11X1-+ z U 12X2 + Z1113X3 + z21l2xi
+ z2X22X2 + z2 X23X3^ = °*
or.rearranging,
^ l 1!! + Z2112^X1 + ^zl112 f Z21122)X2 +
+ z,123)X3 '= 0 f (A.lV.2)
Comparison with equations ,(§.6l ) shows that this is
equivalent to
( h  .'Xl)+ (^ 2 • X,)+ . X )=.0
zi • 22 ' ; ; :
i.e. (t1/z1)X1 + (t2/z2)Xp + (t^) . X3 = 0. (A.lh.3)
Now since X^ = (-cy^/dx) = (-cyu/dx) +z^F(-d^/dx) 
equation (A«l}+.3^becomes
-djut/dx) +z1F(-d <j>/dx)) + (t^/zpH-c^/dx)
+ ZpFC-d^/dx)) + t^ (-dyjj/dx) = 0 (A.l^f.1*)
which, since t^ + tp = 1, becomes,
(ti/z^Cd^/dx) + 4t2/z2 )(dJUz/dx) + t^/(y^/dx)
= F(-d (f)/dx). (A.lV.5)
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PROGRAM 1.
FIXED SITE DISTRIBUTION..
beftin
real ko,z, B,M,phi,fa,irit5 
integer for5
procedure intstep(y,f ,x,h,aux) 5
value hi 
re~aX~yjf jXjh;
procedure aux$
begin
real c{jWj 
aux(f 9x)i 
q:=hxf3 
y:-y+0.5Xq3 
x:=x+0.5Xh3 
aux(f,x)j
w:«0.2928932l88!3x(hxf-q)3
y;r=y+V/5
q:«2.0xw + O.707106781187xqj '
aux(fjx)£ ;
w:«1.707106781!87x(hXf-q)3
y ;s=y+V/5
q : =2• Oxw - 0.707106781187X^5
x:~x+0 .5Xh|
aux(f,x)j
ys-y+o.333333333333x(o.5xhxf£q)5
end intstepj
procedure derlva(fa,M )5 
value M; 
real M.fa; 
begin
fa:« koxMT(-z).$ • 
end derivaj
. t
again
end-*
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open(20)* open(7w)l
: copytext(20,70,JjJJ;
for:= format (JjcUddia-ndJ^ );
ko:« read(20)3 
z:=read(20):
B:= read(20j3 
int:« read(20)3
phi:= O.Oj 
Ms- O.O3
wr itetext (70,J|RANGE*0F*M**^*****PHll) j
newline(70^2)3
for Ms-M while I KB do 
begin
intstep (phi,fa,M, int,deriva); 
write(7°*for,M )j 
space(7^* 1()) I ■ ' ■ \
write(7°,for.phi), 
newline (7()j2) 5
end;
if in basic symbol (20) = 142 then goto again; 
close(20)5 close(70)
339.
PROGRAM 2 .
RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRATION.
begin real u, z9 t9 v;
Integer n* j, i, m9 p, a;
procedure intstepfy, fM xM h,aux); 
value h; -
real y9 f , x, h; 
procedure aux; 
begin reed q^ v/3 
aux[1v,x7J~* 
q:=h X f;
y:=yH- 0.bXC[3 
x:=x+0.5xh3 
aux(f* x )3
w :=0.292893218813x(hxf-q)3
y:=y-f-W5
q: =2. Oxw+o .707106781187XC13 
aux(f ,x)3
w:=1.7Q71Q678n87x(hxf-q)3
y:=y-t-w3
q:-2.Oxw-0.707106781187xq3
x:=x+0.5Xh3
aux(f,x)3
y 2=y+0.333333333333X(0i5Xhxf-q)3
end intstei);
procedure deriv(f,v)3 
value v; 
real v^f 3 
‘begin real exa, exb3 h 
exa: =exp{ v )"3 
exb:=exp(-vxz)3
f : =0. 5xexaxexbx (-exa+sqrt (exaT2+4 • 0)) 
end deriv3
open(20)3 open(70);
copytext (20., 70, Jj2)5
again: n:=read(20)3 n:-read(20)3
begin array y[02nj, x[0:n,1:m]j l[l:m]j
y10 J 2 =r ead\20) 3
fori2= 1step1 until m do begin
TTi] :=rea3q2TTJ3 * -----
x[0,i]2=read(20) end; 
s :=13
for j :« 1 step 1 until m do begin
3hO.
z:-l[ jh
u:=x[0, 1J;
v:=ln(ylOJ)3
PS“Oj
start: p:»p+1|
intstep(u,f,Vj0.034655jderiv)5 
if p^20 then goto start else begin 
y L s ] : =exp (v)f 
x[s,j]:~u;
S :=S-r1 j
P :~(^5
if s=n +1 then s:~1 e3.se goto start end end;
writetext(7()j [ [2c3s]y[11s]l]); 
for i := 1 step 1 until m-1 do 
write text (7°,T[ 12 s J Tj73 
writetext(7° j L Tofts3T)j 
for i := 1 step 1 until m do 
write(7^, fornmt(TBsd7dddT7, l[i])$ 
writetext(7°j[[2cJT) 5
for i := 0 step 1 until n cto begin
write (7^, format(Jjd• ddddi3-ndj_) 3 y [i]) 3
for j :** 1 step 1 until m~1 do*
write(7°* format([3*sd".ddddio-nd ]), x[i* j]};
write(7(3, format(TBsd.ddddia-ndc^), x[i,mj) end end
p:=reaid(20) 3
if p=2 then goto again;
close (20)Y " close(7^) end
a*
*
3U1.
PROGRAM 3 . *
CALCULATION OF THE MOST.CONTINUOUS REGIONS IN 
ION-EXCHANGE MEMBRANES. ;
be^in
real D,ko, z,nug,zgjins, roup* Io, Moon, M,alpha,yn,fn,P,phi, 
XjXholdjintjkjf
integer for 3
procedure intstep(y,f,x,h,aux)3 \
value h| ' .
real y,fjX,h|
procedure aux3
bep;ln
real q,w3 V
aux(f,x)3
q:=hxf3 S
ys«y+0.3xq$ , ■
x:~x+0.5xh3 i
aux(f,x)3 ‘
w s=0.292893218813x(hxf-q) 3 
y:=y+w3
q:=2.0xw + O.707IO678II87xq3 
aux(f ^ x ) 3
w:=1.70710678H87x(hxf-q)3 
y • —y+w 3 :
qs«2.0xw - O.707IO678I I87xq3 , - ;
x:=x+0.3xh3 
aux(fjx)3
y :=y+0.333333333333X(0 .5Xhxf-q) ;  
end intstep3
procedure deriv(f,x)3 
value x; 
real x.,f3
be^in ' i . ■... ,
f :=3.0xPx(kXexp(x/ ( 1  .00-z) )-P)/(2.0XP+kXexp(x/( 1 .0-z) ) ( 
end derlv3
342*
procedure der i vei (fa , M ) j
value M;
reaTX»fa;
begin
fa:“koxMT(-z)3 
end deriva^
open(20)3 open(70)3
again: copytext(20,7° jJJ
for: “format (Ui. ddio-ndcJ[) 3
int:=read(20)3
alplia:=(nugxnup/(koxIo) )T( 1.0/(2.0-z) )/(nug><ms)3 
yn: “Mcory (nugxzgxa lphaxms) 3 
fn:=0.5x(-yn+sqrt(ynT2.0+4.0))3
k:»Dx&lphaT(1.0-z)xIox(1»0-z)'T(1.0/(1.0-z).)/
(kot(z/(l.0-z))x(nugxms)Tz)J 
P :“Dxalphaxfn3 
phi:=0.03
M:=0.03
for M:=*M while M<Mcon do 
intstep(phi,fa,MJint<,deriva)3
writetext(70,[MUI^LITY*aF*MOST*CQNTINUOUS*REGIQN*“**J 
v/rite (70,f orjHcon) 3
writetext (70* I VALUE*GF*PHI*FOR*THIS*REGION*=**J-) 3 
wrlte(70,for,phi)3 ■
x:«ln(phi)3 xhold:«x3
liiO • —JL CCltU o
mup:“read(20;3 
Io:“read(20) 3 
Me on:=r ead(20)3
I): ==read (20) 3 
ko: ==read (20; 3 
z:“read(20)3 
nug:“read(20)3 
zg:“read3
ms:“read 3
343-
if in basic symbol (20) = 142 then 
*begin
for x:=x while x<0«0do 
intstep(P,f,x,0.1,deriv) 
end else 
begin
end;
for x:=x while x> 5«0 ho 
irvtstep(P,f,x,~0.T,deriv7
if in basic symbol (20) =142 then goto simple;
iF in basic symbol (20) =142 then
begin
for xhold:=xhold while xhold^, do
intstepfP*f jXhold, -0. lyderiv) 
end else 
begin
for xhold:=xhold while xhold ^,0*0 do 
int s t ep (P , f , xhold,0. 1, der iv)
end;
simple: writetext(7°, [PIiRMEABILITY*COEFF*=**] );
write(70,for,P); “
newline(70,2 );
writetext (70, LDIFFUSION*GOEFF*=**j_)3 
write (70,for,Fxmup/ms);
if in basic symbol (20) = 142 then goto again; 
close(20); close(70);
end-*
3kh.
PROGRAM 4 .
LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS.
begin comment This programme works out m and c for the equation
y «=? mx ■+■ c by least squares from n pairs of x and 
y and gives the mean error in yjin,and c,plus the 
individual deviations in y;
integer n,f, 1, p$
real sx, sy, sxy, sx2, sy2, m, c, d,dy,dm;
f := format (J^-d.ddddw-ndJJ j 
open (20) 3
open(70)j
start: copy text (20, 70, Jjl)j
comment n is the number of points; 
n:= read(20)j
begin air ray x, y, e [l:n]; \ 
sx := sy := sxy := sx2 sy2 r:« 0.0; 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
begin x[iT:== reaHT2c7), !
y[i]:= read(20J end;
i _ ■ ■ • . ■
for i:-1 step 1 until n do
begin sx:- sx + x[i];r :-
sy:= sy + y[i]s 
sxy:=sxy + x[i] X  yLij; 
sy2 :=> sy2 + y[i]T2;
sx2:= sx2 4- xli]T2 end; -
d: = n X  sx2 - sx?2j
m:= (n x sxy -sx x sy)/d;
c:= (sx2 x sy - sx x sxy)/d;
dy:« sy2 + nxcT2 + m?2xsx2 - 2x(cxsy + mxsxy - mxcxsx); 
dm:= sqrt(nxdy/(n-2)/d)5 
d:=» sqrt(dyxsx2/ (n-2)/d)5
for i: = *1 step 1 until n do e[i] := y[i] - m X x[i] - c; 
write text (7°j [ [4c] gradient*«*T_);
3115.
write (7()ji'jcibs( m ))5
writetext (7°* [ [3s]STAin)ARD*DEVIATI0N*IN*GRADIENT*«**] ); 
write (7()ji*jClr:i75 *"*
v/rite text (7()* [ [ 2c 3 0*=*^); 
write
wr i t e t ex 117^ j Jj33 s JSTA 1 JI)A P*D* ERROR* IN* (;*=**]_) 5 
write(7°*fjd);
v/rite text (7()j [[2c] rms*error*in*y*=**])3 
v/rite (7°^f j^qrtray/Xn-2)) )^
v/rite text (7°j [[3c6s] y*obsJj3sJ_ y*calc Jl7sJ_ deviation [2c] ]);
for i := 1 step 1 until n do
begin • write" Cjo, format TT2s>-d.ddddiQ-ndj) * y[i])j
v/rite (7°j format (r3s“d,ddddio~ndJ[). m X x[i] + c)j
write \{09 format (TSs-d.ddddio-ndcJJ, e[i]) end;
comment if another set of data is to follow punch 2 otherwise 0 
p := read (20)3
if p = 2 then goto start; >
cTose (70 )y
close (20} 1
end end ->
3kb.
PROGRAM 5.
LINEAR TITRATION PLOTS•
begin comment This programme calculates a Gran plot (r=1) and 
applies a least- squares procedure to the 
experimental data . r=2 for modified Gran plot;
real fo, k, es, vo, v,ve,d, t, cone, sx, sy, sx2, sy2, 
sxy, m, o, r, lev/, pm; 
integer i, n, p, q, F1, F2, F3; 
open (20 ); -opeh(70);
FI := format([ -d.ddddio~nd]);
F2 :=format(F 3s -d.ddddio~ndJ)|
F3 :=format(T 3;s -doddddio-ndcjJ; 
again: copyt ext (20, ^ 0, [;’]);
. r:=read(20); 
n:=read(20); 
k:~read(20); '
es :=read(20^5 ^
vo:-read(20); :
v:-read(20)j 
t:-read(20); 
q:=reci.d(20)5 1
if r=2 then begin kv/:=read(20); pm:=read(20) end;
vo:=vo + v‘; ]
begin array e, x, y, f [ 1 :n];
sx:=sy:=sxy:=sx£:=sy2:=0•0; 
for i:= 1 step 1 until n do
Begin xTi]:=read(20)3 
y[i]:-read(20); 
if r=»1 and q=1 then f[ij:= (vo+ x[i] )x10?( (es-*y[i] )/k); 
iF r=1 and q=2 then f[i]:=(vo+x[i])x10?((y[i]-es)/k} ; 
iF r=2 and q=1 then f[i]:~ (vo+x[i])x(10T((es-y[i])/ 
k-prn) -kv/xl 0T( (yfij’-es )/k+pm)) ;
if r=2 cvnd q=2 then f [i] : = (vo+xLi] )x(kwx10T( (y[i]-es)/ 
k+pm) -10? (" (es -yLlj )/k-pm)) end; 
for i:«1 step 1 until n do ; 
begin sx:=sx+xLiT;
sy:«sy+f [i]; 
sxy:~sxy+x[i]xf[i]; 
sy2:~sy2 + f[i]?2; 
sx2:=sx2+ x[i]T2 end; 
d:-n>^sx2 - sxT2; 
m:=(nxsxy- sxxsy)/d; 
c:-(sx2xsy ~skxsxy)/d;
d:-sqrt(a.bs( (sy2 - syxc - sxyxm)/(n-2))); 
for i:~ 1 step 1 until;n do eLi]:-f[ij -mxx[i] - c; 
writetext (Y^,“ [ [ J 
write(7^j FI, m); ; _
writetext (7()* tL3sj_ c*=* ]_);
write(70, FI, cT; •< *
v/ritetext(70, [L3sJ_ rras*error*»*JJ; 
write(70, FI, HJ; } ~
writetext(70, JJ!3c9sJ[ v[8sj_ f^dbsWsJ. f*calcjjsl deviationJ^ 2cJJ_);
3U7.
for i: = 1 step 1 until n clo
begin write(70j  F2, x[i])j
v/ritei7(>j F29 f[i]): 
write(7^* ^2, mxx[ij + c 
v/rite (70, F3> e[ij) end;
try: fo:=read(20);
ve:»(fo-c)/m3 
p:~ read(20)3
cone:- if p=3 then vext/v else vxt/ve
writetext (7()* 112c3s] j) j '
v/rite(JUj vo); ~ ~"
writetext(7°j [ [3s I conc*«*\L)| 
v/rite(7 0 , F1, conclj
p:=read(20) j; . '
if p « 1 then goto try: !
if p « 2 then goto again:
close Cl^jY close(20); 
end end-> ;
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PROGRAM 6.
EDGE EFFECT CORRECTION TO MEMBRANE CONDUCTIVITY.,
begin
comment this program calculcites the true resistance of 
a membrane allowing for edge effects 
and then calculates the specific conductivity; 
real E, x, sn, res, reso, a,b,l,lim,sr,sc,vara,varb,m1,m2, 
n 1,n2,b1,b2,bf0,bf1,term, series,unit,lima,Klx,mult, 
multx;
integer r,n,q,f 1,p,u,v,uu,v/, is 
switch sv/:=L,1,L2;
open(20)5 open(70);
f 1:« format([3s+d«dddn-nd]);
E:~ read (20 Yf
a:- read(20); !
lira:- read (20):;
lima-: = read(20V
mult:- read( 2 0 .  ?
multx-:- rend(20) 'j I
new membrane: copy text(20,70, _C-3 2 3)|
v/rite text (7°, [ L2cDs]mult[Hs Jqxvara[ 7s_]_qxvarb[9s ] 
mljj lsjjnljj 1s jn2lTlsJn2M 0s jterm[9s]snjJ; 
b:= read(20)5 ~
1:« read(20); -
vara:= 22xa/( 7x1) 5 
varb:= 22Xb/(7xl)3 
sn:=0.0; 
q:= 0; 
return: q:=q+1; 
x:=qxvara; 
new line(70,2 );
write (7°,f1,mult); write(70,f 1,x);
p:=1; if x> 160.0 then goto print; 
goto proc;
L12 ml:-bf1; '
nl:-K1x; i
x:*=qxvarb;
v/rite(70,1*1 ,x); write(70,f 1 ,m1); write(70,f 1,nl);
p:«2; if x > 100.0 then goto omit;
L 2 :
orait
In:
procs
349.
goto proc3 
m2":==bf 1 3 
n2 :«K1x3
v/rite (7^jlMjn2) 5 v/rite'(70,f 1 ,n2)3
: if x > 100.0 then
ra2 :=0.03 ; '• :
n2 1=0.03
v/rite(7°jf 1 jia2)3 v/rite (70,f 1,n2)3 ’ ;
terra :=ra1/q?2 X nl X multxj
end 
else
term:= ml/(q?2xra2) x (m2xn1 - n2xra1) X multx3 
v/rite (7°jf 1, terra) 3 
sn:=sn+terra3 v/rite(70,f 1 ,sn) 3
if abs (terra) > abs(snXio-4) then goto returnj 
res:= read(20)3 
if sn< 0.0 then sn:= ~sn3 
reso: =r es/(1.0" - 16.0 / (3.14159)^2 x sn)3
sr:= reso X 3.14159 X &T2 / 13 f
sc:= 1 x (1.0 - 16.0 x sn / (3.14159)^2 )/ (3.14159 x aT2x res);
goto outj |
v:=-l3 I
b1 :=0.()3 b2 : = rault3 |
cyole: v:=v-f-13 v/:=2xv+23 |
bl : = x/ v/ x b2j 
b2 := x/v/ x blj
if b2>1 .0io3b then goto fail; 
if "Ul >lira then goto cycle3 ~
Begin
array beta[0 :w]3 
betaLO] :=mult-3
u:=~13 ;
repeat: u:= u+13 
uu:=2xu3
beta[uu+1]:= x/(uu+2 ) x beta[uu]3 
beta[uu+2 ]:= x/ (uu+2 ) x beta [uu-hl ] 3 
if u<v then goto repeat3 
bfO:=bfT r^ovn^" 
for r:«0step1 until u do 
begin
bf0 ;«bf0 + beta[2xr]3 
bf1:=bf 1 + beta[2 xr+1]3
end:
calc
out:
fail:
print:
readn:
end: 
end-*
350.
comment this section cctlculates the value of the Bessel 
function K 1xji 
: i:«0$ r :=-15
unit:=1.05 sei'ies : = 1.05, 
rep: r:=r+2j .i:=i+1$
unit:«unitx(4-rT2)/(ix8xx)3 
if unit>seriesxlima then 
series:~series -Funit 
else goto value” ^oto rej)^
value: TClx: = -aqrt(3 Vi4*139/(2xx)) x exp(-x) x series;
end1
goto sw[p];
write text (7°, [[2c]_ value^of^the^true^resistance^*^)j 
v/rite (7°,f1,resoT;
v/rite text (7°* [ [2c] value^of^the^specif ic^resistance*=*3 ) 
v/rite (70 jf 1 ,sr J;
v/rite text (70* [[2c] value^of^specif ic*conductivity*=*]) ; 
write (70, fljSoT? 
goto readn; t
v/rite text (7°, [ [2c] value*of*b2*outside*limit]_); 
goto readn;
: write text (7°* [[2cl value*of* x*greater*than*l60.0])j
write text (70, [[2cT"value^of*sn*-* ]T; write (70, f 1,sn);
goto in, . ;
n:= read(20)5 ' ,
if n=2 then goto new membranej 
close(2fr)y close(70)5
• (
i
i
Va#
PROGRAM 7.
CALCULATION OR TRACER DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS.
i _
begin comment Self diffusion program 
integer n,r,f;
f :=format (j^sss-d.ddddio-ndJJ; 
open(20); open(70);
start:copytext(20,70,]j jj j ‘ ^
n:=read(20)3
If In basic symbol(20)»142 then r:=read(20) else rs=1; 
begin integer .I*qq,hj
resusx, sy , sxy, sx2, sy2, m, e , d, dy , dm, vo,a , nn,avinc , 
t12,t3
array x,y ,yy,v"c,e,corr[ 1 :n] jinc[2 :n] ,s[ 1:9] *base[ 1 :r+1 ], 
oldL1:r J; 
boolean array duff[1:n]$ 
boolean ba,bb,,bc,bdj 
ba: =‘bb: -fa Is e; 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
'begin xLiJ1: =r eadTo’O) 5 
yy[i] :=read(:20); 
duff [ i ]: =fa Is e ;
end ;
vo:=read(205$ 
nn:=readf20)5 5
a spread(20)5
if in basic symbol(20);-152 then bb:=truej . 
be;-if r-1 then faIse else true; 
for i:=1 step V until 9 do sii]:=read(20):
TT'bc then for i:=1 step~~T until r do oldL i] :=read(20); 
if in basic symbol (2^)=i2 then ba:=true; 
iF £i=0.0 then writetext(7(^ 7TP^lSIMlrCE^:WlTHDRAWAL*SAiyiPLINGv|
[2c]]) else f!
writetext ( ] W3JTHDRA WA L/^DTFlQTF3EtoPLING [ 2c ] ]); ||
if bb then .
begin t12:=read(20)p
t:-read(20) •, pi
for i: = 1 step "1 until n do yy[i] :=yy[i]/eXp(-0.693/ if 
112x (i-1) xt) end; , pi
total: for i; = l step 1 until n do y[i]:=yy[i]; &?j
writetextrT^li^c plNTFRWLt.10sJINC[2cJJ.) J |j
sx:=sx2 :=0.()5 qq:=0$ ||j
for i:=2 step 1 until n do if not (duff [i] or duff[i-l] §| 
T Then II
begin if notbc then inc[i]:=(y[i]x(vo-(i-1)x(nn-a))- 
yTi-’Tfx(vo-(i-1)x(nn-a)-a))/(x[i]-x[i-1])/vo 
else inc[i]:=(yLi]x(vo-(i+r-1)x(nn-a))-y[i-1] 
x(vo-(i+r-l)x(nn-a)-a))/(x[i]-x[i-1])/vo;
correct:
out:
inout: 
retro:
merge: 
leastsq:
write(7()jform&t(j^sedd]_) .,1-1); out basic 
symbol(7°*161); wr ite(7G, format (JjidJ_),i);
space(7
v/rite(7°.»f,inc[i]); newline(7°* 1 );
sx:=sx-HincLi]I 
qq:«qq+l; • 
end; :
avinc:=sx/qq;
for i:-2 step 1 until n d£ sx2: ==sx2-t-(if not(duff[i] 
or duff [i-flT then ;(avinc-inc[ i] )T2 else 6,0); 
dm:«aqrt(sx2/(qq-1 )-)j
v/ritetext (70, [ [ c ] AVERAGE* INC*==]_) ; write (70 .f ,avinc)
writetext(7° j ITcTSTANDARD*DEVIATION*IN*INC*= J);
v/r it e (70 , draJT
corr [ 1 ] :=0#()$
if ctrO.O then goto inout;
IT be then goto retro;
for i:=2 step"!" until n do corr[i]:=~avincxnnx(i-1) 
7 (vo-(i-t jrxnn)x(x[ i J-x[i^T] )+corr[i-1 ]; 
goto merge;
for i:=2 step 1 until n do corr[i] :=axy[i-1 ]/
vox(1+(i-T)V<Xnn-a)/I(vo- (i-1)x (nn-a)))
-avincx(x[i]-x[i-1])x(i-1)x(nn-a)/(vo-(i-1)x(nn-a))+
corr[i-1];
goto merge;
base[1]:=0.0;
for i:=2 step 1 until r do base[i]:=-avincxnnx(i-1)/
(vo-Ci-l)xnn)x(oldLiJ-oldTi-1])+base[i-1];
corrL1]:=-avincxnnxr/(vo-rxnn)x(x[1]-old[r])+base[r];
for i:=2 step 1 until n do corrLi] :==-avincxnnx(i+r-1),
(Vo- (i+r-1 )><nn) x (x Li J-x[ i-1 ] )+corr[i-1 ];
for i:=1 step 1 until n do y[i] ^ ytil+corr [i];
. sx:=sy:==sxy:=sx2:=sy2:=07n; h:=0;
for i:=1 step 1 until n do 
begin if not duff[ij then 
begin sx:=sx+x[ij; 
sy:=sy-Hy[ i]; 
sxy:=sxy+x[iJ xy[i]; 
sy2:«sy2*fy[ i] T2; 
sx2:=sx2+x[i]T2; 
h:=h+1;
£l end ;
end;
d :=hxsx2-sx?2; 
m:-(hxsxy~sxxsy)/d; i 
c :=(sx2xsy-sxxsxy )/<$;
for i:-l step 1 until n do if not duff[i] then 
yc[i] :=m>0:LijH-c; j 
dy: =sy2+hXoT24-mt2xsx2-2x (cxsyH-mxsxy-mXcxsx); 
dm:=sqrt(hxdy/(h-2)/d); - 
d:~sqrt(dyxsx2/(h-2)/d);
for i:=1 step 1 until n do if not duff[i] then 
e L i]:«y[iT-yc[ i ]; ;
writetext(70, [l4ciMt“D ;  write(70,f ,m);
writetext (70* [^aJSTANDARD^DEVIATION^IN^M*-!);. 
v/rite (70*f*dm}; 
v/ritetext (70* L L2c]C*=]) j
WI* it £3 ^  ^i* ^ O J "
v/ritetext(70.f_[3s]£TANDARI)*ERRGR*IN*C*==] ); 
v/rite(70,f *d); !
v/ritetext (70* Ij^ 2c lRMS*ERROR*IN*Y*=]) $ 
v/rite (7 0 *sqrt(dy/(h-2))) s
v/ritetext {70j [ [ 3e5s ] Y^INITL 9s ] CORR [ 1 Os ] Y*OBS [ 8s ]
Y* C A LCjjs Jl )BVl7TT imj2 c_]J_) ~  .
for i:=1 step 1 until n do if not duff[i] then 
begin v/riteTyO,f , yy[i]Tf 
v/rite(70jf*corr[i] )3 
v/rite(70*f, : y[i] 5
• write£70*f* yc[ i] )3 
v/rite (70,f, e[i];5 newline(70*1)*
end 3
d:?=mxvoxs[1]xs[2]/(s[3]xs[4]xs[5]x60)3 
v/ritetext (7°  ^[ [ 2c ] DIFFUS ION* CQKFF*DrA *==*»]); 
v/rite (70*f*d) 3 
if notba then
begin v/ritetext (70j 1 [2c]HQLD*UP*TIME*(MIN)*=**] ); 
v/rite (70,f * ~c/m) 3
writetext(70,[[2c]H0LD*UP*TIME*DIPP*C0EFF*==**])j 
v/rite(70,f,-s [2jt2>^7(cx360) )j 
end 3
dra:=0.059ix(s[9]x4.84xs[7]/s[8])T0.57x(s[8]xs[6]T2/s[7] mi/3)| rr
v/ritetext (70* L [4c] SiCATTERGCGD/LIGHTFQOT*CORRECTION[2c] M 
r-LwSS*TRJNSFER*COEFF*==**]) 3 ~  ~
v/rite (7°*f *dra) 5
v/ritetext(7°* L L 2c]DIPPUSION*COEFF*D 1 *=**] ) s' 
v/rite(7°*f *d/tT-(2xdxs[3]/(s[2]xdmxs[ 1] )J))3 
if in basic symbol(20)=12 then goto newdata; 
bd:=readboolean(20 ) 3
if in b£usi<i s2/mbol(20)=152 then for i:=read(20) while :
in basic symbol(20)r13 do duff [ iT«=true;
if bd then v/ritetext (70TI"[ 6c] TOTAL* j) else v/ritetext
ITTO, U6cTniCAST^-SQuARE*j_) 5 ~  ~
writetext (70,X.REGALCULATION*OMITTING*POINTSj-) *
for i:=1 step 1 until n do if duff[i] then ~~ : .
v/r it e (70 , f orrici t (IsndT) j iJT 
newline(70*2)3 j
if bd then goto total else goto leastsqj 
iF in basicsymbo 1 (20W 142 then goto start* 
cXose(20)3 close(70)
35k .
PROGRAM 8.
SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.
begin integer i, j,k,l,ra,inaJrab.,mcJani<,n,kai,r,p,f 1,s,repc,rept3 
real e,ans,bans.,b.,in,,q,a,var3
open (20)5 open(7°)3
f 1 : = forriiat ([-f-d.ddddio+ndj )3 
e:«ln(lO.O)5~  ~
again: copytext (20,70,[3])3
ra:=read (20): 
rna:= ra-1 3
rac : = ra+13
begin array c ,d.,cre[ 1:m, 1 :rn].,detr[l :mci,,t,tre[1 :m]j 
x[ 1 :m] 3 
Tor i:~1 step 1 until rn do 
begin for j:~ 1 step 1 until m do ‘i 
ere [ i. J ]: = read (2T77j 
tre[i] := read(20) 
end3 I
goto jurnpj ,
alter: copytext (20, 7^*1$ J.) 3
repc:-read(20)3 
for s :=1 step 1 until repc do 
begin i:=read(20T* 
j:=read(20)3 
c r e [ i , j ] r e a d (20)3 
end3
rept:= read(20)3 ; 
for s :=1 step 1 -griti! rept do 
begin i:= read(5n7JT 
tre[i]:= read(20)3
end 3
Jump: for i:=1 step 1 until m do
begin for j:-1 step 1 until m do
ereLi,jiy 
t[ij := trelijj 
end3
ans:« 0.03 L
355.
for i:=1 step 1 until m do ans :=ans+(ife[i,,i]>0.0 then
ln(e[iji] )7e* 
else if c[iji] =0.0 then 0.0 
else ln(abs(c[iji]) )/e)j
cins :=ans/ara5 ■ •
bans: = 10.0? ans3
for i: = 1 step 1 until m do
beg,in t [ ij:-t'[ i]/beats'; •'
for j:~1 step 1 until m do 
c L i9j]:= cli/j ]/bansy
end;
for j :=*1 step 1 until me do 
begin for i:~1 step 1 until m do
for k:= 1 step 1 until m do 
d[ic,i] :=e[k/iJ3 : 
b:=1.03
mb:=j-13 ;
if rnbrO then for! k:=1 step 1 until m do 
d [ kj mb j : =t [ k J 3" 
for k :=1 step 1 until ma do 
begin lea: =k+T3
if d[k,k]=0.0 then goto P863
P‘80: b:-d[k,k]xb3 
q :=d[k,kJ3
for l:=k step 1 until m do d[k,lj i-dLkjlj/q; 
for l:=ka step 1 um>ll m do 
begin £i:=dri, kj;
?or n:=k step 1 until ra do 
' dTT,n]:= d L1,n]-d[k/n]xa;
end;
for l:=ka. step 1 until m do d[k,l]1=0.03 
goto out3
P86: for i := lea step 1 until m do
if d [kj i]r0.0 then 
begin b:= -b;
for l:=k step 1 until m  do 
T begin in:= d[lVkJ; r
d[l,k]:=d[l,i]j 
i d[l,i] := in;
' end;
C goto P8O3 
end; • 
detr[j]:=0.0; 
goto fin; out:
end;
detr[ jl^dlmjmjxb; fin:
choice:
end
end->
35b.
for j:~2 step 1 until me do x[j-1]:=detr[j]/detr[1]j 
• p:« r e a d • 
var: = read (20
it' in basic symbol (20) = 142 then
begin
for i:= 1 step 1 until p do- 
- begin
copy text(20,70,[••])5 
write(70jf1jxiijJl 
end; goto choice;
end;
for i:= 1 step 1 until p do 
begin-
for j:= 1 step 1 until p do
begin space(7°*671
out basic symbol (7°*var);
v/rite(70,format ([nd]) ,i);
TndJ J.jJiv/rite (7° jformat( 
space(70,5)J t 
end; newline(70,2 );
end;
r:= 0; ;
for i i step 1 until p do
ivor j:« i step 1 until p do
begin r:= r + 1;
■ o[i,j]s- xtrli 
c[j,l]:= c[i,j]j
end;
for is** 1 step 1 until p do
begin for j:= 1 step 1 until p do
begin spaceTfOjjJ'/;
v/rite(70,f 1,c[i, j]);
end;
nev/line(70,2);
end;
jjTln basic symbol (20) - 142 then goto alter; 
if in basic symbol (20) = 142 then goto again; 
close(20)5 close(70);
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